### For Immediate World Press Release and re-Broadcast to the world.

All scripture is either from BibleGateway.com NIV or or equal scripture quoted reference.

Election day in Philippines is Monday, May 9, 2016. All corruption prevented by http://www.SolutionGovernment.com that hit 50,000 visitor hits yesterday and was updated to show theTruthVault.com realities of all of mankind. This is a compiled broadcast dating back to Jan 2016. The rest is on http://www.IseeIunderstand.com as the new library of new congress directives, decrees, mandates, and constitutional checks and balances for our new UNlocracy.com


Romans 14:11 It is written: ‘‘As surely as I live,’’ says the Lord, ‘‘every knee will bow before me; every tongue will acknowledge God.’’

Michael greeted me as soon as I drove my Motorcycle into the church alley way. We met last Sunday as he showed me the new construction of Victory church.

BibleGateWay.com is the resource that I use to live blog and broadcast whenever I attend the multiple churches to bring our entire world back into the sanctuary of GOD’s unified churches with http://www.ChristDomain.com that has visitor count of only 491. I have used the internet for +40 years now since early text messaging of N.C.S.U. Raleigh days 1976-1981 when I was Resident Advisor dorm for 2 years, taught computer science as Teaching Assistant, was treasurer of W4ATC amateur radio station, and earned my own way with no debt load. The history I have created changes all world economies, legal, spiritual, and cultural systems as soon as the first, then NEXT, then rest of world compiles and complies with what I teach all of mankind. Who supports BidOnKeith.com with paypal.me/BidOnKeith today?

SolutionGovernment.com hit a major world milestone yesterday of exactly 50,000 unique visitor hits. Many of these are from the web search engine inquires and from the criminals who are watching their days dwindle down to zero as they continue to drain the assets of our world into their coffined coffers of extreme wealth. The service starts now.

Isaiah 53:1-10 is quoted during prayer time.

53:1 “Who has believed our message and to whom has the arm of the Lord been revealed?
2 He grew up before him like a tender shoot, and like a root out of dry ground. He had no beauty or majesty to attract us to him, nothing in his appearance that we should desire him.
3 He was despised and rejected by mankind, a man of suffering, and familiar with pain. Like one from whom people hide their faces he was despised, and we held him in low esteem.
4 Surely he took up our pain and bore our suffering, yet we considered him punished by God, stricken by him, and afflicted.
5 But he was pierced for our transgressions, he was crushed for our iniquities;
the punishment that brought us peace was on him, and by his wounds we are healed.
We all, like sheep, have gone astray, each of us has turned to our own way;”

Pastor Ross Rosuello is running for Board Member of this region. This is a very high government position right below the Governor level. It is similar to a congressman of a district. Dr. Dennis Calcalay? is mentioned. John Pascaul Palaguan?? is introduced as the local city councilman.

Joylenne Joy is introduced as the guest preacher/teacher/minister today. Today’s week 5 sermon is completion on the Apostles Creed. The Death, Burial, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. It is the oldest creed written in 2 or 3rd century A.D. about 150 years after the last original apostle died. The first section is ‘I Believe….’

1 Cor 15:2 3 “For what I received I passed on to you as of first importance: that Christ died for our sins according to the Scriptures, 4 that he was buried, that he was raised on the third day according to the Scriptures, 5 and that he appeared to Cephas, and then to the Twelve. 6 After that, he appeared to more than five hundred of the brothers and sisters at the same time, most of whom are still living, though some have fallen asleep. 7 Then he appeared to James, then to all the apostles, 8 and last of all he appeared to me also, as to one abnormally born. “

Joy speaks about the cause and effects of Jesus death and resurrection. The earlier song praise stated ‘He rose again’. A video is shown of Good Friday re-enactment that appeared to be overkill in simple terms. One year ago, I(Keith) was in Tel Aviv - JerUSAlem, EmmaUS-Nickopolis, and Rome (Vatican City) Italy from April 1-5, then 6-16.

Isaiah 52:14 “As many were astonished at you, his appearance was so marred, beyond human semblance, and his form beyond…."

John 18:22 The High Priest Questions Jesus
19 Meanwhile, the high priest questioned Jesus about his disciples and his teaching.
20 “I have spoken openly to the world,” Jesus replied. “I always taught in synagogues or at the temple, where all the Jews come together. I said nothing in secret. 21 Why question me? Ask those who heard me. Surely they know what I said.”
22 When Jesus said this, one of the officials nearby slapped him in the face. “Is this the way you answer the high priest?” he demanded.
23 “If I said something wrong,” Jesus replied, “testify as to what is wrong. But if I spoke the truth, why did you strike me?” 24 Then Annas sent him bound to Caiaphas the high priest.

Mark 14:65 speaks about the cruel treatment of Jesus for the simple fact he did no wrong. It was a riot of total indescribable indiscretion. For each participant felt justified since no one cared who was present or that they would be held accountable one day for their criminal actions. Matthew 27:26. Flagrum is a whip cord designed for scourging 39 lashes before execution to use hypovolemic shock. They stripped him, put a scarlet robe on him that signifies royalty. They mocked him saying ‘Hail, King of the Jews’. …

Clearly Christ had no free will choice to defend himself against any of his accusers. Even the bible states Jesus says ‘God, why have you forsaken me’.
Joy speaks about 1. The Gravity of our sin. There is punishment that awaits recitation and restitution for criminal deeds. Psalms 5:4-5 For you are not a God who delights in wickedness; evil may not dwell with you.... “With sin comes Humiliation, Pain, Suffering, and death. Christ message was that sin causes death of the soul as well as the body. One hour a week Christians and other religions are for show only. Joy: 'Those who do not realize the gravity of their sin will never appreciate the sacrifice Jesus did on the cross.” The reasons behind scars are important. Joy speaks about a badly disfigured mother who had saved her child during a house fire. The ‘Debt of Gratitude’ was recognized when the grown up child realized what her mother had done for her.

Keith: Few people study human nature and the relationships between all of humanity. This is what our/my GodFather Christ did most of his life.  Joy: 2. The Penalty of Sin. Look up the word ‘penal’ dealing with punishment. “relating to, used for, or prescribing the punishment of offenders under the legal system.” Penal law is defined “a law imposing a penalty (as of fine, imprisonment, loss of civil rights) on persons who do or forbear a certain act or acts b : the body of such laws”

Keith: Many of our legal systems are designed for pure profit by slave trading those who are impoverished and have zero contact with persons of integrity. For so many of our judges, liar-lawyers, prosecutors, and those who own and run our penal system are extremely wealthy because they are slave traders hiding behind the same laws they are sworn to protect. They get a paycheck, kickbacks from criminals, and ability to control and criminally manipulate any evidence and court documents that are sealed and hidden from public view. Even juries are stacked and convinced to convict to ‘PROTECT your neighborhoods from any criminal activity’.

Joy: CS Lewis quote ‘He died not for men, buff for each man. ... “ the scales of Justice are tilted for above reasons. 3. The need for a savior. On the third day, Christ rose from the dead. The Apostle Creed affirms “He suffered under Ponticus Pilate, was crucified, died and was buried; he descended to hell. The third day He rose again from the dead. “

John 10:30 It is finished. 1 Peter 3:18 ‘for Christ died for sins once for all, the righteous for the unrighteous, to bring you to God. He was put to death in the body but made alive by the Spirit”. We do not need to ‘EARN’ salvation states Joy. Ephesians 2:8-9 “For by grace you have been saved through faith. And this is not your own doing; it is the gift of God 9 Not a result of works, so that no one may boast”.

Joy: Do not abuse the rights you have been granted and gifted. Through Christ’s Death, Burial, and Resurrection, our salvation is complete and eternally secure!'

Victory.org.ph facebook.com/VictoryPh Twitter : VictoryPH Instagram: VictoryPH

The offertory scripture is 2 Corinthians 9:8 ‘And God is able to make all grace abound to you, so that in all things at all times, having all that you need, you will abound in every good work.”

Their new building project is in Phase 2. Victory church

####
On Sunday afternoon, I attend the Jesus Miracle Crusade International Ministries rally at the University of Cagayan Valley. The speaker talks about serving mankind. The children’s choir of 140 sing the praises of God and the Holy Trinity. The service is in Tagalog so I can not understand the actual words. I do fully understand why they are gathered to celebrate the rise of their church to international level of service to all mankind. The founded in year 1975 and celebrated 40 years just last 2015 year.

I gifted one of their pastors my business card and the laminated printout of Solution-Government.com MaryRights.com and two sides of ChristDomain.com

The adult choir of about 80 sing for 30 minutes. It is 2 pm in the fan cooled large university gym here.

I pull 1 Peter 1:18-19 “For you know that it was not with perishable things such as silver or gold that you were redeemed from the empty way of life handed down to you from your ancestors, but with the precious blood of Christ, a lamb without blemish or defect.”

Their prime center signage quotes Matthew 16:18 “upon this rock I shall build my church.” The fuller passage is: “18 And I tell you that you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church, and the gates of Hades will not overcome it. 19 I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven; whatever you bind on earth will be[d] bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven.” 20 Then he ordered his disciples not to tell anyone that he was the Messiah.”

Keith: Note, a year ago, I went to St Peter’s church in Tel Aviv, JerUSAlem, then EmmaUS-Nickopols multiple times during April 1-5, then went to Rome Italy April 6-16, 2015. The rock I have already identified is Stone Mountain in Georgia USA, site of many videos I published 2014 through Oct 2015 on YouTube.com tied to http://www.IFJC2.com and www.NewZion2.com

At the front signage inviting the public to this rally, they state this is a healing rally for those with Cancer, abuse, sickness, and other ailments. Few miracles have occurred in the past century for a variety of stated reasons. Some would claim the ending of World War two was a miracle with the invention of the Atomic Bomb and the ability of humanity to address the worse evils of their time by removing the criminal elements who had taken over the primary governments in Europe and Japan.

Keith: the current World War Three wages un-relentlessly as the most cynical and cybercrime oriented war front in world history based on the criminal abuse and harnessing of technology to enslave our/my people. The current lady speaker is addressing the audience in the native language for past 15 minutes. I feel she is appealing to those who have needs and explaining the purpose of this rally.

The Youth choir of 35 now sings. They sing of the glory of Jesus. One of the candidates for Governor is introduced. He is about 35 years old, glasses, and well spoken.

While they continue the presentations, I reference BibleGateway Luke 24:7 ‘The Son of Man must be delivered over to the hands of sinners, be crucified and on the third day be raised again.’ Verse 13 is the Walk to Emmaus. I also just noticed the world CRUSADE. Who can see the USA in the middle of crUSAde? Same as EmmaUS, JerUSAlE, and Je-
All these words were constructed thousands of years ago and translated into multiple languages since the Bible is the most popular book ever published in our world.

A dance presentation is now telling the story of revelation by the youth group. I have a few short video and photo clips as I do record history everywhere I go.

I have stated the most obvious evidence for mankind years ago. What if Jesus Christ had access to technology so he could broadcast to our mutual world at one time? Would he have been forsaken by our entire world or just those who passed judgment on him to avoid and prevent their own sins from being revealed to the rest of the world. Would he have been crucified anyway like so many other saints who broadcast the absolute truth of God?

Is it now clear that Unrepentant sinners are the worse criminals who have no remorse and live daily for the conquest over others.

Concerning the return from the Walk to EmmaUS (conducted by Keith on April 1-5, 2015) I show Luke 24:17 He asked them, “What are you discussing together as you walk along?” They stood still, their faces downcast. 18 One of them, named Cleopas, asked him, “Are you the only one visiting Jerusalem who does not know the things that have happened there in these days?” 19 “What things?” he asked. “About Jesus of Nazareth,” they replied. “He was a prophet, powerful in word and deed before God and all the people.” …. 25 He said to them, “How foolish you are, and how slow to believe all that the prophets have spoken! 26 Did not the Messiah have to suffer these things and then enter his glory?”

Brother June De? De-Suis, and other pastors are introduced at 3 pm. Since I can not understand much of the topics, I use this time predictively and productively as has been my own nature for all of my life.

At my college university period, and for many decades, I perfected the Request-Response data packet technology that is the heart of any communication between two entities including people. For the data stream had to be constructed and constrained to prevent intrusions as well as provide a clean pipe-line of 100% accurate data with all checks and balances covered by exception conditions to ensure 100% complete and predictive delivery and response.

Human nature works in a very parallel and similar nature. No relationship of any type can be completed without accurate delivery and response with minimum interference and corruption. Our government and corporate entity systems have grown the most corrupt slave trading industries in world history. It is never the government or company, it is the free will choice of individuals to commit crimes against humanity to enrich themselves at every opportunity since they control the laws, mandates, by-laws, contracts, judicial, legal, financial, trade, and all other systems. Many also manipulate the religious groups to prevent these crimes from being exposed to the most powerful force (besides God), the majority will of the people.

I have stated for +8 years that ANY single document, court document, testimony, business records all tie back to ROSE, Ms Bashama, Duncan Clan, and those who profiteering by committing so many crimes. These include the police investigators, my own insurance companies and even some of my own churches who do NOTHING, but false rhetoric with zero action to protect the rights of any others.
The singing continues with a Pastor and youth group numbering 33 persons. Sister Rose speaks for 20 minutes with prayer and exaltation. The youth choir returns to the stage to perform. The speaker states “There is a reward for those who fear the Lord “.

The choir completes with version of Handel's Messiah. I knew this by heart after singing in church choirs for +20 years ending at Peachtree Corners Baptist Church, Norcross GA (770)448-1313 with Dr. David Shaw and all the others who knew the most extreme facts that I was being held captive as a Political Prisoner of Cybercrime and Spiritual war, and did NOTHING but suppress evidence. I pledged them $1 Million USD back in fall 2011 right after I was kidnapped to enlist them to uphold law and actually notify USA government to protect my life against one of the worst criminals in USA, even international history.

The church is in praise worship now, many are on their knees with their chairs before them in prayer. My knees are a little old for kneeling on concrete, so I refrain. Another true rarity, my refraining from anything at all in this YOUR world of shame.. For I have been etching our world this entire time all about these solid plans of reformation to save themselves in the most powerful reformation crusade in world history. This is also what my GodFather Christ did 2,000 years ago as well as so many other saints, apostles, disciples and children of GOD who survived the evils of the DEVIL Satans like ROSE who remains amassing a huge fortune and committing the worse crime spree in modern history.

I leave now to go back to my new home. Exactly where IS that? Is it YOUR neighborhood, government, country, or church? Who sponsors BidOnkeith.com SaviorKeith now?

keith

#######

### Broadcast to world. April 22, 2016 Friday. I did not blog the past few days. (see and read below)

The most deadliest of all crimes continue to be committed by persons easy to identify, isolate, and even put on Death Row for their most heinous crimes against our-my people who count for 7.4 Billion people. The solutions I have delivered in all forms, ways and means to all law enforcement, public, press, and churches were completed years ago to STOP all crime in the first place by removing profit, motive, and opportunity.

These are the solutions I delivered TO the USA Military at Langley AirForce base on Sept 25, 2011 from 9 pm Sunday evening until about 1:30 a.m. Two OSI officers Capt Christopher Weber and 6 MPs (contractors) interviewed me at the west gate and were shocked WHY I was asking for safe haven protection since I also detected ROSE had cyber-stalker my travels to NYC and back to Langley. I was kidnapped Oct 3, 2011 when I was 4 hours from meeting with IRS WhistleBlower Feb 2009-case 658 nora.Beardsley@IRS.gov to finally PUT ROSE on Death Row along with FBI, AG, USMarshal investigations I had initiated and followed up on since fall 2008, then Nov 2010, then repeately since then.
The Deadly silence is the USA governments blacklisting of all citizens who report massive crime sprees since it implicates our top law enforcement agencies in actively supporting major underground criminal networks like ROSE since the raw transfer of billions of USD is rapidly occurring from taxpayer funds as well as protected internet and private corporation databases to super cybercriminals. This is what ROSE stole from my computers before and during my being held 848 days of pure HELL as a Political Prisoner of Cybercrime Warfare BECAUSE I gifted our own governments how to STOP crime and prevent almost all further occurrences.

The evidence is 40 years of dedicated work in multiple disciples as the prime consultant of all time that no one recognizes because of their own pure prostituted greed.

Pop Music Icon PRINCE died April 21, 2016 after being in Atlanta GA (Keith's Sovereign Bank Building new home) after battling the flu. His death will be rumored to be caused by other factors including criminal actions, trust my predictions.

For during this entire time since ROSE defrauded me of 3 Promissory Notes worth + $250,000 Forsyth County GA Judgment 08SC-1345 (Oct 2010) and IRS defrauded me of + $8 Million USD IRSWBFeb2009-658, no honest persons of integrity with any level of authority have EVER been identified to complete any of the world class saving solutions that are broadcast to our mutual world under copyrighted protection of USPTO.gov http://www.Built-ByKeith.com BidOnKeith.com CreatorKeith.com SaviorKeith.com and the original FollowKeith.com domains of the ultimate distribution network of http://www.ChristDomain.com. This last one is the Final testament of unifying all churches and religions inclusive of agnostics and atheists to be the overseers of all governments and corporations.

This is the most powerful and peaceful reformation crusade in world history because of the total economic reversal of SEIZING the criminals illegally gained assets to redistribute Trillions (known as God-Zillions) of $$$ wealth to build new self reliant and independent villages, towns, farms, and resort communities to UNLOAD the poverty stricken slums around the world like New Delhi and Sierra Leone where Keith goes NEXT with the funding support of any of his 7.4 Billion People who see, believe, and ACT with the AUTHORITY of FEARLESS PEOPLE to PROTECT the RIGHTS of ALL OTHERS.

Otherwise, our world will collapse in the worse slave trading enterprises run by the oligarchy tyrant dictatorship criminal ruling elite group known as the MonkeyKings.info like Robert Dee Rose. For the USA government re-actively and pro-actively prevents ANY investigations, arrests, and convictions to Death Row of everyone tied to ROSE and Cobb County GA USA TPO 11.1.1171.99 and 11.1.7683.99 criminally granted restraining orders used to prevent FBI-AG-Military from taking out 85 to +100 USA Government officials tied to this one super criminal terrorists.

Clearly they work FOR ROSE despite the FBI-AG offices claiming they have no record of ROSE working for them. How true..... For ROSE testified he was a cybercrime terrorist on
For all these crimes are prevented by the technology, common sense, and use of 100% integrity based full scale accountability and transparency that is the prime hallmark of Keith Duncan’s master visionary teachings for our entire world.

Who JOINS UNITYurl.com today and RISES UP to ORDER our USA government and all other governments and corporations USE http://www.SolutionGovernment.com or be SHUNNED into total isolation of the slums of our world because they have identified themselves as the criminal profiteers who everyone HATES with a passion. How many people actually LOVE and HONOR their leadership politicians because they perform relentlessly protecting the rights of their citizens who PAY them to actually DO THEIR JOBS. !!!! crowd fund Keith Duncan TODAY and sponsor his growing missionary teams to travel our world to the NEXT places of greatest needs.

Even (YouTube ID of: ) MrHumpty80 will have a place to serve others as he is either ROBERT DEE ROSE or one of the most ardent supporter CYNICAL hypocrites who hides behind the internet just like so many other criminals. He and millions of others simple have no clue about the transfer of THEIR wealth one way to the criminal ruling elite. Do you know theTruthVault.-com and what this means to the survival and prosperity of all of humanity? Keith

######
Brief last testament summary posted on NewZion2.com
April 18, 2016. The criminal taxation of all citizens and drain of all assets to the Criminal Ruling Elite is almost complete. This is reversed with SolutionBankFraud.com applied to URLi-Dent.com gifted to Interpol Jan 7, 2015.
This solution that ties into newest ChristDomain.com and SaviorKeith.com to unify all churches so they shall be the overseers of the greatest transfer of wealth from the Criminal Ruling Elite that eliminates 666 Mark of the Beast with SolutionGovernment.com URLiDent.-com. A single International ID and optional QR Code identifies each person to anyone else to allow total world free trade and travel. Criminals are face recognition identified, shunned, and force restricted to live in the slums they caused.

This is the Last Testament Testimony on top of world changing
http://www.SolutionGovernment.com
### For IMMEDIATE PRESS RELEASE and re-Broadcast to our WORLD + churches.
SolutionGovernment.com is the only answer to all world problems at the root level by removing all ability for anyone to profiteer from any leadership position. Full scale transparency and accountability is achieved by citizens taking full control of their leadership elections and actions. Any leader who refuses to enact these simple four government and corporate laws is shunned by all of society as self-entitling kingdom builders. All who run on these platforms of
total Integrity, Trust, and Ethics will be wealthy by results. BidOnKeith.com consults for our world by calling Philippines (63)0917-335-4300 to schedule on site rapid problem solving delivery of world class methods.

BuiltByKeith.com is the #1 Most Powerful Reformation Solutions in world history gifted to all of mankind.

The first region to deploy these unbreakable Checks and Balances receive International News Coverage as the first district, then nation to use the only solution to remove all criminals from society. This averts the genocide holocaust by the criminal ruling elite that was propagandized with hermeneutic prophecies, published by forefounders + SaviorKeith, and fulfilled by political criminals, cyber crime terrorists and other underground criminal cabal enterprises run by psychopaths such as Robert Dee Rose. A simple call to CreatorKeith.com (63)0917-335-4300 liberates all mankind.

With these four new By-Pass Laws, all citizens use Electronic Voting (face recognition photo, time stamp, location) with free Wi-Fi + eDevices to select highly paid consultant representatives to advocate all of our taxpayer rights.

1. Vote for all their leadership with historical confirmation on demand anytime using International URLiDent.com.
2. Vote on the pay for each person (by majority again). Options: 1. Lower. 2. Same. 3. Raise.
3. Vote on major issues when citizens are motivated to get confirmed results from their 'paid consultant' representative.
4. Vote on removing top succession leaders for any ethics violation as willed by the majority of the voters.

Key: Each vote is electronically recorded in URLiDent.com Interpol Database as private or public so that each user or public can see their vote counted and confirmed at any future time. The DB is replicate protected against all fraud.

No more VOTER FRAUD, Ballet Box stuffing, run-offs, Political Action Committees, Political Graft kickbacks, parties, and no more criminals can use media to outspend the competition and bury the ethical competitors. Political criminals are shunned by all of society as all other criminals cringe with absolute horror that their days have been numbered by BidOnKeith.com under full Sovereign Ambassador Emissary Protection of all Nations, Governments, and churches.

These solutions are the ONLY new World Government Constitution SolutionManifesto.com to ensure the survival of the human race. The removal of all criminals and contract violations kill the Anti-Christs. The majority of man-made laws and mandates are nullified, voided, and replaced with these simple laws to enforce all protection of all human rights using http://www.SolutionFinal.com to solve any issue, conflict, or problem with 5 simple step methodology.

The Press, United Nations, Interpol, Military, all world governments, public, and religious leadership have all been contacted for now +8 years. No persons of integrity have been found to Call to Action. Who do you know? Contact all Others immediately to ensure BidOnKeith.
com can complete all these world Evangelist changing missions of mercy. www.MonkeyKings.info is the last expose of super criminals tied to one terrorist in USA-Bahamas. Keith has asked for Sovereign Ambassador status from any and all nations to protect these ordained complete ministries

Manila Bulletin was visited (63)02-527-8121. Jessica SoHo GMA network (63) 2 928-7021 should be contacted by everyone along with every single major news network of @AP, CNN, ABC, CBS, NBC, Veritas, BBC, and all others today!

Click: www.BuiltByKeith.com Clearinghouse of Criminals Solutions + Unification + IseeIunderStand.com = #1 comprehensive ‘Plans of world salvation’ guides. Everything is shown on TheTruthVault.com

Download: BBK20150206OneDegreeSeparation-SolutionURL-183.pdf and forward.

Foreign Translations on www.SolutionURL.com page as Keith works for all mankind.

In absolute simple language, SolutionGovernment.com + all other solutions are easy to replace all our world governments when the public shuns and cripples the Criminal Ruling Elite who have enslaved them.

All law makers are commanded to pass these simple laws. Otherwise, they face immediate punishment by the Press, Public, Churches, + organizations for Willful Obstruction of Justice abusing Taxpayer-Voter funds and violation of CLICK: 923. 18 U.S.C. § 371—Conspiracy to Defraud the United States. and treason.

Here is recent world re-broadcast Call to ACTION with Authority and why all Military are 100% involved.

April 17, 2016. Sunday morning back at Victory Church. Victory.org.ph Twitter VictoryPH, facebook.com/victoryph SaviorKeith.com is faceBook.com/BuiltBykeith and facebook.com/saviorKeith

Today, there is a total power outage is the entire region of Cagayan Valley starting yesterday. It is probably caused by the severe water shortage, extreme heat, and of course http://www.-TurnOffLights.com has been prevented by criminals from being mainstream to SOLVE the energy crisis that is worth TRILLIONS in economic re-development. This church has a generator to provide Air Conditioning, lights, and power the sound and video systems. What back-up plan do you have for any aspect of your life…..

The guest Youth Pastor PJ speaks today on ‘What we Believe will drive how we behave’. The main pastor is Ross who is running for Region 2 Board Member. I spoke with Michael who showed me their new $30 million Peso worship center that I can help fund as soon as PUBLIC actually uses what I have gifted to all of mankind.

The sermon is a mix of English and Tagalong languages. I tried to subscribe to globe Internet surfing so I could paste in the scripture references. So I will type in real time, just like I have done since 7th grade at 70 w.p.m. at age 13. Week 1 God The Father & creator, week 2 Lord Jesus Christ, week 3. Holy Spirit, part of the Holy Trinity (that I just re-broadcast for

Our behavior and actions is always driven by our belief system combined with what occurs to us on a daily basis. Being re-active or pro-active is the prime indication if one is a part of the Holy Trinity or isolated from God’s love by their own choice. We go to church for a variety of reasons. Many go just to be seen and to appear to be slightly righteous at least for an hour once a week. They falsely think this will cleanse their soul for their vices and even crimes they commit on a daily basis. The Greek word ‘Ecclesia -Called out ones’ is 100% about community relationships that is bigger than your own skin contained DNA based organic organism known as the body. For the Body of Christ is actually all people and all of creation. Pastor: You can be part of something bigger than just yourself.

He asks about how many Facebook friends one has. I raised my hand for +5,000 Facebook friends. He asks about the world commoditize. To Render a good or service widely available and interchangeable with one provided by another company. This is www.ChristDomain.com that unifies all churches and religions including all agnostics and atheists. For they have a belief system also that excludes the existence of a central prime God Father. Often they worship commoditized idols of money, cars, clothes (fashion), possessions, and even partying to the ends of our world. Churches are typically NOT been commoditized in the manner that God intended.

Keith: Each primary religious denomination has theology that states ‘WE are the ONE and ONLY true church of GOD’. Can they each be right or all they all wrong? Christ never stated ‘YOU must be JEW or Convert to Judaism before you can experience the true relationship with GOD and all others’. Unification occurs when UNIOcracy.com becomes the only standard needed under the teachings of http://www.BuiltByKeith.com

Pastor quotes. Ephesians 4:1-2 “I therefore, a prisoner of .. 3. eager to maintain the unity .. 5 one Lord, one faith, one baptism, 6 one God and Father of all, who is over all and through all and in all.

2 Timothy 1:9 ‘He has saves us and called sue to a holy life — not because of anything we have done but because of his own purpose and grace. This grace was given us in Christ Jesus before the beginning of time.”.

Pastors mother came from abroad and asked .. (in tagalong…) If God is holy, then…. Church is holy. If we believe in God, we believe in a total universe created for our use UNDER his Sovereign Ambassador Dominion. (keith).

1. It is Holy. There are 2 types of Holiness A) Positional B) Sanctification. The persons in the bible are many saints. The person sitting next to you may also be a Saint. When we serve God by serving humanity, we are a saint. A disciple and apostle are defined in similar terms.

These all mean that God is in work in our lives BECAUSE we make the conscious free will choice to focus on humanity under God’s directives and decrees. We are NOT perfect for a specific reason (Keith states on many broadcasts under http://www.IseeIunderStand.com) Ask him anything with BidOnKeith.com

Hebrews 10: There is no perfect church. As soon as YOU enter that church, it becomes imperfect because of your presence. 2 Timothy 1:9 (above). ‘called us to a holy life’.
This is a group corporate calling working in cooperative ministries with all others. This is part of Keith’s http://www.SolutionFinal.com 5 steps to solve any problem, issue, and even prevent self-genocide of mankind.

2. It is Catholic (the Creed states ‘I believe in the Holy Roman Catholic Church.’) Catholic is suppose to mean universal. Does it? Is the Rome Italy based Vatican the answer. For Keith visited JerUSAlem, EmmaUS, on behalf of JesUS on April 1-5, 2015 and then 10 days in Rome Italy April 6-16 on the absolute return to holiness and return from his own Walk to EmmaUS as he(myself-keith) was at EmmaUS-Nickopolis on Good Friday and at Saturday-Sunday night mass Easter Sunday April 5.

Ephesians 4:5-6 “one Lord, one faith, one baptism, 6 one God and Father of all, who is over all and through all and in all.”. Sisters and brothers in Christ are our entire population of 7.4 Billion people regardless of each persons religions theology and/or belief system.

3. A communion of Saints. Ephesians 2:19 “So then you are not longer part .. “ A British Newspaper article was “ The loneliness epidemic. “We are more connected than ever - but are we feeling more alone?” how many people actually have close friends who will support them regardless of circumstances. Most people want strong relationships that do not depend on economic wealth and prestige. Yet who wants to be next to celebrities and be part of a large party crowd. Most people are deathly afraid of 1. Death 2. Public Speaking 3. Taxes 4. being held accountable for their actions 5. the list continues…… Some use their own ‘bucket list’ of activities they want to accomplish before they die…

Pastor speaks about Victory Groups that are part of their weekday support systems of relationship building. This is Keith’s world wide movement of http://www.UNITYurl.com designed to teach communities to solve their own local issues regardless of the depth of each issue. For everyone typically goes through the same gossip, vice, and traumas of life.

The communion of Saints is the process of supporting each other. How many of you have mentors? do the pastors and major leaders of our governments and corporations have mentors? Or do they think they are above the fray of human emotion and situational awareness of the needs of all of humanity. Each of us deserves PEACE and HARMONY. We are easily disappointed because of historical events that are almost impossible to resolve and more impossible to forgive and let go. Especially when money, assets, and related physical items have been stolen and destroyed over time.

Community groups are the most powerful Cooperative Ministries over the course of human history. Each member learns to share, listen, and even teach others from the wisdom knowledge base they have inherited over their own lifetime course of experiences.

The sermon ends. Singing closes out.

The offering based on Malachi 3:10 ‘Bring the full tithe into the Storehouse that there may be food in my house…. “ Consider that I, Keith, have had no income for past 8 years, and have spent well over $500,000 USD of my own assets to complete these ordained ministries, I have already pledged 90% of the first Billion (B-Billion) through CreatorKeith.com INC ministries to CeoSpace.net. If they, and all other churches do NOT want this blessed ultimate windfall of profits from these ministries as well as the $400 to $500 Million (M-Million) the USA
government owes Keith Duncan for extreme real and punitive damages, then YOU, my people are the actual recipients as soon as YOU command and order our own governments to remove all criminals from inside their own organizations so that external underground criminal enterprises will die ‘off the vine’. For criminals fear death, imprisonment, and the loss of YOUR funds and assets that they have systematically drained from your bank accounts and personal/corporation stock ownership without your knowledge.

This is the basis for all of PCTerror.com ClearCollarCrime.com and HostageForProfit.com that are all the commoditized slave trading enterprises that is currently lead by criminals who mostly reside inside the USA government and USA based corporations.

Follow the money, see where the taxes actually end up.

########
April 16, 2016 World Re-Broadcast (again and again).

This sent to many journalists. If I COULD broadcast to our entire world at ONE time, I would have 8 years ago, actually longer. For Press Conferences accomplish this most amazing and remarkable progression of God’s total unification. I sleep now. I wanted to write a really long precise broadcast on Taxes since April 15, 2016 was the USA travesty day.

########
April 10, 2016. Today I attend Victory Church in Cagayan Valley, Region 2.
Pastor Ross is here. We have a guest pastor. Luke 24:13 is key.
John 14:18-19 The Holy Spirit ties to The Apostles Creed.
Verse 14 “You may ask me for anything in my name, and I will do it.

Jesus Promises the Holy Spirit.
15 “If you love me, keep my commands. 16 And I will ask the Father, and he will give you another advocate to help you and be with you forever— 17 the Spirit of truth. The world cannot accept him, because it neither sees him nor knows him. But you know him, for he lives with you and will be[c] in you. 18 I will not leave you as orphans; I will come to you.”

….. 22 Then Judas (not Judas Iscariot) said, “But, Lord, why do you intend to show yourself to us and not to the world?” 23 Jesus replied, “Anyone who loves me will obey my teaching. My Father will love them, and we will come to them and make our home with them. 24 Anyone who does not love me will not obey my teaching. These words you hear are not my own; they belong to the Father who sent me.

Jesus promises he will not neglect and abandon his people. Pastor: John 11:21 Martha said to Jesus “Lord, if you had been here, my brother would not have died.. “
John 16: “4 I have told you this, so that when their time comes you will remember that I warned you about them. I did not tell you this from the beginning because I was with you, 5 but now I am going to him who sent me. None of you asks me, ‘Where are you going?’ 6 Rather, you are filled with grief because I have said these things. 7 But very truly I tell you, it is for your good that I am going away. Unless I go away, the Advocate will not come to you; but if I go, I will send him to you. 8 When he comes, he will prove the world to be in the wrong about sin and righteousness and judgment: 9 about sin, because people do not believe in me; 10 about righteousness, because I am going to the Father, where you can see me no longer; 11 and about judgment, because the prince of this world now stands condemned.”

Keith: These passages were written almost 2,000 years ago. The Father, the Son (Jesus Christ), the Holy Spirit are three separate entities of ONE Unity. One Unification of mankind that requires the fourth component, mankind.

Back to John 14:16-20. Christ specifically stated only GOD, his/our Father would decide when God would send his messianic messenger(s) back to Earth in the times of humanity’s greatest needs. Pastor: states Jesus says ‘it is for your good that I am going away’ (verse 7). HELPER is the Advocate who is the NEXT messianic messenger to literally and virtually Save Humanity from it’s own predatory sin greed.

ChristDomain.com is now at 451 visitor count. Can anyone remember Fahrenheit 451 novel about ‘big brother’ government preventing citizens from reading books. I, Keith, wrote about this and discussed this exact revelation with Sky Darmos shown on www.SolutionURL.com

Pastor: The Holy Spirit is IN you and WITH you. In the New Testament, the Holy Spirit was not living within most people. Only after Jesus was crucified was the Holy Spirit distributed outward to all of mankind. John 14:17 “even the Spirit of truth, whom the world cannot receive, because it neither sees him nor knows him. you know him, of the dwells WITH YOU and will be IN YOU.”

Pastor: Claims we are all unholy. That we all have fallen short of the glory of God. Keith: Yet perfection is near impossible to ever obtain since God created an imperfect world for humanity. If it had been perfect this entire time, our world would not be able to advance since it would already be at the highest level of all knowledge.

Judges 13:25 is quoted. “and the Spirit of the Lord began to stir him… (about Samson). Judges 14:6 ‘The Spirit of the Lord came powerfully upon him so that he tore the lion apart with his bare hands as he might have torn a young goat.”. Later Samson killed 1,000 Philistines with the jawbone of a jackass. Whenever the spirit of God overcomes us, it is for a very specific purpose. The spirit of God is always a missional aspect, not just a mystical one.

Samson (verse Judge 16:20), is about when the spirit of God left him. He was compromised with the women Delilah. When captured, the rulers offered a great sacrifice to Dagon their god and to celebrate…” 24 When the people saw him, they praised their god, saying, “Our god has delivered our enemy into our hands, the one who laid waste our land and multiplied our slain.”
There was gross immoral culture during this time, just as in the other extreme times of slave trading enterprises of Ancient Egypt (3,500 years ago -Moses), Roman Empire (0 A.D. Christ), year ERA2 of 1500 A.D. (Magallen, Christopher Columbus), and start of slave trading enterprises in North America.

Pastor: Beginning with …. Week 3 is focused on The Holy Spirit.

John 14: 16-20. sermon ends.

Announcements. Prayer Fasting on Wednesdays and first wednesday of May.

Luke 21:1-2 “As Jesus looked up, he saw the rich putting gifts into the offering… “what is important on offering is giving back to God that which he has loaned us. Keith: This shown on just the last series of broadcasts below..” and other divine and ordained testimony of ERA3 which is 100% http://www.UNiocracy.com and SolutionManifesto.com as well as all other gifted Acts of Wisdom. It is now 10 am. Philippine time.

In the afternoon, I visited the airport to check on hanger space for my new aircraft, once millions of USD are returned to my bank accounts BY the USA government since they REFUSE to actually do anything about the criminals who stole my entire life assets and threatened me with actual death.

Then I went back by another local church who has Baptist roots and shot a simple video about ‘DO IT’. that is all that has ever been required in biblical and non-secular terms.

####

April 6, 2016 World re-broadcast, again and again.

I am now in middle of building my first of many worldwide homes as the public and churches re-broadcast what I have gifted all of mankind. One year ago, exactly today, I completed my own return from Walk to Emmaus-Nickopolis in Israel, and was flying directly to Rome Italy for 10 days of direct contact with USA embassy, the Vatican top leadership, and evangelizing to our entire world using the technology broadcast media I have perfected after +40 years in the technology arena of learning, then teaching how to perform the missionary works of caring and loving for all others.

Today I am surrounded by about 30 chickens roaming my new years including a few roosters, hens, and mostly middle aged and chicklets following their hen mothers looking for seeds, worms, rice kernels and anything else to fatten them up.

Since last weekend, I have not broadcast much at all as everything is deposited in database format on all these world class and mankind saving repositories that still have very little visibility to our mutual world. I remain so, so, so bored waiting for other messianic messengers to join CreatorKeith.com World Partner Ministries as well as finding the first honest person to actually do their jobs and convict so, so, so many criminals who want me dead AFTER they stole my assets under breach of signed contracts and promissory notes, then ordered my death by the USA government since Robert Dee Rose already has so many criminal ties into all levels of government law and judicial agencies.

So, I am so brief today as I still have never recovered a single penny of my own assets, never have faced any of my accusers when I can speak ‘FREELY’ without threats of being
terminated by the SAME USA government that is indeed, on total verge of complete collapse because of the total crime sprees they support and actively participate.

How odd, for I have been working for all humanity teaching all law enforcement, Military, and judicial/legal/banking authorities how to confess their sins, make restitutions to all my people, and actually join the human race as contributing members of society. Instead, each unrepentant criminal faces being shunned and even put in prison and on death row for their lifetimes of breaking almost every law in the Constitutional books of man-made laws.

so....

Who simple picks up the phone and calls Keith Duncan, Philippines cell (63)0917-335-4300 Globe network of being the one universal evangelist in world history.

keith

#####

Add-on for Tuesday, March 29, 2016 so I do not need to add another PDF file to Iseelunderstand.com as the ultimate Book of LIFE known as ERA3 the Last Testament.

Christ is Risen (again). After the longest list of actual felony crimes committed against a/the True son of mankind, why has not a single person actually completed any of the extremely vital felony investigations, convictions, death row sentencing of ROSE and all his conspirator indictments based on ONLY their own signatures and testimony claiming what? Claiming I could NEVER have violated any 922(g)8 law, that I never did anything to threaten anyone, that I have been showing our entire world how to remove the crime from society systematically.....

Everyday since before Oct 3, 2011, I have expected a call, contact, visit, and personal escort BACK to host Press Conferences in the USA to show our entire world exactly who are the true criminals inside our own governments, corporations, and underground criminal cabal enterprises. ROSE is clearly 100% responsible for the numbered days of all other criminals as he personally owes Keith Duncan over $250,000 USD per Forsyth County GA USA Judgment 08SC-1345, the IRS owes Keith in excess of $8 Million USD for IRSWBFeb2009-658, the USA Government owes Keith in excess of $500 Million USD for Real and Punitive damages including SF-95 Federal Torts Claim act, felony charges of willful obstruction of Justice, Defraud of USA Government, attempted murder, conspiracies to destroy public court documents and all evidence, and actively preventing any and all criminal investigations against ROSE and anyone criminally associated with this one psychopath.

Exactly WHEREisRose.com? For I have legally and spiritual authorized our entire world to FIND HIM and deliver him TO the FBI-AG-USMilitary-Interpol forces for simple reason they are ALL aware of ROSE and actively stop all investigations and arrests. I know WHY and all the other extreme reasons why NO JUSTICE has been served for well over 8 years.

I lost EVERYTHING to these criminal thieves including robberies of my own home, bank fraud of my own 401K retirement and bank accounts, criminal sell off of my pre-paid condo ($100,000), destruction of $250,000 USD in IcStand.com PhoneCradle.com inventory,
denial of ALL my Constitutional Rights, destruction of ALL of my personal and business assets including those +12 computers, criminal evidence files, well over $800,000 in real value (car, Motorcycle, clothes, furniture, lifetime assets, etc.). Yes, I remain 100% completely ASHAMED and angrier than HELL itself, that no honest person has been found with any level of authority.

These are all the reasons why the USA Government will collapse from the pure criminal Anarchy, Tyranny, Oligarchy, and other criminal government agents that are the absolute most criminal slave trading enterprises in world history. Anyone with any level of intellect can see, believe, and actually ACT with Wisdom on the solutions I have gifted all of mankind through registered CreatorKeith.com INC doing business as BuiltByKeith.com BidOnKeith.com SaviorKeith.com as the most powerful Broadcast Journalist Evangelist in all of recent world history.

If ANYONE has a more accurate description, I am here to accept any contact calls including waiting for the USA military to FINALLY find me and escort me back to USA for the Press Conferences with them standing by my side protecting me from the criminals like Judge Thurman Jackson (Norfolk VA), Deputy Attorney General Sally Yates, Cobb County GA DA Berry Vic Reynolds and all these certified Criminal JUDGES, prosecutors, law enforcement officials, lawyers like Phoenix Harris and AUSAG Dee Sterling of Norfolk VA who clearly want keith duncan DEAD by their own signed confessions on 4:11cr112 court documents that have also been destroyed and forged.

I wait, now for what seems an eternity, waiting for the ultimate JUSTICE to be served.
Tuesday, March 29, 2016 as I pack all day to travel to new places of Greatest needs.
Is this to YOU, my people. I simply need crowd funding and total world support so I can finally complete the ministries started by my/our own GodFather, Christ Jesus 2,000 years ago.
Keith

March 27, 2016. On Easter Sunday, here is brief expose of world conditions.
The world is about to collapse from pure greed. Since I have never been a ‘gloom and doom’ person at all, I have provided the most comprehensive solutions in world history.

The below email is sent to info@HillaryClinton.com and other key top level Government officials and journalists. You, my people, can do the same re-broadcasts.

Direct to Robbie Mook and Hillary Clinton, as well as your Campaign team and PR groups.
This remains the MOST CRITICAL ISSUE-SOLUTION pair in world history.

Please, would someone, actually ANYONE, please contact Keith Duncan directly. Even ask Hillary to contact www.BuiltBykeith.com if she wants to truly secure HISTORY with http://www.SolutionGovernment.com as the ONLY solution set to remove all need and waste of Campaign Contribution donations, Political greed, false promises, hidden agendas of leader-
ship from lowest leadership all the way to President, Congress, Judicial system. I find almost
no-one in the world who loves to watch campaign commercials and all the blind-sided verbal
attacks that are the mainstay of political campaigning and the resulting corruption that the
public has no clue concerning the depravity of Billions USD of their assets wasted every sin-
gle campaign cycle.

For the label of "Criminal Ruling Elite" is a precise, laser focused descriptive term for those
who control our economy by committing felony and capital crimes under the pretense they are
actually serving the needs of our mutual 7.4 Billion People after being bought by extremely
wealthy donors and many underground criminal enterprises worldwide. It takes two parties to
commit almost any crime. The founder funder and the person actually committing the crime.

Please contact the USA State Department and even call USA Embassy in Manila Philippines
as well as Subic Bay Naval Base.

Focus on Lt General Dash Jamison of Norfolk VA, USA Air Force Cyber crime and Intelli-
gence Group leadership about Norfolk VA 4:11cr112 held by criminal Judge Thurman Jackson
and AUSAG Dee Sterling. Even new Deputy Attorney General Sally.Yates@usdoj.gov has
implicated herself and her group with Attempted Murder based on Cancelled Cobb County GA

Who actually does lead our national agenda to protect the rights of all people. That has al-
ways been the prime focus of all our fore-founders and is clearly what is NOT occurring
throughout majority of all governments.

Keith Duncan  in Philippines +(63)0917-335-4300
Hong Kong Cell +(852) 9146-8620
WeChat:BuiltByKeith, SkypeID: BuiltByKeith2, kDuncan2005@Gmail.com
BuiltByKeith.com #1 World Clearinghouse of UNITYurl.com Universal Reformation Movement
for UNilocracy.com
IseeJustice.com and IseelunderStand.com remain KEY SOLUTIONS to world problems.
CreatorKeith.com LLC copyright 2015  URLiDent.com

### For IMMEDIATE PRESS RELEASE and re-Broadcast to the WORLD.

http://www.SolutionGovernment.com is the only answer to all world problems at the root
level by removing all ability for anyone to profiteer from any leadership position. Full scale
transparency and accountability is achieved by citizens taking full control of their leadership
elections and actions. BidOnKeith.com consults for our entire world.
BuiltByKeith.com is the #1 Most Powerful Reformation Solutions in world history gifted to all
of mankind.

Below is the only solution to remove all criminals from society to avert genocide holocaust
by criminal ruling elite that was propagandized, hermeneutic prophecies, published by fore-
founders + SaviorKeith, and fulfilled by political criminals, cyber crime terrorists and other underground criminal cabal enterprises run by psychopaths such as Robert Dee Rose.

With these four new By-Pass Laws, all citizens use Electronic Voting (face recognition photo, time stamp, location) with free Wi-Fi + eDevices to select highly paid consultant representatives to represent all of their taxpayer rights.
1. Vote for all their leadership with historical confirmation on demand anytime using International URLiDent.com.
2. Vote on the pay for each person (by majority again). Options: 1. Lower. 2. Same. 3. Raise.
3. Vote on major issues when citizens are motivated to get confirmed results from their ‘paid consultant’.
4. Vote on removing top succession leaders for any ethics violation as willed by the majority of the voters.

Key: Each vote is electronically recorded in URLiDent.com Interpol Database as private or public so that each user or public can see their vote counted and confirmed at any future time. The DB is replicate protected against all fraud.

No more VOTER FRAUD, Ballet Box stuffing, Political Action Committees, Political Graft kickbacks, parties, and no more criminals using MEDIA to outspend the competition and bury the ethical competitors. Political criminals are shunned by all of society as all other criminals cringe with absolute horror that their days have been numbered by BidOnKeith.com under full Sovereign Ambassador Emissary Protection of all Nations, Governments, and churches.

These solutions are the ONLY new World Government Constitution SolutionManifesto.com to ensure the survival of the human race. The removal of all criminals and contract violations kill the Anti-Christs. The majority of man-made laws and mandates are nullified, voided, and replaced with these simple laws to enforce all protection of all human rights.

The Press, United Nations, Interpol, Military, all world governments, public, and religious leadership have all been contacted for now +8 years. No persons of integrity have been found to Call to Action. Who do you know? Contact all Others immediately to ensure BidOnKeith.com can complete all these world Evangelist changing missions of mercy. www.MonkeyKings.info is the last expose of super criminals tied to one terrorist in USA-Bahamas.

Keith has asked for Sovereign Ambassador status from any and all nations to protect these ordained complete ministries.

Manila Bulletin was visited (63)02-527-8121. Jessica SoHo GMA network (63) 2 928-7021 should be contacted by everyone along with every single major news network of @AP, CNN, ABC, CBS, NBC, Veritas, BBC, and all others today!

Click: www.BuiltByKeith.com Clearinghouse of Criminals Solutions + Unification + IseeIunderStand.com = #1 comprehensive ‘Plans of world salvation' guides. Everything is shown on TheTruthVault.com

Download: BBK20150206OneDegreeSeparation-SolutionURL-183.pdf and forward.
Foreign Translations on www.SolutionURL.com page as Keith works for all mankind.
In absolute simple language, SolutionGovernment.com + all other solutions are easy to replace all our world governments when the public shuns and cripples the Criminal Ruling Elite who have enslaved them.
All law makers are commanded to pass these simple laws. Otherwise, they face immediate punishment by the Press, Public, Churches, + organizations for Willful Obstruction of Justice abusing Taxpayer-Voter funds and violation of CLICK: 923. 18 U.S.C. § 371—Conspiracy to Defraud the United States. and treason.

Here is recent world re-broadcast Call to ACTION with Authority and why USA Military is 100% involved.

\\——— see website.

####

March 25, 2016  A ‘gap’ from Palm Sunday March 20, 2016 is filled in here.

March 25, 2016 Good Friday historical world enterprises of BuiltByKeith.com partner building and trading Broadcast Journalist Evangelist ministries. SolutionHousing.com is another final key plan of salvation to teach our world how simple methods of construction provide safety and homes for all 7.4 billion of my people. These tear down the MonkeyKings.info mega wealthy who prey on the carcasses of slave traded skaves. Just why does USA FBI and AG high ranking officials pro actively prevent the arrests of so many criminal terrorists. This is why SolutionMilitary.com is the true only solution to investigate and remove all criminals who are often our own elected and appointed judges, liar-lawyers who enslave my people.

Greetings. I travel with my soon new partner spouse, Marites, of MaryRights.com these next 7 days. I have high speed internet when we stop. I see your chat groups are growing in size and communications. That is God’s hand at work using technology to share common interests and educate each other about the true realities of our current world.. Even the recent Brussels terrorist attacks would be completely avoided with what I gifted Interpol URLident.-com with face recognition of all citiZens of anyone strange acting and for immediate broad cast to law enforcement and community.

No evil person can roam freely anymore. That includes the worst devil theFinalTerrorist.-com Robert Dee Rose who, I have biblically labeled the anti Christ. This is true reality on my walk and even return from Emmaus-Nickopolis Israel I made exactly one year ago in JErUSAlem and ROME Italy to meet with top Vatican leadership. It is so hard to knock down the doors of corruption, so I have provided the new passageways of freedom using Christ- Domain.com Internet world broadcasts. This I post also.

Three simple scriptures. Repeated to our entire world, there is no other more powerful testimony than the true son of mankind showing the crimes against humanity committed by those who falsely enslave my people. All based on their own signed confessions and evidence repeated and shown in graphic laser focused detail for all law enforcement, governments, public, and churches to see, believe, and Act with wisdom to protect the rights of all others.
James 1:12 NIV Blessed is the one who perseveres under trial because, having stood the test, that person will receive the crown of life that the Lord has promised to those who love him.

John 10:30. I and the Father are One

Luke 23:4. Then Pilate announced to the chief priests and the crowd, “I find no basis for a charge against this man.”

SaviorKeith.com dba CreatorKeith.com INC.

########
March 20, 2016 Historical world reform of Palm Sunday, Bishop Arthur Jones presiding. At Holy Trinity Episcopal church this Good God Morning at 9:30 am.

Isaiah 45: 20 “Gather together and come; assemble, you fugitives from the nations. Ignorant are those who carry about idols of wood, who pray to gods that cannot save.
21 Declare what is to be, present it—let them take counsel together. Who foretold this long ago, who declared it from the distant past?
Was it not I, the Lord? And there is no God apart from me, a righteous God and a Savior; there is none but me.
22 “Turn to me and be saved, all you ends of the earth; for I am God, and there is no other. 23 By myself I have sworn, my mouth has uttered in all integrity a word that will not be revoked: Before me every knee will bow; by me every tongue will swear.
24 They will say of me, ‘In the Lord alone are deliverance and strength.’” All who have raged against him will come to him and be put to shame.
25 But all the descendants of Israel will find deliverance in the Lord and will make their boast in him.

Philippians 2:5-11 5 In your relationships with one another, have the same mindset as Christ Jesus: 6 Who, being in very nature God, did not consider equality with God something to be used to his own advantage; 7 rather, he made himself nothing —
   by taking the very nature[b] of a servant,
   being made in human likeness.
8 And being found in appearance as a man, he humbled himself by becoming obedient to death — even death on a cross!
9 Therefore God exalted him to the highest place and gave him the name that is above every name,
10 that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, in heaven and on earth and under the earth,
11 and every tongue acknowledge that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.

CLICK: https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=luke+23&version=NIV
Luke 23:3 So Pilate asked Jesus, “Are you the king of the Jews?” “You have said so,” Jesus replied. 4 Then Pilate announced to the chief priests and the crowd, “I find no basis for a charge against this man.” 5 But they insisted, “He stirs up the people all over Judea by his teaching. He started in Galilee and has come all the way here.”

Bishop Jones starts his sermon. My foreigner friend is baptized this morning. He is a man of faith who is on his own life long journey of extreme learning, discovery, and publication of the true nature of Humanity. I will not reveal his identity without permission. Yet I have revealed the identity of every other living soul with the 100% truths of URLiDent.com as well as the only solutionGovernment.com to remove all crime from society with combination of just a few other solutions shown on http://www.BuiltBykeith.com prime book of life website. The videos on http://www.TheTruthVault.com IseeJustice.com and even older StNicksList.com all show the absolute truths of all of mankind’s vices, maladies, and sins.

The pilgrimages of all us are historically significant. I, (Keith) went to TelAviv-Jaffa, JerUSAlem and Emmaus-Latrum-Nickopolois on April 1-5, 2015.

On Palm Sunday, Jesus enters JerUSAlem on a donkey beast of burden. The scarred hands of Christ will one day lead us to the throne of God for Judgment. Are you ready… Being loved by God is the greatest love of all. Responding is truly the prime requirement by demonstration of serving others for their benefit and value.

Bishop says never let anyone touch you unless you discern they are for your benefit. Trust in the healing power of God, Christ, and the Holy Spirit. Bishop speaks about the series of touching each other with Grace and faith. the sermon is short and ends.

KEITH: The journey of Christ through the recognized stations to his crucification are historical and shown in every single Roman Catholic church. 2,000 years have elapsed since Christ actually started his ministries to SaveAllNations.com

We now have Holy communion. My friend is now a member of this wonderful church that each of you can also join. That would be spelled out with http://www.ChristDomain.com under servant leadership of http://www.SaviorKeith.com #1 world evangelist and speaker of God’s truths.

Sunday evening at Victory Church Fort Bonifacio. They are sending a team overseas (to unstated nation) because of the persecution of Christians in other nations because of the power of God’s truth. Luke 24 is Jesus is Risen.
2 Corinthians 9:7 “Each of you should give what you have decided in your heart to give, not reluctantly or under compulsion, for God loves a cheerful giver. 8 And God is able to bless you abundantly, so that in all things at all times, having all that you need, you will abound in every good work.”
This is one of the largest church families in the Philippines. I visited their main offices on Friday asking for interviews with their top lead senior pastors since I clearly went to two of their services last Sunday and even did a video from the back Cross-Promoting Jesus.

Everywhere I go, I carefully document the needs of each church, leaving a stream of conscience-ness to bring more lost souls into these serving congregations. This is exactly what Christ and his Disciples did also.

Pastor Paulo Punzalan is our host. They just had their two day Victory Retreat. I was at Jesus-Festival.org

The Apostle’s creed is the last part 5 to define and defend the statements of our faith. It was written about 150 years after the last apostle died. What we believe drives how we behave. So many traditions and belief systems are not valid, known as old wives tales and even tyrants like Hitler from Germany WW2. Week 1 God Father, almighty Creator, week 2 Lord Jesus Christ, 3. Holy Spirit, 4. Church. 5. Death, Burial and resurrection. 6. Ressurrection and eternal life, 7 Ascension, second coming and judgment.

1 Corinthians 15:1 (NIV) Click: https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1+Corinthians+15&version=NIV

The Resurrection of Christ 1 Now, brothers and sisters, I want to remind you of the gospel I preached to you, which you received and on which you have taken your stand. 2 By this gospel you are saved, if you hold firmly to the word I preached to you. Otherwise, you have believed in vain.

Paulo speaks about routines that often have no basis. Holy week occurs each year. Most people miss the point of historical revelations of events. Fat Tuesday was a French celebration of Mardi Gras. The original event was before Ash Wednesday when christians were denying themselves during Lent Season. So many people got drunk and did viceful extremes.

1 Cor 15:1 Why did Jesus suffer. It was not from anything he did wrong. (same for SaviorKeith.com = Keith Duncan (why complicate anything…)). He was severely persecuted for the reasons repeated over and over for 1970 years. I, Keith happened to be 12 years old and confirmed into the Methodist church. Paulo speaks and shows flogging torture by the Romans. Mark 15:36 actually was an insult sponge dipped in vinegar. The pressure of the top Jewish priests was the trigger for Christ’s crucification. This was the Mob effect.

Isaiah 53:3-4 “Surely he took up our pain and bore our suffering, yet we considered him punished by God, stricken by him, and afflicted. 5 But he was pierced for our transgressions, he was crushed for our iniquities; the punishment that brought us peace was on him, and by his wounds we are healed.

Paulo: Jesus suffered the consequences of sin that we should have experienced. Crucified. Galatians 3:13 “Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law by becoming a curse for us, for it is written: “Cursed is everyone who is hung on a pole.”[h] 14 He redeemed us in order that the blessing given to Abraham might come to the Gentiles through Christ Jesus, so that by faith we might receive the promise of the Spirit.” The Law and the Promise ...

Christ broke the pattern of sin. He shouldered the burdens of our entire humanity. 2 Corinthians 5:21 God made him who had no sin, to be sin for us, so that in him we might become the righteousness of God. “ Clearly Jesus was bitter, shocked, and stunned that even
his own Father and all his own people actively Forsaken him. Jesus was crucified to remove the curse of sin.

What are the implications for us. Galatians 2:20 “I have been crucified with Christ and I no longer live, but Christ lives in me. The life I now live in the body, I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself for me.” Christ purchased everything for us. (keith) He used the resources of God’s creation to the extreme. This shown in IseeIunderstand.com (keith). Paulo: our daily decisions are about serving self or serving others in plain logical interpretations. Do you let Jesus into your life? Are our decisions motivated by focus on self or others for what benefit.

DIED and BURIED. Did Jesus really have to die? the Old testament about ‘The Passover’ during Moses time. 10 plagues where the last was the death of the first born son of every family that did NOT have the blood of a sacrificed lamb on the doorposts. 3,500 years ago was Moses. 1500 years after Moses was Jesus time. 1500 years AFTER Jesus time was discovery of Philippines and America. Now +500 year later, the next series of messianic messengers are pilgrimaging and walking among all of you. Few notice who are these people.

Romans 6:23 “For the wages of sin is death.” Romans 6:22 “But now that you have been set free from sin and have become slaves of God, the benefit you reap leads to holiness, and the result is eternal life.”

Paulo states one is enslaved by addictions, immorality, vices, and other actions that are self-serving. Once we grasp the gravity of sin and its destructive power, we will gain better insight into the grace of God.

The music worship group concludes the fellowship of saints at 9:30 pm.

####
March 19, 2016

**Today is Jesus-Festival.org event here at SM Aura in Market Market area of BGC, Makati area.** About 2,000 persons are in attendance from primary church newLifeTheFort.org Jocel and Mylene Evangelista who also know me personally from the multiple services I have attended all over town.

**Saturday, March 19, 2016**

Speaker Pastor Rob Rufus from City Church International. Hong Kong.

Romans 15:13 NIV “May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace as you trust in him, so that you may overflow with hope by the power of the Holy Spirit.”
Rob states God has no needs he can not fulfill. God does not need to repeat himself. He speaks with infinite authority. yet he does repeat to drive his points home. 134 times God says ‘and then they will know I am God’. Before this, God states other truths. Rob speaks about the bible as a principals guidebook of life. Objective truth is a subjective experience when put into practice. The church is neither Jew or Gentile. It is man. Go forth and multiple was the original Garden of Eden creation. God even spoke to Abraham about going forth. Is-rael did not know the true path of God in Moses time. Priests pray to know God’s ways so they could follow HIS directives.

Practical manifestations is the end result of “keith’s’ SolutionManifesto.com as the most powerful new World infrastructure in world history. Rob speaks about the glory of God awakening the spirit of man to actually Love and Care for each other.

Rob asks how to increase the knowledge and fullness of using God’s integrity principals and how to bring this to other of God’s people. Rob speaks about technology and often frustra-tration on using it to accomplish new tasks. Rob says it is so simple to do miracles. Share your secrets creates more competitors. (actually the reverse is true, one create partners the CEOSPACE.net way). We each are a spiritual being.

Rob speaks about connection with people. June is sitting next to me with his wife. He attends Alabang NewLifeTheFort.org south of here. Rob speaks about Jesus not saying ‘I never knew you’. One can do miracles without knowing Christ. More miracles occur when we know Jesus and follow his practices. The spirit on you benefits those around you. When one recognizes our Father loves us-you, then all is possible.

This produces the right motives to conduct miracles. Christ says no one knows the fa-ther like the son. And the Father knows his son the best. This is the ultimate one to one relationship established with http://www.SolutionFinal.com False responsibility produces dam-age to ministries. We are called to surround to the Fathers perfect responsibility for ourselves.

Galatians 4: 4 But when the set time had fully come, God sent his Son, born of a woman, born under the law, 5 to redeem those under the law, that we might receive adoption to sonship.[b] 6 Because you are his sons, God sent the Spirit of his Son into our hearts, the Spirit who calls out, “Abba, Father.” 7 So you are no longer a slave, but God’s child; and since you are his child, God has made you also an heir.”

Rob states one can not use the power of the Holy Spirit for personal self-promotion. Signs of miracles and wonders are for the benefit of those we serve. Rob is Australian and has been married for 21 years. God will show us the occurrences of what will occur. Jesus could not do miracles in his early years, as he was restrained within his humanity. At age 29.5, the Holy Spirit descended upon him when he was baptized. He lived in the power of God. Christ would say ‘depart from me’ about the devil spirits.

Rob states the devil is everywhere and so is God’s spirit. Closed heads (minds) are the real issue. As ministers of the new covenant, we have responsibility to serve others with au-thority of fearless people regardless of circumstantial evidence and situations.

Rob speaks about MS Multiple Schlorsis (sp?) person in advances stages. Davidm-Fairchild@? is my dear friend from Norcross Peachtree Baptist Church and now First Atlanta
Georgia (Dr. Stanley). Rob speaks about healing session. In Europe, Rob is in session with 800 pastors. The miracles of God are occurring in unusually places.

Matthew Chapter 10:1 and 7 “And as you go, preach, saying ‘the kingdom of God is at hand’. Christ connected Heaven with Earth on many occasions. Rob speaks of a true Hell defined as opposite of heaven (on Earth).

10: When you go into the home, greet with hospitality, release your peace upon the household. If the home is not worthy, the peace will return to the giver giver. Discernment is the next ordained talent to determine if to continue or to turn away to the next opportunity. This is what I do.

Psalms 10:1 Why, Lord, do you stand far off?
   Why do you hide yourself in times of trouble?
2 In his arrogance the wicked man hunts down the weak,
   who are caught in the schemes he devises.
3 He boasts about the cravings of his heart;
   he blesses the greedy and reviles the Lord.
4 In his pride the wicked man does not seek him;
   in all his thoughts there is no room for God.
5 His ways are always prosperous;
   your laws are rejected by him;
   he sneers at all his enemies.
6 He says to himself, “Nothing will ever shake me.”
   He swears, “No one will ever do me harm.”

…read the rest yourself.. This is about the unrepentant criminals such as Robert Dee Rose.

Rob speaks of Noah and the dove being sent to find land of judgment. The dove of peace does not return when it found final judgment had been completed.

Break:
Pastor Lawrence Lim from New Creation Church Singapore. He states the oversea workers have helped build Singapore. he speaks of Philippines are most kind and hospitality oriented.
Pastor Jocel and Myleen are the hosts from NewLifeTheFort.org. Lawrence is about 31 years old. He opens with humor about dancing in the house.

Psalm 30:11 “You have turned for me my morning into dancing; you have put off my sackcloth and clothed me with gladness.” 2 Samuel 6:14 “Wearing a linen ephod, David was dancing before the Lord with all his might, while he and all Israel were bringing up the ark of the Lord with shouts and the sound of trumpets.

Luke 3:4 As it is written in the book of the words of Isaiah the prophet: “A voice of one calling in the wilderness, ‘Prepare the way for the Lord, make straight paths for him.
5 Every valley shall be filled in, every mountain and hill made low. The crooked roads shall become straight, the rough ways smooth.
6 And all people will see God’s salvation.”

About the Prodigal son, who is most happiest. It is the Father who recognizes his son is still alive after all the grief the son has caused to all around him. The son saw the pigs were
getting fed better than him since he had no money or access to anything. He had gambled, partied, and prostituted his inheritance away. Luke 15:20 … “But while he was still a long way off, his father saw him and was filled with compassion for him; he ran to his son, threw his arms around him and kissed him.”

This is about forgiveness (reference http://www.kShama.me ) as even the sinful and criminals need to be loved and cared for by example. Lawrence continues about being happy in ministries to others. We love because God loves us first, middle, and even now. Husbands love your wives like Christ loves his churches. I just posted ChristDomain.com screen shot on Jesus-Festival.org with reference to solutionGod.com and this unification website.

Grace and Faith is a key element of our Holy Trinity. The hardened heart of man will melt when Love is expressed with each other. Sharing the Love of GOD with others is a key mission of forgiving sin. What about those who transgress and trespass against us? If they are unrepentant and criminal in pure nature, then a slap on their wrist is an insult to our system of Justice and Equality. Repentance means to restore in like kind and to sin no more. This is called restoration restitution.

Lawrence speaks about Drugs, adultery, gambling, alcoholism and other viceful ways that ruin the family structures of God. Reference http://www.SolutionDrugs.com and other negative spiraling down criminal activities. Lawrence reads a testimony from his cell phone (which I record as BBK20160319-Lawrence-Jesus-Festival-Voice1.ma4 ) The women turned to drugs and prostitution. She was transformed by recognizing her original issues and her willingness to reverse her course of despair. She freed herself from her guilt. She is now 48 years old, Florida USA, with a faith of her new life. Her pastor is named Prince.

Lawrence speaks about the redemptive power of God and salvation. Do not shy away from God because of malicious prosecution or even severe vindictive persecution. Reference TheFinalTerrorist.com and kshama.me that is actually all about Forgiveness.

Acts 10:4 “Cornelius stared at him in fear. “What is it, Lord?” he asked. The angel answered, “Your prayers and gifts to the poor have come up as a memorial offering before God.”

On March 9, an eclipse occurred in Philippines. I (keith) was far north and had no clue it was scheduled to occur. I traveled back to Manila late that evening overnight. Lawrence speaks about Jesus stating ‘Why have you forsaken me’ to God while he was dying on the Cross. This has occurred again for a very specific reason of major historical significance. Lawrence speaks about families abandoning their loved ones. Keith’s Atlanta GA USA family committed crimes and covered up for now +7 years by committing more crimes. This occurs in many families around our mutual world.

Lawrence speaks about Christ bearing the sins of the world upon his shoulders to fulfill the prophecies of the old Testament. Christ took the wrath of God as his own to show the rest of humanity the true spirit of God. You are forgiven and ‘I choose You’ are some of the most powerful testimonies of all time. Ask Berny Dohrmann, CEO of CEOspace.net a prime Christian based educational forum ministries based in Las Vegas Nevada USA.

Pastor speaks about the garden of gethsemane located outside the old city walls of JerUSAlem (notice the capital USA of NewZion2 as well as http://www.IFJC2.com ) Christ
wept tears of blood. Gethsemane is a garden at the foot of the Mount of Olives in Jerusalem, most famous as the place where Jesus prayed and his disciples slept the night before Jesus' crucifixion.

Lawrence states when he was 18 years old, his father abused his mother who left the family. So he turned to many viceful ways in retaliation for loosing his parents structure of love. His conversion experience occurred in his bedroom when he realized the existence of GOD. He started with New Creation Church. By the grace of God and his own efforts, he dis-owned his previous lifestyle and reversed his own future fortune in service to others.

In the Bible, Barabbas was the thief on trial with Christ. “Away with this Man, and release to us Barabbas”; who had been thrown into prison for a certain rebellion made in the city, and for murder.

Lawrence speaks briefly about addictions and how to overcome them through positive actions. Reference http://www.SelfyProStick.com describing how to unload one's issues to replace them with positive, fulfilling thoughts of actions in service to all others.

Lawrence recognizes his daily life is all in service to others in the name of our Holy Trinity. He completes his talk about a woman's hands.

The 1:30 pm breakout session is lead by Norway lady Pastor Sister Mary Felde of Oslo Christian Center.

She was here for 6 years as missionary pastor, then 5 years in Africa. her Book is “Living the Better Covenant”. Mary Felde is a missionary and worldwide speaker of the Word of God. She has thought in churches, seminars, conferences, and Bible schools on four continents. Her first seven years as a missionary were in the Philippines, where she served with the New Life Ministries and the ministry’s Bible school. For six years she has been the principal of World Impact Bible Institute in Kenya, as well as started a Bible School in Ethiopia. She is also the author of the book, “Living the Better Covenant”.

She speaks about experience the purpose of our life. Made Alive in Christ is Ephesians 2:8 “For it is by grace you have been saved, through faith—and this is not from yourselves, it is the gift of God— 9 not by works, so that no one can boast. 10 For we are God’s handiwork, created in Christ Jesus to do good works, which God prepared in advance for us to do.”

She has been a minister of God’s Word for 20 years. There is no condemnation for anyone who lives in Christ. Is love always unconditional? Are there exceptions. What is the actual foundation of our faith? Hebrews 8: 6 “But in fact the ministry Jesus has received is as superior to theirs as the covenant of which he is mediator is superior to the old one, since the new covenant is established on better promises. 7 For if there had been nothing wrong with that first covenant, no place would have been sought for another. 8 But God found fault with the people and said …..”

Hebrews 7:22 “Because of this oath, Jesus has become the guarantor of a better covenant.”

keith's comments. This is the use of technology to warrant and guarantee all business contracts as enforceable at minimum expense to clear out the corruption of our own legal system. Keith has soon how easy it is for criminals to pay off high ranking government officials to falsify testimony, destroy critical criminal evidence, and hide from the public and press.
Mary speaks about the security of God, Christ, and Holy Spirit to assist us to conduct all ethical business practices as well as all personal relationships. Romans 5:17 "For if, by the trespass of the one man, death reigned through that one man, how much more will those who receive God’s abundant provision of grace and of the gift of righteousness reign in life through the one man, Jesus Christ! “

Mary now leads an exercise getting interaction with the audience. There are three types of people (Keiths comments), Givers, receivers, and takers. Refer to published diagram to see what these master teachings reveal. The fourth person who Mary gives candy to, is asked to greet a few people, find a person’s name, share name of a favorite song. Do we have to work for our gifts? It depends on the giver. Mary talks about ‘Indian giving’ which is a really bad label. A gift can be a pre-enticement for someone to OWE the person back. Consider how politicians are bought off with political Contributions. Consider how criminals steal funds through legal fraud and then force their victims to spend hundreds of thousands of $$$ including being murdered and forced into JAIL, all to avoid repayment of their original contracted and legally binding agreements. See other published timelines of evidence

Mary speaks on Christ in his religious mindset of the Old Covent of the Old Testament. Many religions exclude people by shunning them as not ‘good enough’. The Gospel is totally inclusive and does not force theology of the leadership on their own people. Christ went to the worst of the worse. Christ called Paul, a confirmed murderer and persecutor. He called Matthew, one of the worse hated tax collectors.

Deuteronomy 28:1-7 Blessings for Obedience 28 1 “If you fully obey the Lord your God and carefully follow all his commands I give you today, the Lord your God will set you high above all the nations on earth. 2 All these blessings will come on you and accompany you if you obey the Lord your God:
3 You will be blessed in the city and blessed in the country.
4 The fruit of your womb will be blessed, and the crops of your land and the young of your livestock—the calves of your herds and the lambs of your flocks.
5 Your basket and your kneading trough will be blessed.
6 You will be blessed when you come in and blessed when you go out.
7 The Lord will grant that the enemies who rise up against you will be defeated before you. They will come at you from one direction but flee from you in seven.

A pastor listed 20 hinderances. Each person looked at their own faults rather than focusing on their positive attributes. This is why Jesus was sent by GOD, to share love and caring for each other to replace all the limiting and self-depreciation of one’s faults that cause so much worry, stress, and resulting replacement vice full behavior.

When reading the old testament, there are way too many requirements to lead a justified and righteous life. Jesus wiped out the old, no longer needed barriers that no longer served useful purposes. The fruit of the spirit becomes very ‘sweet’.

Galatians 1 “No Other Gospel Verse 6 “I am astonished that you are so quickly deserting the one who called you to live in the grace of Christ and are turning to a different
gospel—7 which is really no gospel at all. Evidently some people are throwing you into confusion and are trying to pervert the gospel of Christ.”

The question is Have i done enough? Too many people focus on themselves at whatever level. Few people actually focus on Christ and the needs of others for their benefits. Deceptive people use everything to steal our confidence and self-value. Re-introducing ROSE and other criminals who instinctively con and threaten their own victims and engage others to layer themselves away from legal prosecution of their own crime sprees. (Keith’s comments).

Mary speaks about confidence in the spirit of God to serve others including healing and anointing others. The question is ‘Does God love the person who is wrong or sick’. Did God sacrifice his own son for a long term purpose…

Romans 5:19 “For just as through the disobedience of the one man the many were made sinners, so also through the obedience of the one man the many will be made righteous. 20 The law was brought in so that the trespass might increase. But where sin increased, grace increased all the more, 21 so that, just as sin reigned in death, so also grace might reign through righteousness to bring eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord.”

Romans 3:10 “As it is written: “There is no one righteous, not even one; 11 there is no one who understands; there is no one who seeks God.”

2,000 years ago GOD sent Jesus, just like he sent Noah, Abraham, and then Moses 3,500 years ago. Mary speaks about self-righteousness. It affects our confidence in serving others or serving one’s own needs ahead of everyone else. KEITH: unrepentant criminals have a totally different mindset of no remorse, shame, or feelings about others.

On God’s side, has HE ever hidden from his people. Example was with Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. Many church people hide from GOD because of their sin and viceful actions. Mary speaks about a rehabilitated man who was on drugs. He backslid. He stood outside of the church because of his shame. Luke 15 about the Prodigal son speaks about the elder man who is abused by his own sons. Like Matthew and Kyle Duncan (Keith’s two sons) have done to their own Father.

In Genesis 3:22 Then the Lord God said, “Behold, the man has become like one of Us, to know good and evil. …. “ This implies more than one GOD. refer to earlier revelations from about 9 months ago on http://www.IseeIunderStand.com

Mary speaks about why GOD banned them from the garden. God clothed them because of their shame and fear. Luke 15:18 ‘I will arise and go back to my Father. I am no longer worthy to be called your son. Make me like one of our hired servants…..”

2 Samuel 9:1 Now David said, “is there still anyone who is left of the house of Saul, so that I may …. demonstrate covenant…. 7 “and you shall eat bread at my table…”

Mary speaks about self-condemnation. Keith: A covenant is not a convenience that can be illegally or criminally denied. A signed contract is the absolute basis for what I have per-
sonally experienced and shown to our entire world. Mary wraps up her discussion. Jessica from NewLifeTheFort.org states next session at 3:30.

Pastor Chad Mansbridge - Bayside Church International in Australia.
http://www.thelivinggraceproject.com/the-authors/40-chad-m-mansbridge
http://www.thelivinggraceproject.com/the-authors
10 Commerce Crescent, Victor Harbor
Phone: (08) 8552 6789
Postal: PO Box 1511, Victor Harbor SA 5211
Email: info@baysidechurch.org.au

i5812 is the name reference to Isaiah 58v11-12: “Your people will rebuild the ancient ruins, and will raise up the age-old foundations; you will be called Repairer of Broken Walls, Restorer of Streets with Dwellings”.

Our website (www.i5812.org) is under construction.

Relationships are the root of our purpose in live to Love and Care for each other (Keith). To know HIM is our greatest calling in life.
John 17:3 3 Now this is eternal life: that they know you, the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom you have sent. “I have brought you glory on earth by completing the work you gave me to do. “ Chad states a non-obvious that Christ has not been crucified yet. “I have revealed you to those whom you gave me out of the world…. verse 5 And now, Father, glorify me in your presence with the glory I had with you before the world began.” This is about reconciliation of humanity with GOD.

Chad continues speaking about Christ purpose and mission in life. Keith: The same applies to both myself (SaviorKeith.com) and each of you. The purpose is to reveal GOD as the Creator and the relationship Re-Management. Jesus revealed his nature and relationship with GOD by being the ‘REAL YOU’. We reveal the true Jesus by living our lives in open transparency with each other with full scale accountability for our actions and behaviors.

What did Jesus say to Pontius Pilate. “I am King.” He confessed his identity even when it did not look like he could be the King of the Jews, actually King of all of humanity. Chad discusses his identities. Christ exists in perfect harmony. There is a huge difference between complexity and complicated. Life is the complexity of inter-relationships between all components of our world. Complicated is what we do to muddle the issues about Love and Caring for each other.

The three identities of Christ are 1. Sons, 2. servants, 3. saints.
Romans 1:1 “ Paul, a servant of Christ Jesus, called to be an apostle and set apart for the gospel of God— 2 the gospel he promised beforehand through his prophets in the Holy Scriptures 3 regarding his Son, who as to his earthly life[a] was a descendant of David, 4 and who through the Spirit of holiness was appointed the Son of God in power[b] by his resurrection from the dead: Jesus Christ our Lord. 5 Through him we received grace and apostleship to call all the Gentiles to the obedience that comes from faith for his name’s sake. 6 And you also are among those Gentiles who are called to belong to Jesus Christ.”
1 Corinthians 1:1-3
1 Paul, called to be an apostle of Christ Jesus by the will of God, and our brother Sosthenes,
2 To the church of God in Corinth, to those sanctified in Christ Jesus and called to be his holy people, together with all those everywhere who call on the name of our Lord Jesus Christ—
their Lord and ours:
3 Grace and peace to you from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.

2 Corinthians 1:1 Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus by the will of God, and Timothy our brother,
To the church of God in Corinth, together with all his holy people throughout Achaia:

Ephesians 1:1  Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus by the will of God,
to God’s holy people in Ephesus, the faithful in Christ Jesus:

Philippians 1:1  1 Paul and Timothy, servants of Christ Jesus,
to all God’s holy people in Christ Jesus at Philippi, together with the overseers and deacons

Chad speaks about each of us as a Son or Daughter of God. A legally binding covenant between parents and child. Belonging is what birthright is about. Not just the biological parents, but the Breath of life from GOD himself.
In the new testament, the phrase “Our Father” is stated 338 times. Acceptance, Authority, and A?
Jesus states ‘I know longer call you servants’ to his disciples. The disciples continue
to call themselves servants to Christ. The greek word for servant is diakonos: a servant, minister.
tomorrow, Sunday, March 20, is Palm Sunday, one week before Easter.
1 cor 9:19. ‘Though I am free and belong to no man, I make myself a slave to everyone, to win as many as possible.”
Jesus speaks about those who are tired and weary. If you want to find rest, come put your yoke upon yourself. A yoke joins two oxen together and allows a beast of burden to pull heavy loads. Who do you know who is exhausted all the time. One of the reasons is because they are selfish and self-absorbed. Christ has an answer. To Serve others by loving and caring for each other. This is the prime center stones of Christs ministries and New World ministries o SaviorKeith.com of http://www.SolutionFinal.com 5 steps to solve any problem.

Last, Chad states ‘You are HOLY’. God has made each of Holy. A holy priesthood, a holy nation, a holy people. Morality and Righteousness, and blameless are all part of the original creation of mankind. To be Holy means to be special and valuable as well as precious.
Matthew 7  Value is based on our worth to serving others in the name of GOD.
The second meaning of Holy means to be set apart for a special reason. The reason is to KNOW GOD and to show what God is like. This gives us direction, sets our price,

Hebrews 12:14. Make every effort to live in peace with all men, and to everyone and to be holy; without holiness no one will see the Lord. 15 See to it that no one falls short of the
Colossians 3:12-14 Therefore, as God’s chosen people, holy and dearly loved, clothe yourselves with compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness and patience. 13 Bear with each other and forgive one another if any of you has a grievance against someone. Forgive as the Lord forgave you. 14 And over all these virtues put on love, which binds them all together in perfect unity. 15 Let the peace of Christ rule in your hearts, since as members of one body you were called to peace. And be thankful. “

Chad changes into his 13 year old Boy Scout Uniform shirt and speaks about his Identity has NOT changed, just the outside appearance. When one behaves outside of their true identity, then they are no longer honest and the ‘REAL YOU’.

Keith’s comments: what about the true identity of hardened criminals. Do they have a chance to redeem themselves by their own efforts. Forcing them to make restitution is truly what has occurred to our legal systems that seldom works. When a truly despot criminal is on a life time crime spree, they have no remorse and little chance of redeeming themselves.

Chad finishes in prayer about realization of self-identity authorized with authentic identity.

7 pm session is with Pastor Paul Chase -New Life Church Philippines. in Alabang, http://www.alabangnewlife.orgoldsite/about.html at 2 Don Manolo Blvd. Alabang Hills, Village, Alabang Muntinlupa City, Philippines office: (632) 809-1542 I 809-1533 I Fax: 809-7125 Email: newlife@newlife.ph 1 hour south of Makati/Manila.

He has been in pastoral service for 35 years now. I met June a man in his congregation as well as spoke with his son, Steven, this afternoon. I gave him a critical business card to give to Paul as I hand out this life changing ministries to key international people. Steven is now 27 years old and is already teaching preaching to others.

He is considered an Apostle. Paul talks about pastors stealing other pastor messages. This is great news since the spread of the Gospel is the one to one relationships that are the key to the survival of the human race. It is not the size of your building, it is the size of your mission in service to all others for their benefits. We can not compare ourselves based on unrealistic expectations. We can always focus on providing value by protecting the rights of all others by being fearless in our authority to actually Love and Care for each other.

Our goal is to expand the kingdom of Christ Jesus. Practice now for you will need these skills and talents when you go to heaven. Ephesians 3:17 “… so that Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith. And I pray that you, being rooted and established in love, 18 may have power, together with all the Lord’s holy people, to grasp how wide and long and high and deep is the love of Christ, 19 and to know this love that surpasses knowledge— that you may be filled to the measure of all the fullness of God. “

All emphasis of divine revelation is from the spirit of God himself, says Paul.

Click: https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John+14&version=NIV
John 14:8 “Philip said, “Lord, show us the Father and that will be enough for us.”” Jesus answered: “Don’t you know me, Philip, even after I have been among you such a long time? **Anyone who has seen me has seen the Father.** How can you say, ‘Show us the Father’? 10 Don’t you believe that I am in the Father, and that the Father is in me? The words I say to you I do not speak on my own authority. **Rather, it is the Father, living in me, who is doing his work.** 11 Believe me when I say that I am in the Father and the Father is in me; or at least believe on the evidence of the works themselves. 12 Very truly I tell you, whoever believes in me will do the works I have been doing, and they will do even greater things than these, because I am going to the Father. 13 And I will do whatever you ask in my name, so that the Father may be glorified in the Son. 14 You may ask me for anything in my name, and I will do it.

One can not argue against demonstration.

John 14 continues with Jesus Promises the Holy Spirit

15 **If you love me, keep my commands.** 16 And I will ask the Father, and he will give you another advocate to help you, and be with you forever—17 the Spirit of truth. The world cannot accept him, because it neither sees him nor knows him. But you know him, for he lives with you and will be in you. 18 I will not leave you as orphans; I will come to you. 19 Before long, the world will not see me anymore, but you will see me. Because I live, you also will live.

20 On that day you will realize that I am in my Father, and you are in me, and I am in you. 21 Whoever has my commands and keeps them is the one who loves me. The one who loves me will be loved by my Father, and I too will love them and show myself to them.”

22 Then Judas (not Judas Iscariot) said, “But, Lord, why do you intend to show yourself to us and not to the world?”

23 Jesus replied, “Anyone who loves me will obey my teaching. My Father will love them, and we will come to them and make our home with them. 24 Anyone who does not love me will not obey my teaching. These words you hear are not my own; they belong to the Father who sent me. 25 “All this I have spoken while still with you. 26 But the Advocate, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, will teach you all things and will remind you of everything I have said to you. 27 Peace I leave with you; my peace I give you. I do not give to you as the world gives. Do not let your hearts be troubled and do not be afraid.”

Paul states power of God’s word is only through application in reality time of everyday life. Words are meaningless promises and often deception unless placed into active action. How do we make Jesus real to yourself and others. It requires opening our hearts to GOD and actively pursuing living fruitful lives in service to all others. This is a rarity for most people.

So many people are burned out by being busy without focused results. Worry and stress are the true death-nail that closes one's hearts away from the ultimate joys of God and Christ.

Acts 1:4 “On one occasion, while he was eating with them, he gave them this command: “Do not leave Jerusalem, but wait for the gift my Father promised, which you have heard me
5 For John baptized with water, but in a few days you will be baptized with the Holy Spirit.” 6 Then they gathered around him and asked him, “Lord, are you at this time going to restore the kingdom to Israel?”

7 He said to them: “It is not for you to know the times or dates the Father has set by his own authority. 8 But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.”

Keith’s commentary to world. Above are key indictions of when God will send his next messianic messengers. The next verse states

“9 After he said this, he was taken up before their very eyes, and a cloud hid him from their sight. 10 They were looking intently up into the sky as he was going, when suddenly two men dressed in white stood beside them. 11 “Men of Galilee,” they said, “why do you stand here looking into the sky? This same Jesus, who has been taken from you into heaven, will come back in the same way you have seen him go into heaven.”

Keith: Yet no one will truly know when the Savior returns, except GOD himself. It is now the event horizon time to replace ALL GOVERNMENTS with UNICRACY.COM NOW.

Delays will only create more self-destruction of the human race. OMG Oh My GOD, it is happening already since the trend analysis started right about the time I was born, on August 15, 1958 at about 11:11 pm EST in High Point N.C. Memorial Hospital USA. OMG. Someone DO SOMETHING. Actually ANYTHING would be GREAT in GOD’s NAME since even my own GodFather has effectively ABANDONED and FORESaken me for almost all this time. So I did solve all the worlds problems. One relationship at a time…

###

Friday, March 18, 2016. Jesus-Festival.org rally 7 pm session.

Brother Jocel Evangelista speaks today at the jesus-festival.org about I AM. There are Seven I AMS (is this sermon presentation).

Hebrews 10, Pastor Paul. Demonstration. The world is tired of all the debates and discussions that yield no fruit of the spirit. Keith: I wish I could be constantly filled with the Holy Spirit. It is truly HARD after all the longest list of felony and capital crimes have been committed against myself and my 7.4 billion people. He asks the WORD be con

Acts 10:38 how God anointed Jesus of Nazareth with the Holy Spirit and with power, who went about…. Romans 5:8 But God demonstrates His own love toward us, in that while we were still sinners, Christ died for us. what exactly is True Love. It is wordless when it has no impact on my people. When Jesus came down and manifested in flesh, then he dwelt among us. The same is occurring right now in year 2016.
With Abraham, it took decades before the fulfillment of God's promise actually occurred. God seldom intervenes except when mankind is on the verge of self-extinction. History proves these logical and spiritual truths of [TheTruthVault.com](http://TheTruthVault.com) The seeds of God's faith and grace must be nurtured.

1 Corinthians 2:1-5 And I, brethren, and my speech and my preaching were not with persuasive sources of human wisdom, but in demonstration of the Spirit and of power. Why not come into a space and atmosphere of peace and harmony by demonstrating love and care for each other. Romans 1:16 “For I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ, for it is the power of God to salvation for everyone who believes, for the Jew first, and also for the Greek (Gentiles).

who is ready for manifestation of God, Christ, and the Holy Spirit in your lives? Who?? when? John 10:10 the thief comes only in order to steal and kill and destroy. I came that they may have and enjoy life, and have it in abundance (to the full, till it overflows).

Where is the overflow. Is this the golden rule or the golden basket at the end of the rainbow? We enjoy the demonstration of life. The overflowing assets and resources of our own planet Earth have been cruelly and sinisterly squandered and destroyed (Keith’s comments). Joel speaks about the women at the well with Jesus. She was transformed by Christ because he spent time listening to her needs and caring for her most immediate issues. Christ is transforming in nature because he focused on others.

Joel talks about the Government needing a direct encounter with Jesus. NOTE: This is EXACTLY what I have been doing for now years. With zero acknowledgement of the master teachings that change our entire financial, legal, and even spiritual lives at all levels of society.

Another word for demonstration is PROOF, a presentation, a display, a validation of the truth. This is the [http://TheTruthVault.com](http://TheTruthVault.com)

Romans 15:13 NIV “May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace as you trust in him, so that you may overflow with hope by the power of the Holy Spirit.”

John 15:1-15 speaks about the fruit of the vine.

The first series of I am is about “I am the way and the truth” that he spoke only to his disciples. verse 1 “I am the true Vine, and My Father is the Vinedresser” 2: and brand inMe that does not bear fruit (that stops bearing) He cuts away (and lifts up). … and He cleanses and repeatedly prunes every branch that continues o bear fruit, to make it bear more and more fruit in the spirit. “ Dwell in me and I will dwell in you (live in Me, and I will live in you). …. Who holds the fruit, the BRANCH. Who produces the fruit. the vine. We connect with God by bonding and binding with him. We are the connecting points between each and every person with that is the appellation and application of technology to bring us all into one degree of separation.

God is saying he abides in us. When will Christ return. Keith: actually the spirit of God actually resides among us right now. Yet few can see because of their sin, viceful greed, and ability to prevent God’s original commandments.
Joel sees demonstrations around the world concerning the current situations world-wide. Jon 15:16 You have not chosen Me, but I have chosen you and I have appointed you (I have planted you) that you might go and bear fruit and keep on bearing. “
and that your fruit may be lasting (that it may remain…..
Philippines 3:8 of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord and of progressively becoming more deeply and intimately acquainted with Him (of perceiving and recognizing and understanding Him more fully and clearly). 3:10 For my determined purpose is that i may know Him (that I may progressively become more deeply and intimately acquainted… and understanding grthe wonders of His Person more strongly and more clearly and that i may come…..” and that I may in that same way come to know the power outflowing …

God is into Show and Tell. This is also http://SelfyProStick.com video demonstration of unloading suffering, worry, stress, and other inhibiting factors once and for all.

Joel is going to pray for demonstration. John 14:19-21 “Just a little while now, and the world will not see me anymore… at that time when that day comes, you will know for yourselves that I am in My Father, and you are in me, and I am in you…. verse 21 the person who has My command and keeps them is the one who really loves me. “
Joel speaks about wanting God to help us overcome the trials and tribulations of our nation. Joel prays for our nation.

2 Corinthians 2?? : 7-14
Proverbs 18:16. A man’s gift A gift opens the way and ushers the giver into the presence of the great.
17 In a lawsuit the first to speak seems right, until someone comes forward and cross-examines… (Cobb County GA TPO 11.1.8376.00 transcript shows the true DEVIL pages 40-45) … 19 A brother wronged is more unyielding than a fortified city; disputes are like the barred gates of a citadel.

Paul Chase of New Life Philippines speaks now during the offering. Acts chapter 4
The Believers Share Their Possessions 32 All the believers were one in heart and mind. No one claimed that any of their possessions was their own, but they shared everything they had. 33 With great power the apostles continued to testify to the resurrection of the Lord Jesus. And God’s grace was so powerfully at work in them all 34 that there were no needy persons among them.”

The crowd is completing worship with song now. Your the god who makes a way. is the song. The closing is a reminder to DEMONSTRATE. The doors open at 8:30, registration starts at 7 am Saturday. 70 pastors of 59 churches are registered. 1,570 people in the room right now.

Wednesday, March 16, 2016.
The world changing solutions were gifted, published, delivered, and broadcast for now +8 years. Yet few if any recognize the absolute zero to infinite significance of the Broadcast Journalist Evangelist SaviorKeith.com working on behalf of GOD and all of humanity.
The last broadcast was from Sunday, March 13, 2011 seen below.
The truest insanity of all the crimes committed against myself and my 7.4 Billion people is the complete blockade of Justice by the same Governments that are tasked to maintain peace and order by actually investigating and prosecuting the true criminals starting with the worst ones first. This clearly shows that so many government agents refuse to do anything since no one oversees their actions and they would have to point the criminal gun at their own head for the crimes they routinely commit thinking they are immune from prosecution because they work on behalf of the most corrupt government agencies in world history. Why waste words I have been stating for well over 5 years now.

If I do nothing, say nothing, make no direct visits and broadcasts, then our world would already be a heaping mass of molten rock from the nuclear, chemical, and cultural final war Armageddon that would have occurred already if I had not been teaching our world how to Solve their own major issues at all levels of society. The TOP level world history crime has always been Political Corruption by leadership that use to be Tyrant Oligarchy Dictators and Monarchs who enslaved as many people and assassinated anyone who opposed their iron fist rule of terror, deception, murder, ultimate intimidation and other crimes against humanity.

For all these solutions must be blamed on Robert Dee Rose as HE is the true instigator of so many crimes of all descriptions. That is WHY Rose is the Anti-Christ as not a single person has ever proven otherwise in the binary Zeros and Ones of logic. Everyone feel free to verify USPressAssociation.org Member 802084475. ID: 5889516.

The last three days have been actually quite slow as I broadcast with full force to our world with zero simple decency call-backs except from a few real estate agents who are keen on selling me a few tens of millions pesos condos and homes in this paradise area.

Today I went to USA embassy with appointment 7:30 am to get my marriage documents notarized so I can finally marry Marites Friginal who will soon be world famous with MaryRights.com I also gifted to all of humanity. The same applies to all the solutions that are comprehensively complete. These range from removing all Political Criminals once and for all, reducing all governments down to one single government over short time with 5% total tax rate of all your income, new job creation, removal of all poverty, civil war, cybercrime terrorists like Anti-Christ Robert Dee Rose, unification of all churches, removal of all other criminal agents using Interpol URLiDent.com, testifying before United Nations with SolutionUNI.com creating all new housing communities generating self-reliant and self-sufficient communities who protect their sovereign status with very little outside influence, removal of all drug and slave trading enterprises, new infrastructures of city and world planning to ensure safe water, food, jobs, housing, education, equality, Justice, peace, harmony, and the true UTOPIA that was the original design of our own ONE Creator I sometimes call DAD.
If I was ever at a lose for words, I will be DEAD. Then I will indeed SING from Heaven as I have shown for years exactly WHO I AM and what I have gifted in the name of the Holy Trinity.

# Sunday, March 13, 2016

www.EveryNationBuilding.ph  Victory.org.ph  32nd St cor. University Pkwy, Bonifacio Global City, Taguig 1634 Philippines
Email: info@victory.org.ph
Office: +63 (2) 817 1212 Fax: +63 (2) 817 6130

Pastor Freddie, Pastor Rico Racafort, Victory Metro Manila

Pastor Christian is the prime minister this morning at 10 am service

Pastor Patrick Mercodo?, Pastor Ferdie Rico, (Kim sitting next to me is from Penn, Now North Carolina USA, here for 22 days as children's ministries missionary.

Gal 5:22-23
1 Cor 15:58 Therefore, my dear brothers and sisters, stand firm. Let nothing move you. Always give yourselves fully to the work of the Lord, because you know that your labor in the Lord is not in vain.
2 Peter 1:4 Through these he has given us his very great and precious promises, so that through them you may participate in the divine nature, having escaped the corruption in the world caused by evil desires.

The pastor speaks about the Apostles Creed.
What we believe drives how we behave. Week 1. God Father, Almighty, Creator, week 2 Lord Jesus Chirst, week 3 Holy spirit 4, church, 5 Death, burial and resurrection, 6 resurrection and eternal life 7. Ascension second coming and judgment.

On Friday, they dedicated building #2 at 95% completion. Training Leaders, Transforming Nations. The buildings are not the focus. They are tools to enable fellowship of believers in faith and grace. The Church is the people. This is http://www.ChristDomain.com (keith’s running world commentary broadcast to all). There is big difference between Going and Belonging.

Pastor just bought a Fixed gear bike and joined a common group. Many people have many friends, but few close relationships. Many churches have been commoditization by branding and uniqueness. Examples are weddings that have become major productions. Fashion, looks, and ‘must haves’ have become a common thread of humanity.

Information is now almost freely available for all of humanity. yet few actually take advantage of these opportunities. Has the church been commoditized? Information overload is also an issue. It is hard for most people to focus on more than one central concept at a time.
Ephesians 5:1  Follow God’s example, therefore, as dearly loved children and walk in the way of love, just as Christ loved us and gave himself up for us as a fragrant offering and sacrifice to God. … read the rest… 14 This is why it is said: “Wake up, sleeper, rise from the dead, and Christ will shine on you.”

Pastor speaks about Moses leading the Jewish nation out of Egypt. “The people of God got out of Egypt, but God was getting Egypt out of them.”

Unity and Maturity in the Body of Christ
Ephesians 4:1  As a prisoner for the Lord, then, I urge you to live a life worthy of the calling you have received. 2 Be completely humble and gentle; be patient, bearing with one another in love. 3 Make every effort to keep the unity of the Spirit through the bond of peace. 4 There is one body and one Spirit, just as you were called to one hope when you were called; 5 one Lord, one faith, one baptism; 6 one God and Father of all, who is over all and through all and in all.

Appeal for Loyalty to Paul and the Gospel
2 Timothy 1:9 9 He has saved us and called us to a holy life—not because of anything we have done but because of his own purpose and grace. This grace was given us in Christ Jesus before the beginning of time, 10 but it has now been revealed through the appearing of our Savior, Christ Jesus, who has destroyed death and has brought life and immortality to light through the gospel. 11 And of this gospel I was appointed a herald and an apostle and a teacher. 12 That is why I am suffering as I am. Yet this is no cause for shame, because I know whom I have believed, and am convinced that he is able to guard what I have entrusted to him until that day.

Ekklesia - Called out ones. Catholic means universal. Roman Catholic is different. Ephesians 4:4 speaks about the ONEness of body, spirit, Lord, faith, and baptism. “One God and Father of all, who is over all and through all and in all “ Pastor speaks about the perfect church. It does not exist because YOU are present, You my 7.4 billion people.

Pastor speaks about a Chinese person James is transformed by youth pastor Jimmy. China is so restricted as I (keith) lived there Feb 11, 2015 until Aug 6, 2015. A 30 second video clip is shown about Pakistan as a 28 year old pastor.

Revelation 7  The Great Multitude in White Robes
9 After this I looked, and there before me was a great multitude that no one could count, from every nation, tribe, people and language, standing before the throne and before the Lamb. They were wearing white robes and were holding palm branches in their hands. 10 And they cried out in a loud voice: “Salvation belongs to our God, who sits on the throne, and to the Lamb.”

Communion of Saints. Ephesians 4:14-15 ….. the cunning and craftiness of people in their deceitful scheming. 15 Instead, speaking the truth in love, we will grow to become in every respect the mature body of him who is the head, that is, Christ. 16 From him the whole body, joined and held together by every supporting ligament, grows and builds itself up in love, as each part does its work.”
Who actually follows Jesus Christ and champions the rights of all others. This is shared life and fellowship. So as iron sharpens iron, so one man sharpens another. This is a famous quote used by many fellowships in USA and around our world. Ephesians 4:16 describes http://www.UNIlocracy.com in common language with  http://www.NewZion2.com and www.IFJC2.com that puts bible integrity principals into everyday common sense testimony as well as all the other gifted, ordained, sanctioned, and even sacred Acts of Wisdom on these world broadcasts. The most comprehensive Library is iSeelunderstand.com and IseeJustice.com

Romans 5:10, Romans 8:2, 1 John 1:12-13, Ephesians 2:10, Rev 21:22-27 are quoted on the prime broadcast screen. Pastor finishes up the sermon with a short video on confusion of a young lady until a body of believers brought her into a saving knowledge of Jesus. Aina is her name. She speaks about her gender confusion and how a Victory group brought her into fellowship using Life Group ministries. She now focuses on learning and educating others.

###  ###  ###

At 1 pm, I am now back at New Life, Old Fort. This is at least my 7th service over past 6 months. Pastors Alvin and Michelle NewLifeTheFort.com +63(2) 729-9673 info@newLifeTheFort.com Ministry Head: Pastor Michelle Dela Peña Email: lifegroups@newlifethefort.com or call us at 729-9673. Ministry Head: Pat Kahn Email: admin@newlifethefort.com

At 2 pm, I sent following to their contact us Church Inquiry website:

The ultimate partner ministries are Cooperative. Please contact Keith Duncan 0917-335-4300 as well as contact Pastor Bonifico at Victory Church next door. The ultimate transfer of wealth from the true criminals of our world are the FUNDING source for re-building GOD’s utopia Kingdom of NewZion2.com with ChristDomain.com to unify all churches to at least TALK with each other about community needs to break down all cultural and even spiritual barriers between my 7.4 Billion people. This is accomplished with Interpol's URLiDent.-com referential Integrity Database that brings us into one degree of separation of all citizens and literally kills the 666 Mark of the Beast that already exists in so many marketplaces of greed.

Paul Chase  Lawrence Lim New Creatoion Church Singal\pore Chad Mansbridge, Bayside church,  Jocel Evangelista NEW LIFE ALABNAL.

SMX Jesus-Festival.org

Matthew 13:10-13 10 The disciples came to him and asked, “Why do you speak to the people in parables?” 11 He replied, “Because the knowledge of the secrets of the kingdom of heaven has been given to you, but not to them. 12 Whoever has will be given more, and they will have an abundance. Whoever does not have, even what they have will be taken from them. 13 This is why I speak to them in parables: “Though seeing, they do not see; though hearing, they do not hear or understand.
Isaiah 55:8-9  “For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways,” declares the Lord. 9  “As the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways higher than your ways and my thoughts than your thoughts.

1 Cor 2:13-14  13 This is what we speak, not in words taught us by human wisdom but in words taught by the Spirit, explaining spiritual realities with Spirit-taught words.[c] 14 The person without the Spirit does not accept the things that come from the Spirit of God but considers them foolishness, and cannot understand them because they are discerned only through the Spirit.

Pastor Kattie (husband is Gabe) states that Moses is only person who actually spoke with God up to that time.

Psalm 103:7  “He made known His ways to Moses, His acts to the children of Israel”. This was the ultimate relationship building between two parties. The rest were afraid of God. Even Moses was probably petrified of being in presence with his Creator. Yet (Keith’s words), why in Heaven or Earth should we be afraid of our Father. This is counterproductive once a strong relationship is established. For an angry wrathful God is exactly the motivating force used to bring unrepentant sinners and criminals back into unification and compliance. This is the basis for URLiDent.com ChristDomain.com

Pastor Kattie speaks on Matthew 11:28-30 The Father Revealed in the Son  states: “28 “Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest. 29 Take my yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am gentle and humble in heart, and you will find rest for your souls. 30 For my yoke is easy and my burden is light.”

The kingdom flows from the inside outward. God first give us ‘the word’. Kingdom expansion. Isaiah 53 54:1   “Sing O barren, You who have not borne!. Break forth into singing, and cry aloud, You who have not labored with the child. … The Future Glory of Zion 54 “Sing, barren woman, you who never bore a child;” This is the marriage of Christ to the church of http://www.NewZion2.com (Keith’s creation of TheTruthVault.com )

Pastor Kattie speaks about miracles including the virgin birth of Christ Jesus. With Easter 2 weeks away, this is the best time for our world to focus on what is truly possible with Actions of authority of Fearless People. Pastor speaks about the word NoThing. No Thing. The root is Rama the living word of God.

Luke 1:37  The New Life The fort word is ‘Expansion’ “For with God, nothing will be impossible”.  2 Corinthians 9:10

The examples of planting seeds in the right conditions. It is not the size of the seed, it is the right nurturing conditions. Reference a mustard seed. Matthew 13:13-14  13 This is why I speak to them in parables: “Though seeing, they do not see; though hearing, they do not hear or understand. 14 In them is fulfilled the prophecy of Isaiah: “You will be ever hearing but never understanding; you will be ever seeing but never perceiving.”

Matthew 13:31-32  The Parables of the Mustard Seed and the Yeast 31 He told them another parable: “The kingdom of heaven is like a mustard seed, which a man took and
planted in his field. 32 Though it is the smallest of all seeds, yet when it grows, it is the largest of garden plants and becomes a tree, so that the birds come and perch in its branches.”

1 Cor 15:10 (from Apostle Paul), “But by the grace of God I am what I am, and his grace to me was not without effect. No, I worked harder than all of them—yet not I, but the grace of God that was with me. 11 Whether, then, it is I or they, this is what we preach, and this is what you believed.” Pastor Kattie speaks about sailboating and who has been on board. If the sail is not presented properly to the wind, the boat will flip or be dead in the water. It must be constantly tuned by the proper controls. Consider the wind the Breath of God. Keith’s notes: Even Revelations speaks about 4 winged creatures with 4 eyes.

How is the grace of God managed and directed to be most effective? It starts with building relationships between each of us (Keith’s notes). It continues with education to all my 7.4 billion people to actually Love and Care for each other (1 Cor 13:13 OTHERS). Pastor speaks about only one disciple, Peter, stepping out of the boat to walk on water with Jesus. Matthew 14:22-33

Pastor asks us if we are in the boat with others, are we willing to experience the grace and love of Jesus and even ‘walk on the water’ of faith and trust. Mark 14:1

**Jesus Anointed at Bethany** 14 Now the Passover and the Festival of Unleavened Bread were only two days away, and the chief priests and the teachers of the law were scheming to arrest Jesus secretly and kill him. 2 “But not during the festival,” they said, “or the people may riot.” 3 While he was in Bethany, reclining at the table in the home of Simon the Leper, a woman came with an alabaster jar of very expensive perfume, made of pure nard. She broke the jar and poured the perfume on his head.” ……

The above passage relates to the Return to JerUSAlem and eventual Return from Walk to Emmaus. This was accomplished last year April 1-5 2015 in Tel-avi, JerUSAlem, Emmaus, then Rome Italy April 6-16 2015 with meeting many cardinals and multiple requests to meet with Vatican leadership including Pope Francis. So, so, so many blinded fools of Matthew Chapter 23 include the bigots, cynics, hypocrites, and criminal brood of vipers.

The six words from Jesus are “She has done what she could”. Mark 14:3-9 verse 8: “She did what she could. She poured perfume on my body beforehand to prepare for my burial. 9 Truly I tell you, wherever the gospel is preached throughout the world, what she has done will also be told, in memory of her.” This was right before Judas went to the chief priests to betray Jesus.

### ### ###

**Thursday, March 10, 2016. Karen is our host. ms. Karstein Joy.**

Clean Talks, meetup.com group IdeaSpace Co Lab, Pasig, City. 3 Brixton Street.
First presenter is Jude Defensor. Pilot for climate control centers. Asia CleanTech, ADB. Asian Development bank. invokes all the aspects of clean environment. Produce energy, use less energy during manufacturing and consumption,
1. 1.7 Trillion Global Defense industry. 2-5 Trillion Manufacturing, etc. COP21 Paris Climate talks. Billionaires join forces in energy push. Bill Gates, Jett Bezos, Jack ma, Mukesh Ambatti. Big investors are entering the market. in clean edgy #318 Billin, #329 B in 2015.
Hotspots Internet of things, sharing economy, financial technology. = Cleantech.
Vs 10 years ago - Cost of sensors 40%. Cost of bandwidth 1/40, cost of processing 1/60.
NEST acquired by google for $3.2 bn . smart agriculture and foodtech.
2. The Shared economy. utilize our physical assets better, waste less, save energy by sharing resources. Willing to share own assets versus willing to share from others. Give versus receivers. Intercepted by the TAKERS as seen on UNITYurl.com diagram. Who can find it?
Financing. P2p peer to peer, pay as you go, crowd funding, virtual currencies. Solution is bartering rather than cash exchange. Jude’s group is supporting start-up accelerators, suport new investors, share knowledge, regional clench network. new partnerships, accelerated learning and sharing, pool resources. Example: InFuse.com Orix, Robeco ADB. ACP Asia Climate Partners, Manila startUp Space meetup.com community. I attended 2 months ago near Don Brusco Catholic church. Look, focus on customer, be a business (more than a product developer, look abroad (multipliers of others), valid your ideas - talk to the market.

Second presentation. team is rex, coy, bodie, Yuri. EG Jeep Makati owners. Filinvest city contact.
Presenter is Rex Vergel, COO, Electric Vehicle Expansion Enterprises.
cell 971-321-6559, rexvergel@gmail.com www.Eveei.com
EVEEI is a social enterprise. Their company provides minimum wage, benefits, equal opportunity.
Learnings: teamwork, investors, Idea, Be Nice.

Scot Frank, co-founder and CEO of One Earth Designs. Worked in India. Started in China as freshman college summer intern teacher in Beijing. He traveled along the Silk Road. Solar cooker. Water quality test kits. Stayed next summer in Himalayan mountain area nomadic family. Yak dung is now burn heat source that releases much pollution. 3 billion people collect biomass fuel daily. 4 million people die from in home pollution disease. Introduction of Solar cookers. Thermal heat packages for night time, lighting, etc. After 50 prototypes, the SolSource is a polymer mirror, aluminum frame. 90% reflective patented mirror material with life expectancy of 10 years per their website. This is a TRUE winner.
I emailed Scott and gave him related Solution of http://www.SolutionSafeWater.com and TurnOffLights.com that I gifted to all of humanity many years ago.
His notes state: 6984 people (users?), 3-9 months payback, 3,390 tonnes CO2 abated, 50,000 days saved for women, 30 to 80% pollution reduction. 
production of Photovoltaic material is very CO2 polluting during manufacturing. 
Early funding grants were USA EPA, Clinton Global Initiative, otehrs. 
Scot Frank is CEO, Designer Sloan Kulper, 

Gut instinct, advice not money, build the best team, set goals, KPS, and pivo, customers, not product or engineering, preemptive, not reactive, work-life balance, Celebrate, have Fun. 

I just sent email to Scott of: I am one of the most prolific inventors, authors, and broadcast Journalist. Please contact me soon about 
http://www.SolutionSafeWater.com and combination of simple PLC circuitry for batch processing cleaning ANY WATER at all. Reference 
http://www.TurnOffLights.com also that is a Nobel Peace Prize worthy. 

Let me know how I can help you mass market with publicity, one of my other major talents after 40 years of working in extremely high level computer systems design and architecture. 

http://www.ideaspacefoundation.org/ Manuel V. Pangilinan Chairman 
http://www.ideaspacefoundation.org/team.html 
910 Colbella Arcade, A. Arnaiz Avenue, Makati, 1223 Metro Manila, Philippines 
http://www.ideaspacefoundation.org/earl-valencia.html Earl is founder and a true genius. 

Mr. Marthyn Cuan. Co-founder of IdeaSpace Foundation. Facebook: Marthyn.Cuan. Twitter @MarthynCuan. He is about Innovation for Growth. Pessimist ver Optimist. 87% of fortune 500 companies have disappeared in last 17 years. Metro Manila in global top 30 mega cities. Fuel Mix. Meralco is the Philippines energy provider. Natural gas. 40%, liquid Fuel 5.2, Coal 37.4, multi-fuel -17%. IdeaSpace -access to resources, business education, connection. Focus Areas are Inspire, Incubate. IdeaSpace startups. PGRS -harvests residual kinetic energy from moving vehicles, PlugAndPlayTechCenter.com 
http://www.ideaspacefoundation.org/startups.html WeGen, Salt, WatSmart -real time energy monitoring analytics system, Stream Energy -hydroelectricity, R-Tap, Go, 
Join 2016 IdeaSpace Competition now. 

Q&A session now with the four presenters. 
Scott is asked about the 2 CFOs they hired. Scott had a board of directors and a separate group of people he calls his ‘Sanity Board’. 
The discussion is about ability to find qualified manufactures, factories, mentors, and business partners to get their products and services to market in most efficient manner. 
The finance person (Daniel) with Kirsten host speaks about developing relationships with the big companies like ADB, Meralco, GE.
Ms. Mikima speaks about slingshot entrepreneur forum events. (voice recorded BBK20160310-IdeaSpace-Meetup-Innovation2.mp4). Mr. Marthyn Cuan speaks about co-hosting events for entrepreneurs. Failure of startups is common. They host 3-4 rounds of vetting the solution ideas presented. They also check if any patent infringement, business models are solid, and other business process methodology adjusted to see if a solution is truly viable.

The general q&a is about funding, finding grants, identifying partners and mentors. Scott speaks about ThermalElectronics to convert heat to electricity.

###

**Wednesday, March 9, 2016.**

In response to free lance nurse working with doctors without Borders currently in Canada Jordan zaatari refugee camp.

https://www.gofundme.com/ukskmauk is the latest world Crowd-Funding Campaign to support all of these World Changing Ministries since publicity costs MONEY and time. Please make direct donations to CreatorKeith.com World Trading Partner Broadcast Network Evangelist Ministry Enterprises to ensure survival of our own human race. This is absolutely required since USA government and most others are on verge of absolute collapse for their failures to actually uphold Constitutional Laws by protecting our civil, financial, legal, and spiritual rights.

Keith Duncan has ended up being a most powerful Broadcast Journalist Evangelist of all human and God rights. Apart from GOD himself, the most powerful force on Earth is the Will of the Majority of my 7.4 Billion People. It is 100% basis for http://www.SolutionGovernment.com that removes need for all refugee camps with URLiDent.com gifted to Interpol and United Nations http://www.SolutionUNI.com a long time ago. Publicity and mass marketing has always been the true way to educate the masses to ensure they unify in the power of Integrity, Ethics, Accountability, and full scale transparency. Please ask EVERYONE to contact their major news press groups, all high level government officials, all churches, and of course the PUBLIC.

Then UNIocracy.com will become the ONE small world government monitored by SolutionMilitary.com to remove corruption when local communities refuse to deal with the actual criminals roaming their court houses, controlling their banks and cyber information, and becoming www.MonkeyKings.info www.BidOnKeith.com is how I will self-fund myself when governments, corporations, and individuals actually support these final missions of ultimate mercy and grace. SaviorKeith.com explains all aspects of the current human conditions and the solutions to reverse the current tragic one way transfer of common wealth to the criminal ruling elite. Keith

Now it is 7 pm on Wednesday evening as I take long distance bus back to Manila from the remote area where I build my new family home. Everyday I broadcast the last components of
the most powerful reformation unification movement in world history. No exaggerations or grand-standing have ever been implied.

Is there no one left in our legislative, judicial, law enforcement, financial, and even spiritual world who actually upholds the original laws of ethics, justice, equality, and the level playing field guidelines of fair and just representation of my own 7.4 Billion peoples rights.

For the most powerful and condemning evidence of criminals, terrorists, super cyber criminals, and assorted satanic persons will always be their own signed confessions, actions, behaviors, and ability to defraud, confidence CON, embezzle, steal, murder, and commit any of the heinous crimes against humanity. I have used absolutely every solution and backup methods and procedures this entire time. Based on the original engrained and embedded psychology and art of computer science to solve almost any world issue at any level, I have stipulated, created, designed, deployed, and cross marketed almost every conceivable solution to ensure the survival of humanity.

Yet no truly honest person has been found at any level of authority.

So I have been broadcasting to the entire world of 7.4 Billion people who I claim as my own.

The entire sequence of setups, bribery of so many high ranking officials, kidnapping, suppression of all evidence, destruction of certified depositions and court documents, as well as total destruction of all their own criminal evidence is theTruthVault.com

Yes, I am even ridiculed for writing long sentences. I write with the fortitude and exponential construction of verbiage similar to the way I speak in front of anyone. This matches the stream of thoughts that process through the ether electrical neural pathways of my brain that are seldom inhibited by worry, stress, or self concern of personal survival.

As I have stated many times since I was kidnapped Feb 22, 2011, then Oct 3, 2011, then again by now Deputy Attorney General Sally Yates (Washington D.C) on Dec 13, 2011 based on false testimony of criminal ATF Special Agent William Banks and assortment of terrorist criminals who all wanted me DEAD, then YES, I truly have deep seated desire and purpose to RETURN to HEAVEN from whence I came to continue the ministries of GOD, JESUS CHRIST, the HOLY SPIRIT, and all the angels of heaven. This is not sacrilege or anti-spiritual in any form or manner. It is the absolute truth.

I now have plans to marry MaryRights.com Marites. We fell in love almost immediately upon our first actual meeting. Of course I still have occasional second thoughts about major decisions I have made since coming of age back around age 12 at Wesley Memorial United Methodist Church on Westchester Avenue in High Point N.C. USA.

####

Tuesday, March 8, 2016. I did not publish yesterday.

This is the new content posted on top right of http://www.ManHuntRose.com as the PRIME evidence of why ROSE should be DEAD by now. By legal action of the USA government and military under ‘The Patriot Act’ that deals directly with terrorists.
March 8, 2016 The USA government has NEVER had an option or choice to NOT debrief Keith Duncan, to put ROSE on Death Row, and to host the Press Conferences to remove all Political Criminals to wipe out all underground criminal enterprises. The Military, FBI, AG will invoke 'The Patriot Act', churches, public, and press will find ROSE in record time and turn him in to FBI-AG-USMilitary based on any of ROSE's own treason, espionage, murder, SEC Insider trading, massive bank cybercrime fraud, extortion, blackmail, and cabal criminal connections to Deputy Attorney General Sally Yates, Norfolk VA Judge Thurman Jackson and every person who signed their own certified testimony confessions. In Sept 1789, Pres George Washington wrote ... "the due administration of Justice is the firmest pillar of Government... " Few stand for Justice and Equality as #1 most powerful Broadcast Journalist Evangelist SavoirKeith.com teaches our entire world of 7.4 Billion lost souls being enslaved by the 'Criminal Ruling Elite'. Contact all news media, Government leaders, churches, and public to TAKE ACTION to remove all criminals from society with Interpol gifted http://www.URLIDent.com and www.SolutionUNI.com with MaryRights.com #1 Activist UnityURL!

Feb 22, 2016. Direct to ROSE, Military, Press, USGOv and public. First PDF file on left is worth $250,000 USD for any USA Gov agency to seize from ROSE. Since ROSE refuses to turn himself in and has extorted so many inside the USA Gov, now the Military, Public, and Churches will hunt him down on Treason, Espionage, massive cybercrime attacks against USAGov, Military, Banks, Corporations, and his own extensive list of very wealthy worldwide clients.

For I have shown our entire world Roses psychopath sociopath cybercriminal terrorist crimes against our Governments and my 7.4 Billion People for now +8 years of HELL. Contact everyone at highest levels of Government, churches, Press, and Corporations to protect my life and put Rose and his +100 conspirators on Death Row and Prison for Treason, Espionage, sedition (overthrow of governments), murder, cybercrime WW3 warfare, and all other crimes against you.

Feb 19, 2016 My own criminally incompetent PR firm Brittany Bailey, working for Hillory Clinton just emailed Robert Dee Rose asking what I did to ROSE as Rose will murder me and any eye witnesses to prevent FBI-AG-Military from completing what I gifted our world per www.BuiltByKeith.com. PDF file sent to USAGov to Act NOW.

Dec 25, 2015. Click on FBI Voice Recording when FBI confesses to total Conspiracy and Coverups after multiple broadcasts of information BELOW for now +8 years. This indicates total collapse of USA government for massive conspiracy terrorism conducted by ROSE and key rogue government agents like USMarshal Van Grady, Fed Judge Thurman Jackson, ATF W. Banks, AUSAG Dee Sterling, IRS Nora Beardsley/Amanda D. Houston, and many others by their own signed testimony sent to everyone with focus on FBI James Comey + AG Loretta Lynch + USMilitary immediate intervention since Sept 25, 2011 . Any agent refusing to debrief
Keith is guilty of Willful Obstruction of Justice regarding #1 Terrorist ROSE + USA Gov by actively blocking USA Military Investigations of massive treason.

CLICK: https://www.dropbox.com/s/g05bagwo7h829nd/BBK20151224FBICall-RealConspiracyCoverUps-BLOCKS.m4a?dl=0 CLICK: #1 Evidence Files for ALL.

The USA Gov, FBI-AG, USA Military has no option BUT to contact, find, and escort Keith to Press Conferences to deliver the worlds first ANTI-crime methods shown on all these ordained, common sense, and technology based sites.

Each person involved is guilty of 923. 18 U.S.C 371 Conspiracy to defraud the United States as well as many other felonies of conspiracy to murder, destruction of unclassified anti-terrorist and anti-political crime evidence + methods.

Read these 100% true super crime facts and ask everyone to TAKE ACTION with AUTHORITY for the Benefits of all Others. Everyone contact FBI James Comey, AG Loretta Lynch, Interpol, NSA, CIA, HLS as they will be national heros for contacting Keith and protecting his life as he has recreated all the ANTI-CRIME solutions on http://www.BuiltByKeith.com clearinghouse that shuns all criminals and puts thousands of Political Criminals and Terrorists into Hell-Jail under Military guard so no one escapes Justice. This is all that is required by all Press, Churches, and public to prevent enslavement of you.

Rose always qualifies as an Enemy Combatant under the USA Patriot Act as the #1 terrorist against the USA Government. CALL FBI-AG-USMilitary NOW as I have been doing for years to command they ACT with Authority. I called again Sept 6, Oct, Nov, Dec 7, Dec 24, 2015. The five PDF files on left put +100 criminals in prison.

When everyone finds Robert Dee Rose or Amy, make a citizen arrest of all involved of Norfolk VA Judge Jackson, AUSAG Dee Sterling, and public defenders of Phoenix Harris, R. Cehas, Suzanne M. Tell FBI-Military to check and raid 165 Birchwood Dr Canton, GA 30114. Rose GA DL 054217049, DOB 1971-Apr-01, (678)297-7804, FineHomeTechnologies.com on left at +1(770)887-8589. TimeSaving Services INC +20 other RICO crime 'shelf' extreme crime enterprises. Expect ROSE to fight (armed and very dangerous) or flee USA as he has extensive criminal connections inside most USA Gov agencies and many foreign criminal enterprise cabals Keith legally detected.

Turn them all over to any law enforcement agency, FBI, or take them to USA Military. Track ROSE's rolling crime center trailers GA-USA tags TR72811 dual-axle, TL8EE29 Four Winds Camper, Chevy roll-up truck PIQ2770. If anyone has a best solution, tell the USA Gov, Churches, Public, and Press as I has been teaching for +40 years as the Prime Consultant who solves all issues. ROSE uses (404)867-2063 as his prime VOIP crime cell, easy for
NSA-FBI-CIA- USMilitary to backtrace his IP traffic as ROSE cybercrimes others with www.AgileLaw.com Cyclone Alexander Covery + all clients.

All based on ROSE actually robbing me multiple times, a LinkedIn email invite I never sent and the Cobb County GA cancelled TPO 11.1.1171.99 larceny Feb 4 as no violation could have occurred at Langley AFB Sept 25, 2011 as ROSE stole all my assets and Intellectual Property to build his Billion USD criminal cybercrime enterprises shown on Whereis-RobertRose.com.

I was kidnapped three times by county and Federal criminals (agents) on ROSE orders. Rose will flee USA when hunted down.

The USA Government is always on verge of total collapse. The public, press, and churches must command them to ACT with Authority as clearly broadcast on top of SolutionMilitary.com and SolutionGOD.com These are the rare and only solutions to prevent world self-genocide. Any one can find Keith at any time as I have asked for all governments and public to protect my life and yours this entire time. Who acts now?

This space is too small to republish the Crimes against Humanity, Cyberattacks against USA government and Military that ROSE routinely commits with AgileLaw.com in coordination with rouge agents inside IRS, FBI, AG, USMarshals and so many county law enforcement officers, lawyers, judges, and other criminals paid with tax dollars. Protect Keith’s life or suffer the wrath of all People.

####

**Sunday, March 6, 2016.**


**clearcollarcrime.com** 12/9/2016  client3635.wix.com/ccCrime  12/9/2015  

**FOLLOWKEITH.COM** 5/21/2017  Not Forwarded  5/21/2011  


**ICSTAND.COM** 8/8/2017  CreatorKeith.com  8/8/2010  

**IFJC2.COM** 8/13/2016  uniocracy.com/IFJC2.php  8/13/2014  


**www.KSHAMA.ME** 4/6/2016  client3635.wix.com/saviorkeith#!persecutors/c129n  

4/6/2014  

**LEARNFIRSTNAMES.COM** 6/5/2016  client3635.wix.com/bidonkeith#!fn/  

**c1k28**  6/5/2015  


**www.monkeykings.info** 2/21/2017  Kshama.me  2/21/2016  

**NEWZION2.COM** 4/30/2016  uniocracy.com/NewZion2.php  4/30/2014
### Domain Name

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABUTRANSlator.COM</td>
<td>8/5/2016</td>
<td>client3635.wix.com/abutranslator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BABAYUANes.COM</td>
<td>8/19/2016</td>
<td>client3635.wix.com/babayuanes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIDONKEITH.COM</td>
<td>2/4/2017</td>
<td>client3635.wix.com/bidonkeith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREATORKEITH.COM</td>
<td>2/3/2017</td>
<td>client3635.wix.com/creatorkeith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELPIMATES.COM</td>
<td>2/9/2017</td>
<td>youtube.com/watch?v=p5bis3W4Dw8&amp;list=PLqm0s6ljx5i11HLKMqzKMV9t8YN7vJl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSTAGEFORPROFIT.COM</td>
<td>2/3/2017</td>
<td>client3635.wix.com/hostage4profit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISEEATT.COM</td>
<td>2/3/2017</td>
<td>youtube.com/watch?v=6k3lih7LLs8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISEEIUNDERSTAND.COM</td>
<td>2/3/2017</td>
<td>dropbox.com/sh/m44uyuwafe5vn4l/AAEDFH-fY2Db0mKxBBSa5R8na?n=269728893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISEEJUSTICE.COM</td>
<td>2/3/2017</td>
<td>youtube.com/watch?v=lh4Xbf_8JtM&amp;list=PLfjE-Po0gd3pV79Tv2u8OsBa33hxpPf28Y&amp;index=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manhuntrose.com</td>
<td>9/2/2016</td>
<td>client3635.wix.com/manhuntrose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMANADATE.COM</td>
<td>11/8/2016</td>
<td>youtube.com/results?search_query=remanadate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVEALLNATIONS.COM</td>
<td>11/11/2016</td>
<td>client3635.wix.com/bidonkeith/#lsan/c19os</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saviorkeith.com</td>
<td>12/20/2016</td>
<td>client3635.wix.com/saviorkeith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELFYPROSTICK.COM</td>
<td>12/13/2016</td>
<td>youtu.be/Aq_4JC8xes4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLUTIONBANKFRAUD.COM</td>
<td>10/23/2016</td>
<td>dropbox.com/s/yp8an02w1zvpsir/BBK20141230SolutionBankFraud-SolutionURL%23152.pdf?dl=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLUTIONDEFENSE.COM</td>
<td>12/21/2016</td>
<td>youtu.be/r2Kx5K2wF-M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLUTIONUNCONTROL.COM</td>
<td>12/21/2016</td>
<td>dropbox.com/s/lhiw73b62dx69si/BBK20141227SolutionGunControl_UNiocracy%23149.pdf?dl=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solutionhousing.com</td>
<td>11/26/2016</td>
<td>client3635.wix.com/solutionhousing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLUTIONMANUFACTURING.COM</td>
<td>12/20/2016</td>
<td>youtu.be/BZz2rGCv-Qc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLUTIONPEACE.COM</td>
<td>12/21/2016</td>
<td>dropbox.com/s/2jvzypogs5xehyi/BBK20150217-CorruptionJihad-SaveAllNations-190.pdf?dl=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLUTIONSAFEWATER.COM</td>
<td>11/10/2016</td>
<td>dropbox.com/s/bpyncb315g05md/BBK20141227SolutionSafeWater%23149-UNiocracy.pdf?dl=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solutionuni.com</td>
<td>10/29/2018</td>
<td>client3635.wix.com/solutionuni</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit.” - Aristotle

It is not the critic who counts, nor the man who points how the strong man stumbled or where the doer of deeds could have done them better. The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena; whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly...who knows the great enthusiasms, the great devotions, and spends himself in a worthy cause; who, at best, knows the triumph of high achievement; and who, at the worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall never be with those cold and timid souls who know neither victory nor defeat.

- T. Roosevelt

Saturday, March 5, 2016.
Here is a quote from Bernie Sanders, running for USA President.
"The great challenge that we face is whether the United States will become a vibrant democracy with a strong middle class or whether we slide into an oligarchy in which the economic and political life of the country is controlled by a handful of billionaire families." - Bernie Sanders

Keith’s response is the most powerful of all testimony to our entire world. It is way too late as oligarchy has been the mainstay of American and many other government societies since way back in 1950 eras. This was the cold war between Russia and USA involving all the technology warfare methods that will lead to the self-genocide of the human race when any of the most powerful MonkeyKing.info criminals decide to de-populate the Earth from the safety of their underground and Arctic complexes shielded from the fall-out of the worst terrorist attacks in world history. All it takes is one rogue terrorist or military commander or literally anyone with a biological weapon of mass destruction to cause a few thousand or tens of thousand deaths to trigger the Oligarchy, Tyrants, and others from creating mayhem and chaos. Then it is a simple matter to let entire nations bomb the living daylights of HELL out of each other while those in charge of this World War Three profit regardless of any outcome.

None of these are known as conspiracy theories. They are 100% substantiated by the actual business records, contracts, man made laws, and underground black market deals made between criminals like Robert Dee Rose and the leadership of our governments and corporations.

The Liar-Lawyers, corrupt Judges, blackmailed sinister Law Makers all collectively become habitual law breakers. This occurs because they hide behind mountains of paper chase conspiracies like 4:11cr112 that prevent criminal investigators from ever digging through lawyered layers of false testimony known as wheel of conspiracies. The center per-
son has spokes through multiple levels to each outward rim. None of the spokes truly know about any of the other conspirators unless they are needed to jointly commit more crimes. Eyewitnesses and those who can not handle the stress are easily eliminated by Murder as well as threats to their families and own lives.

This entire time, actually my entire life, I have been testifying all these truths to all of mankind because of my ordained and even divine nature. This is WHO I AM.


facebook.com/BuiltByKeith post to Ronnie Sojor today. I truly have been broadcasting all these Acts of Wisdom for most of my life. Please forward to everyone with focus on all national Press, churches, Governments, and of course, the 7.4 Billion Public of my people. I just re-pointed famous http://www.IseeJustice.com to start with Washington D.C. Museum of History discussing first President Washington’s division of military and civilian operations back in 1778 era.

Thank you. I found out years ago, that "ACTION with AUTHORITY of Fearless People to protect the Rights of all others" is the best final summary of the Prime GOLDEN RULE Commandment from our bible. That is why the PRESS, PUBLIC, and Churches MUST take action since these works and acts of wisdom are comprehensively complete and gifted to all of mankind.

I truly have 100% focus on filling stadiums full of people hungry for Justice an total Equality. This will only occur if everyone actually contacts each other to spread the Greatest news of all time. That is that GOD lives among us.

He encompasses everything that lives and breathes as well as the water, land, air, and rest of our universe. This is the spirit of life known as the Holy Spirit. I am building Marites new home as fast as I can identify the right workers and get construction started. Parts will be documented for use in SolutionHousing.com as examples of fast ways to create new small business owner jobs once SolutionGovernment.com hits the Press airwaves, newspapers, and becomes the #1 topic of all time.

It looks like I will return Manila around March 11, Marites arrives I HOPE on March 16, and the rest of history will unfold depending on how my People actually use these Acts of Wisdom that are compressed on http://www.TheTruthVault.com and http://www.IseeUnderstand.com and original http://www.IseeJustice.com

###
Tuesday, March 1, 2016. A skip of three days, a true rarity as I build a new home for my new wife arriving in 2 weeks.

This posted to my dear friends at National Speakers Association USA at National level.
Can anyone see the actual Revival, reformation, and transformation of our entire world when mankind finally decides to learn how to LOVE and CARE for each other by removing the CULTs and political www.MonkeyKings.info from society? For the Truth Vault is the true Holy Grail of information that educates our entire world how to remove the Predatory Greedy from society so the rest of us operate on a level playing field of pure Honesty, Virtue, Integrity, and Ethics that has not been a mainstay attribute in our own government and corporate leadership except after major historical revolutions, major world wars, and civil disputes that turn into civil wars.

This is all 100% positive when simple principals of win-win methodology is applied to contract law, reformed financial systems and other ways and means to ensure Cooperative Ministries become the standard operating practice for all of mankind. This one site is the Unification Monument from rejoin of Hong Kong to mainland Communist China in historical year 1991. Our own government leaders seldom protect anyone's rights when extorted and bribed to surpress and destroy evidence that implicates their own malfeasance (breaking Constitutional Law).

Again this is all 100% accurate and keen observations that are supported by logical and financial facts that are SOLVED with the application of off shelf technology, common sense, and use of Integrity principals. Ask anyone with financial and legal knowledge of the corruption of most governments, if THEY have published and provided solutions to actually PREVENT political corruption and the resulting crime sprees allowed when good people turn a blind eye to ensure their own paycheck and benefits take priority over actually upholding our own laws. This posted to world on other prime websites for everyone to See and Understand.

Keith Duncan -broadcast journalist Evangelist in Philippines still waiting for USA government to actually DO their jobs.

#end of world post.

To: Michael Moore in Atlanta GA (fellow member of NSAGeorgia.org), Greetings from Broadcast Journalist Evangelist Keith Duncan. It has been 8 years since I was defrauded and subsequently kidnapped multiple times using criminally granted TPOs after I was literally robbed of my own assets, cash, all my possessions, and filed all the required lawsuits and police reports BEFORE these criminals paid off so many to prevent their own prison time. Please ask everyone to read http://www.SolutionGovernment.com and contact all national news media, government officials, as many churches as possible, and of course everyone's public network of friends, family, and associates. This will finally complete the New world order of http://www.UNIocracy.com as I wait for FIRST, then next honest person anywhere in world to simply represent the rights of all my 7.4 billion people. Email: kduncan2005@Gmail.com as I build a new home and family with a new Philippine wife in next few weeks locally in the new Paradise of www.SolutionHousing.com MaryRights.com. I will fill stadiums of people with my new partners in ministries regardless of their religious affiliations. Will anyone simple see that not only did I do absolutely nothing wrong, I have turned over everything to GOD's people to actually TAKE ACTION with AUTHORITY of FEARLESS PEOPLE to protect the rights of all other...
ers. That is all that is required with Interpol URLLiDent.com to network everyone with one degree of separation. That is what you have also championed with the NetWeaver. Keith

Saturday, Feb 27, 2016.
BBK20160227-WorldRevolution-UNIocracy-341.pdf
A true rarity is that I have not published broadcast any of these *.PDF files since last Sunday at Holy Trinity Church. No one has still actually completed anything I have gifted all of mankind. I actually have a least 30 minutes of the most high powered video world broadcasts to compress down into published segments for the world to see, believe, and actually ACT with AUTHORITY. Nothing else has ever truly been required.

Please ask everyone to CONTACT all major news networks about http://www.Solution-Government.com as this ONE singular solution prevents ALL Political corruption in the first place once the pRESS and PUBLIC command 4 simple by-pass laws be enacted. It solves almost all the other downstream world conflicts and even genocide with BuiltBykeith.com Clearinghouse of other world-class solutions. Focus everyone on UNIocracy.com and related URL You Are Loved Links. Thank you. I ended up being a most powerful (and still unknown ) evangelist for all 7.4 billion people

Keith Duncan

This is news post about FBI Director James Comey. THIS is why I have been consulting for the USA government, Interpol, United Nations, and of course CONGRESS this entire time. No else has the expertise to solve all these world issues.


Feb 25, 2016 03:00 PM  Director Comey Briefs Congressional Subcommittee on Key Threats and Challenges

FBI Director James Comey, appearing today before the House Appropriations Committee’s Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies Subcommittee, provided members an overview of the FBI’s fiscal year 2017 budget request and explained how the requested resources are critical to the Bureau’s ability to address existing and emerging national security and criminal threats.

Some of those threats, according to the Director’s statement, are terrorism—in particular, the threats posed by foreign fighters, including those recruited from the U.S., traveling to join ISIL—and homegrown violent extremists; foreign intelligence and espionage
activities, especially the growing problem of the insider threat; the most dangerous and malicious cyber threats from state-sponsored hackers, hackers for hire, organized cyber syndicates, and terrorists; and serious criminal threats such as public corruption, Internet-facilitated sexual exploitation of children, violent gangs, corporate fraud, and international criminal enterprises.

Comey also said that resources are needed to close gaps in operational capabilities, including enhancements to cyber investigative capabilities, the mitigation of threats from foreign intelligence services and insiders, investments related to the Going Dark initiative, improvements to the National Instant Criminal Background Check System, and operation and maintenance costs of the new Biometrics Technology Center.

Earlier in the day, Comey joined Director of National Intelligence James Clapper and other U.S. Intelligence Community leaders at the House Permanent Committee on Intelligence’s hearing on worldwide threats.

### end press release from FBI.

The full revealing text is at: https://www.fbi.gov/news/testimony/fbi-budget-request-for-fiscal-year-2017

**Minor Excerpt is:**

The FY 2017 budget request proposes a total of $9.50 billion in direct budget authority to carry out the FBI’s national security, criminal law enforcement, and criminal justice services missions. The request includes a total of $8.7 billion for salaries and expenses, which will support 34,768 positions (12,892 special agents, 2,999 intelligence analysts, and 18,877 professional staff), and $783.5 million for construction.

Nine program enhancements totaling $873.8 million are proposed to meet critical requirements and close gaps in operational capabilities, including $646 million for construction of the new FBI Headquarters building, $85.1 million to enhance cyber investigative capabilities, $19.9 million to mitigate threats from foreign intelligence services and insider threats, $38.3 million for operational technology investments related to the Going Dark initiative, $6.8 million to add transnational organized criminals to watchlists, $27 million to leverage Intelligence Community Information Technology Enterprise components and services within the FBI, $8.2 million to enhance surveillance capabilities, $35 million to improve the timeliness and accuracy of National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS) services, and $7.4 million for operation and maintenance costs of the new Biometrics Technology Center.
Overall, the FY 2017 request represents an increase of $703.6 million over the FY 2016 enacted levels, including an additional $229.1 million for salaries and expenses and $474.5 million for construction.

more revealing financials including WHY FBI is so ineffective at fighting crime in the first place is Broadcast to world by BuiltBykeith.com world trading partner ministry enterprises INC. Seems Keith needs to sell all this information BACK to the USA government to command them to STOP all these crimes and avoid their own greed meltdown I predicted quite a few years ago.

### end of Keith broadcast for today.

---

**I just received this email from the Bernie Sanders daily email stream.**

Dear Keith,

“I like to give on a scale where I can see impact...” - David Koch

Earlier this year, a number of Republicans flew to California to make fundraising pitches to more than four hundred wealthy conservative donors attending a private conference hosted by the Koch brothers.

It’s worth taking a moment to ask the question, who are the Koch brothers, and what do they want?

The Koch brothers are the second-wealthiest family in America worth $82 billion. For the Koch brothers, $82 billion in wealth apparently is not good enough. Owning the second-largest private company in America is apparently not good enough. It doesn’t appear that they will be satisfied until they are able to control the entire political process.

This issue isn't personal for me. I don't know the Koch brothers, but I do know this. They have advocated for destroying the federal programs that are critical to the financial and personal health of middle class Americans. Now, most Americans know that the Koch brothers are the primary source of funding for the Tea Party, and that’s fine. They know that they favor the outright repeal of the Affordable Care Act, and that’s their opinion. It’s wrong, but that’s fine as well.

But it is not widely known that David Koch once ran for Vice President of the United States of America on the Libertarian Party ticket because he believed Ronald Reagan was much too liberal. And he ran on a platform that included the following:
“We favor the repeal of the fraudulent, virtually bankrupt and increasingly oppressive Social Security system.”
“We favor the abolition of Medicare and Medicaid programs.”
“We support repeal of all laws which impede the ability of any person to find employment, such as minimum wage laws…”
“We support the eventual repeal of all taxation.”

In 1980, David Koch’s presidential ticket received one percent of the vote from the American people. And rightly so. His views were so extreme they were rejected completely out of hand by the American people.

But fast forward almost thirty-six years, and one of the most significant realities of modern politics is just how successful David Koch and the like-minded billionaires attending his retreat have been at moving the Republican Party to the extreme right. The ideas above that were dismissed as downright crazy in 1980 are now part of today’s mainstream Republican thinking.

The Koch brothers, and billionaires like them, have bought up the private sector and now they’re buying up the government. It’s up to us to put a stop to them, but it will require all of us standing together with one voice on this issue.

Add you name if you agree: We must dismantle the corrupt system of campaign finance held in place by the Koch brothers and their billionaire friends.

Here’s the truth: The economic and political systems of this country are stacked against ordinary Americans. The rich get richer and use their wealth to buy elections, and I believe that we cannot change this corrupt system by taking its money. If we’re serious about creating jobs, health care for all, climate change, and the needs of our children and the elderly, we must be serious about campaign finance reform.

So far in this election, less than four hundred families have contributed the majority of all the money raised by all the candidates and super PACs combined. According to media reports, one family will spend more money in this election than either the Democratic or Republican Parties.

This is not democracy. This is oligarchy.

Our job is not to think small in this moment. The current system of campaign finance in this country is utterly corrupt. That is one of the reasons I am so proud of how we have
funded our campaign — over 4 million contributions from working Americans giving less than $27 at a time. But our campaign is unique.

We must pass a constitutional amendment to overturn Citizens United, and I will not nominate any justice to the Supreme Court who does not make it abundantly clear that she or he will overturn that decision. We need legislation that requires wealthy individuals and corporations who make large campaign contributions to disclose where their money is going. And more importantly, I believe we need to move towards the public funding of elections.

Our vision for American democracy should be a nation in which all people, regardless of their income, can participate in the political process, can run for office without begging for contributions from the wealthy and the powerful.

Bernie Sanders.

###

Wednesday, Feb 24, 2016  The previous blog world broadcast is BBK20160224-WorldRevoltion-UNIocracy-340.pdf for all to see, believe and act. That is truly all that has ever been required of my 7.4 Billion people.

I traveled Tuesday away from Manila to completed other world saving ministries. I remain ‘off the grid’ STILL waiting for USA Military and USA government to FINALLY after +8 years of pure HELL, take out the #1 Terrorist ROSE as well as all other criminals who are ruining our-my world.

Sunday, Feb 21, 2016.  Post on today's broadcast blog. The actual text for Sunday is below this next critical world section.

Any journalist broadcaster, church, leader, or meek person will get international fame for simply calling BuiltByKeith.com Duncan as I host call in everyday at 10 am EST. (713)775-7031, ID 166 841 408 Shown on top of BidOnKeith.com

My Philippines Cell (63) 0917-335-4300 is open for all worldly contacts.

After all this extreme time, is there absolutely no one more qualified than myself (www.BidOnKeith.com  World Evangelist, Author, Inventor, God’s rights Activist) to testify to our entire world about the most tragic occurrences of Predatory greed and the Monkey Kings who are systematically enslaving you, my 7.4 Billion people. Everything I have recorded and broadcast back to our mutual world is the absolute truths that everyone ignores, avoids, and even systematically destroys because their own signatures and testimony have been in-
dicting them for all these crimes committed to take advantage of others in direct violation of our Creators absolute basic laws and directives.

For I have been robbed so many times of all my assets, defrauded of my own cash under contracts with Robert Dee Rose and Ms. Bashama, and forced into Hell-JAIL for 848 Days Oct 3, 2011 to Jan 28, 2014 because I delivered the worlds first anti-Crime methods and evidence to USA Military Langley on Sept 25, 2011. Rose clearly used the USA Government to attempt to murder / assassinate / martyr Keith Brent Duncan since I was never allowed to speak, to hire my own lawyers, to access my own extensive assets, face any of my +100 accusers in any situation (court of law) and of course, present any of the filed evidence that show ROSE was extorting, blackmailing, and even murdering eye-witnesses.

I finally decided this was my role. To experience the absolute worse dredges of all of society so that I could learn and report to you, my 7.4 Billion people about your own impending demise and self-genocide. Well over 10 years of almost constant authorship show the true state of humanity at all levels of society.

I clearly CHOOSE YOU, my people, before any of you actually recognized WHO I AM and what I have been gifting you my entire life. That is the master educator teachings of how to enforce ethics, integrity, and the purpose of Peace and Harmony around our mutual world. This is exactly what your/my GodFather Christ Jesus did 2,000 years ago. His reward was to be forsaken by everyone, crucified to an extricating and painful death because absolutely no one in any authority position protected any of his rights to teach GOD’s truth to all. This what I have already completed.

The ‘monkey kings’ are the corrupt Politicians who are in prostituted bed with all the underground criminal enterprises like ROSE as well as the corporate executives and extremely wealthy individuals who buy, control, and even blackmail so many of our leadership so they can remain undetected. Most are smart enough to eliminate any paper trail or video evidence of their capital and felony crimes. This is what ROSE has been doing since at least year mid 1990s as the #1 super criminal terrorist of all time.

The exact opposite is true of myself. I have always been of service to all of mankind developing solutions that withstand the tests of criminals and self-entitling monkey Kings who build kingdoms based on slave trading, murder, treason, and assortment of all crimes known to man.

Right now, it is 3 pm Manila time as I finish lunch. Below is the early broadcast, almost live broadcast I created real-time at one of my favorite Holy Churches with Bishop Jones. I spent an extra hour with him at his study desk today helping him set up his new voice micro recorder to auto transcribe through Dragon Talk so he can finally publish his wonderful and powerful theology. Arthur was born 1934 so he is now 82 years old.

Direct request. Please contact Keith Duncan in Philippines and GO TO THE PRESS including re-broadcast through your wonderful Human Rights Activist websites and petitions.
My name is Keith Duncan, independent Broadcast Journalist. I have become a most powerful Human Rights Activist that few will acknowledge because of the ultimate strengths and power of the comprehensive testimonies I re-broadcast to our mutual world.

The absolute #1 world problem has always been Political Corruption. The only viable solution is the Will of the Majority of our people before, during, and after election and appointment of leadership at government and corporations level.

Take [http://www.SolutionGovernment.com](http://www.SolutionGovernment.com) TO the mass media press, to your expanding integrity driven citizenship, and command our USA government enact 4 simple By-Pass laws shown in almost all major National Languages. These are fully documented on [http://www.TheTruthVault.com](http://www.TheTruthVault.com) on the cause and effects of pure prostituted Predatory Greed that is many of the 1% Criminal Ruling Elite. These are the absolute prime facts and logical conclusions after +40 years of serving all of mankind.

The real issue has always been mass marketing campaign of Educating our masses of people who are impoverished and even slave traded because of their apathy and being cult conditioned by governments and mass media to maintain the 'status-quo' and to never question where there tax dollars and assets are being used to support corrupt politicians and underground criminal enterprises that have no limits on the cruelty they impose our our 7.4 billion world citizens.

### For IMMEDIATE PRESS RELEASE and re-Broadcast to the WORLD.

**SolutionGovernment.com** is the only answer to all world problems at the root level by removing ability for anyone to profiteer from any leadership position. BidOnKeith.com consults for our entire world. United Nations, Interpol, Military, all world governments, public, and religious leadership have all been contacted for now +8 years. No persons of integrity have been found to Call to Action. Who do you know? Contact all Others immediately to ensure BidOnKeith.com can complete all these world changing missions of mercy.

Click: [www.BuiltByKeith.com](http://www.BuiltByKeith.com) Clearinghouse of Criminals Solutions + Unification + [IseeIunderStand.com](http://www.IseeIunderStand.com) = #1 comprehensive 'Plans of world salvation' guides.

Download: BBK20150206OneDegreeSeparation-SolutionURL-183.pdf and forward.

Foreign Translations on www.SolutionURL.com page as Keith works for all mankind. In absolute simple language, SolutionGovernment.com + all other solutions are easy to transform all our world governments when public shuns and cripples the Criminal Ruling Elite who have enslaved them. All law makers are commanded to pass these simple laws. Otherwise, they face immediate punishment by the Press, Public, Churches, + organizations for Willful Obstruction of Justice abusing Taxpayer-Voter funds and violation of CLICK: 923. 18 U.S.C. § 371 —Conspiracy to Defraud the United States. and treason.

With the four new By-Pass Laws below, all citizens use Electronic Voting with free Wi-Fi + eDevices to:

1. Vote for all their leadership with confirmation on demand anytime using International URLiDent.com.
2. Vote on the pay for each person (by majority again). Options: 1. Lower. 2. Same. 3. Raise.
3. Vote on major issues when citizens are motivated to get confirmed results from their 'paid consultant'.
4. Vote on removing top succession leaders of any ethics violation as willed by the majority of the voters.

Key: Each vote is electronically recorded in URLiDent.com Interpol Database as private or public so that each user (you) or public can see their vote counted. This DB is replicated protected against fraud.

No more VOTER FRAUD, Ballet Box stuffing, Political Action Committees, Political Graft, and no more criminals using MEDIA to outspend the competition. Political criminals are shunned by all of society as all other criminals cringe with absolute horror that their days have been numbered by BidOnKeith.com under full Sovereign Ambassador Emissary Protection of all Nations, Governments, and churches.
These solutions are the ONLY new World Government Constitution SolutionManifesto.com to ensure the survival of the human race. The removal of all criminals and contract violations kill the AntiChrist. The majority of man-made laws and mandates are nullified, voided, and replaced with these simple laws. Here is recent world re-broadcast Call to ACTION with Authority and why USA Military is 100% involved.

### Sunday Feb 21, 2016 Second Lent.
Today, I am back at Holy Trinity Episcopal Church on Forbes Park Road area of Makati with my dear friend Bishop Arthur Vivian Jones. 48 McKinley Rd, Office 817-9440 Email: inquiry@holyTrinity.ph facebook.com/holytrinityChurchMakati Worship is at 7:30 and 9:30 am.

The hymns of praise are finishing, the scriptures are read. I copy and paste from the www.bibleGateway.com scripture NIV version.

**Genesis 15:1-12. The Lord’s Covenant With Abram**

15 After this, the word of the Lord came to Abram in a vision “Do not be afraid, Abram. I am your shield, your very great reward.”
2 But Abram said, “Sovereign Lord, what can you give me since I remain childless and the one who will inherit my estate is Eliezer of Damascus?” 3 And Abram said, “You have given me no children; so a servant in my household will be my heir.”
4 Then the word of the Lord came to him: “This man will not be your heir, but a son who is your own flesh and blood will be your heir.” 5 He took him outside and said, “Look up at the sky and count the stars—if indeed you can count them.” Then he said to him, “So shall your offspring be.”
6 Abram believed the Lord, and he credited it to him as righteousness.
7 He also said to him, “I am the Lord, who brought you out of Ur of the Chaldeans to give you this land to take possession of it.”
8 But Abram said, “Sovereign Lord, how can I know that I will gain possession of it?”
9 So the Lord said to him, “Bring me a heifer, a goat and a ram, each three years old, along with a dove and a young pigeon.”
10 Abram brought all these to him, cut them in two and arranged the halves opposite each other; the birds, however, he did not cut in half. 11 Then birds of prey came down on the carcasses, but Abram drove them away.
12 As the sun was setting, Abram fell into a deep sleep, and a thick and dreadful darkness came over him.

**Philippians 3:17 - 4:1**
17 Join together in following my example, brothers and sisters, and just as you have us as a model, keep your eyes on those who live as we do. 18 For, as I have often told you before and now tell you again even with tears, many live as enemies of the cross of Christ. 19 Their destiny is destruction, their god is their stomach, and their glory is in their shame. Their mind is set on earthly things. 20 But our citizenship is in heaven. And we eagerly await a Savior from there, the Lord Jesus Christ, 21 who, by the power that enables him to bring every thing under his control, will transform our lowly bodies so that they will be like his glorious body.

**Closing Appeal for Steadfastness and Unity**

4 Therefore, my brothers and sisters, you whom I love and long for, my joy and crown, stand firm in the Lord in this way, dear friends!

**Jesus Promises the Holy Spirit**
15 “If you love me, keep my commands. 16 And I will ask the Father, and he will give you another advocate to help you and be with you forever— 17 the Spirit of truth. The world cannot accept him, because it neither sees him nor knows him. But you know him, for he lives with you and will be in you. 18 I will not leave you as orphans; I will come to you. 19 Before long, the world will not see me anymore, but you will see me. Because I live, you also will live. 20 On that day you will realize that I am in my Father, and you are in me, and I am in
you. 21 Whoever has my commands and keeps them is the one who loves me. The one who loves me will be
loved by my Father, and I too will love them and show myself to them.”
22 Then Judas (not Judas Iscariot) said, “But, Lord, why do you intend to show yourself to us and not to the
world?” 23 Jesus replied, “Anyone who loves me will obey my teaching. My Father will love them, and we will
come to them and make our home with them. 24 Anyone who does not love me will not obey my teaching.
These words you hear are not my own; they belong to the Father who sent me.
25 “All this I have spoken while still with you. 26 But the Advocate, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will
send in my name, will teach you all things and will remind you of everything I have said to you. 27 Peace I
leave with you; my peace I give you. I do not give to you as the world gives. Do not let your hearts be troubled
and do not be afraid.
28 “You heard me say, ‘I am going away and I am coming back to you.’
(see the missing verse 29. This passage ends with)
30 I will not say much more to you, for the prince of this world is coming. He has no hold over me, 31 but he
comes so that the world may learn that I love the Father and do exactly what my Father has commanded me.
###
The Song being sung now is Psalm 27:10-18. The Lord is my light and my salvation.
Bishop Jones now starts his sermon expose. Paul writes about current history in his multiple letters including
the Philippians. He speaks about his faith as well as who Paul is before God. Chapter 12 speaks about the
gifts of the spirit. Paul speaks about edification, the building up of community to support each other. On the
road to Damascus, Paul is transformed.
Bishop speaks about his early education about words concerning how to find God's true love. In the
early church, one must also be a prophet as well as an apostle and disciple. Paul speaks about knowledge as
ineffective without love and action. This is SolutionFinal.com 5 steps( SaviorKeith.com) The prime command-
ment is love your God with all your heart, soul, and mind. This means to Love each other at the same time.
One does not work without the other. Love is patience. Love is Kind. Love is not boastful or rude. Love does
not insist on it's own way.
Do not confuse Love with lust and undirected passion. Do not rejoice in wrong doing, but rejoice in
theTruthVault.com and the love of others (Paraphrased). People who are down must be lifted up in the spirit of
God and Love for all others. Where do we look for the absolute truths? where? and who? When was the last
time you were uplifted by the Truth? Love bears all things.
God has always wanted us to have a personal relationship with Him as well as with all others. Bishop
quotes scripture about ‘thinking and acting like a child’, then becoming a man. Bishop says we can retain our
childlike qualities in good ways. To be open to learning and fascinated by the world around us. To explore
where others refuse to go and see. Life is like a mirror, en·ig·mat·ic. (Keith) Most of my 7.4 billion people are
enamored with vice as well as worry and stress. Bishop speaks about contemplation of someone you love.
The great journey is our progression through life to attain a higher state of life. Apostle Paul speaks
about his own life and what has affected him the most. This is a transcendent exploration of the ultimate jour-
ney of Love in God's name. It is a journey of finding God's face and creating Peace and harmony in all walks
and pathways of our life. If the miracle of Love does not occur to you, then you are missing the greatest miracle
of life that God intended for each of us.
Bishop summaries and completes his sermon at 10:21 am. Manila time. The congregation now meets
and greets each other. Bishop Jones always walks around the entire church to greet each member.
Communion is now offered.
A very intriguing event just occurred. The man sitting on my left just stole the man’s phone in front of us and left
right before communion. How odd, for my own computer, backpack, phone was sitting on the seat next to me.
He could have stolen millions of $$$ in bible Intellectual property in a blink of the eye. Apparently the man is
known by a few in the congregation. Certainly GLOBE and Apple can electronically track this almost new
iPhone 6 and return it to it's rightful owner.
Regardless of your religious denominations including being an atheist, agnostic, gnostic, Muslim, Christian, BLINDED FOOL, a Monkey Kingpin, a corrupt Politician, Crooked Liar Lawyer, or even underground psychopath sociopath like Robert Dee Rose, you are indeed LOVED by GOD and those who are asking you to REPENT of your crimes and sins and actually JOIN the human race to ensure mankind actually survives the impending collapse of almost all world governments and corporations.

The worship group is a smaller than usual, maybe 70 in attendance here at Market Market near Makati where I have lived for most of last +6 months as I arrived here Aug 6, 2015 with Marites, my soon to be wife. NewLifeTheFort.com gets at least $100,000 USD = 450,000 Pesos once my own profits and assets are returned to me by the USA government and even public, DO THEIR JOBS.

For Salvation and Freedom are only came when my people RESCUE themselves from the evil that surrounds them in their daily walks of life. The song being sung is “Calling on Your Name, Your love came down, You gave your all for me, forever you made a way for me. RESCUE me …”. This was one of my websites of RescueKeith.com I paid $2,000 while I was in the Lion’s Den of HELL-Jail from Oct 3, 2011 until dumped on street a homeless and zeroed out person on Jan 28, 2014 that has already made history.

The second song is “I hold unto what is true though I can not see. If the streams of life they come, and the road ahead tests steps, I will lift these hands in faith, I will believe. I'll remind myself of all that you have done, and the life I have because of your SON. Love came down, and rescued me and set me free, I am yours, I am forever yours.

I just bought a 700 Pesos +10 DB gain antenna so I can tune in to Philippines TV and actually finally get in direct touch for interviews with local Jessica Soho and the 4 Tulfo broadcast brothers of ‘Bitag’ DWAO-TV BST Tri-Media. They are Ben, Erwin, Rafty, and ? Cable TV 41 and Broadcast channel 7.

Would EVERYONE please contact them also so I can FINALLY do pre-interviews, and actually GO on the AIR with Press Conferences to explain and expel the corrupt politicians and criminals from around our mutual world? the current song is: Love came down and rescued me and set me free'.

How many of you actually trust your government agents to actually protect your rights and ensure your prosperity and wealth? Or do most of these LIAR-LAWYER-CROOK-Terrorists-Politicians work for their own extreme benefits. Since I have never been a true Doom and Gloom type of broadcast journalists, I have been providing the step by step solutions to prevent almost all crimes in the first place. The most perfect clearCol-larCrime.com sprees are being committed by those you elect and the stream of appointments of others as well as underground criminal networks who put your leaders on the criminal Crook by HOOK by paying them off to conduct insider trading and other undetectable criminal enterprises since they control the information flow, signatures, and chain of possession evidence.

The song now is “I have been crucified with Christ, .. and this life that I live now, I live by Faithin the son of GOD. This is why I finally called myself Son of Mankind. The song continues: It is not longer who loves me, who gave his life for me…”.
The scripture tonight is 1 John 4:7-21. **God’s Love and Ours**

7 Dear friends, let us love one another, for love comes from God. Everyone who loves has been born of God and knows God. 8 Whoever does not love does not know God, because **God is love**. 9 This is how God showed his love among us: He sent his one and only Son into the world that we might live through him. 10 This is love: not that we loved God, but that he loved us and sent his Son as an atoning sacrifice for our sins. 11 Dear friends, since God so loved us, we also ought to love one another. 12 No one has ever seen God; but if we love one another, God lives in us and his love is made complete in us.

13 This is how we know that we live in him and he in us: He has given us of his Spirit. 14 And we have seen and testify that the Father has sent his Son to be the Savior of the world. 15 If anyone acknowledges that Jesus is the Son of God, God lives in them and they in God. 16 And so we know and rely on the love God has for us.

God is love. Whoever lives in love lives in God, and God in them. 17 This is how love is made complete among us so that we will have confidence on the day of judgment: In this world we are like Jesus. 18 There is no fear in love. But perfect love drives out fear, because fear has to do with punishment. The one who fears is not made perfect in love.

19 We love because he first loved us. 20 Whoever claims to love God yet hates a brother or sister is a liar. For whoever does not love their brother and sister, whom they have seen, cannot love God, whom they have not seen. 21 And he has given us this command: Anyone who loves God must also love their brother and sister.

It is now 8 pm Manila time as Pastor Michelle speaks about lavish love from God for all his people. All of creation was made with us in mind. God chose each of us. I was chosen to be loved and to love…… When Christ was walking among man, he called out asking them to follow him. He modeled integrity and honesty by walking the paths of righteousness regardless of his situations. John 13:35 ‘A new commandment I give to you, that you love one another; as I have loved you, that you also love one another.’ Michelle speaks about missionaries who risk their lives despite the threats to their lives by those who hate righteousness.

She speaks about not always being in love with our spouses that are a result of passionate discussions. Are these arguments or negotiated agreements? When one gets intense, people are afraid of confrontations. This is what occurs even at the highest levels of authority including the United Nations, Congress, and almost all legislative and judicial authorities. 1 John 4:9 ‘In this, the love of God was manifested toward us, that God has sent His only begotten Son into the world, that we might live through him.”

Keith: Exactly WHEN will GOD intervene back into humanities current raw and prostituted affairs. The answer is clear, GOD already has sent messianic messengers throughout history to re-teach his people how to RE-Management their relationships. God sent ME, (saviorKeith.com) He also sent YOU and many others with the Breath of Life to learn how to actually LOVE and CARE for each other.

Michelle speaks on fact that God allowed the crucified death of his only be-GOTTEN son. The BIGOTS . cynics, hypocrites, blinded monkey fools, and criminal broad of vipers (Matthew Chapter 23) are in contrast with John 3:16 “For God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son, that whoever believes in Him, should not perish but have everlasting life”.

Christ did not come for the rich, for the poor, for the well, for the sick. He came for all of humanity. 1 John 4:12 “no one has seen God at any time. If we love one another, …’: John 13:35, “By this, all will know that you are My disciples, if you have love for one another.”

Keith: A key question is about forgiveness. That is http://www.Kshama.me Should the truly unrepentant criminals and terrorists be forgiven and allowed to continue their ultimate crime sprees?
Michelle: Ephesians 1:23 “the church, you see, is not peripheral to the world; the world is peripheral to the church. The church is Christ’s Body, in which he speaks and acts, by which he fills everything in his presence.” God will give us what we need so we can give it back to our Lord, is what Michelle repeats.

God wants to give us all opportunities to live in Utopia where little conflict and problems rule our daily thoughts. Is this not what everyone in the world desires. For the criminals have a different agenda, their goal is immortality since they wish to prostitute everyone they encounter for their own profiteering gain and power as well as be the Monkey Kings that are the subject of today’s world video broadcast.

Michelle speaks about how she disciplines her son to correct his actions and behaviors. God also does this on rare occasions when his created people stray from the paths of righteousness to the point of self-genocide. John 15 speaks about the vines and the branches. This is solutionFinal.com 5 steps to solve any problem in our mutual world.

1 John 4:13, Romans 8:9-12-16 But you are not controlled by our sinful nature. you are controlled by the Spirit if you have the Spirit of God living in you…. (read the rest below from BibleGateWay.com).

You, however, are not in the realm of the flesh but are in the realm of the Spirit, if indeed the Spirit of God lives in you. And if anyone does not have the Spirit of Christ, they do not belong to Christ. 10 But if Christ is in you, then even though your body is subject to death because of sin, the Spirit gives life[d] because of righteousness. 11 And if the Spirit of him who raised Jesus from the dead is living in you, he who raised Christ from the dead will also give life to your mortal bodies because of[e] his Spirit who lives in you.

12 Therefore, brothers and sisters, we have an obligation—but it is not to the flesh, to live according to it. 13 For if you live according to the flesh, you will die; but if by the Spirit you put to death the misdeeds of the body, you will live.

14 For those who are led by the Spirit of God are the children of God. 15 The Spirit you received does not make you slaves, so that you live in fear again; rather, the Spirit you received brought about your adoption to sonship.[f] And by him we cry, “Abba,[g] Father.” 16 The Spirit himself testifies with our spirit that we are God’s children. 17 Now if we are children, then we are heirs—heirs of God and co-heirs with Christ, if indeed we share in his sufferings in order that we may also share in his glory.

Michelle continues explaining the scripture about ‘dead to sin’. Sin speaks a dead language no one truly understands. This is http://www.IseeIUnderstand.com that is part of these broadcast Last Testaments. God does not force us into decisions. This is all about the Free Will of Choice that each of us has been gifted to use or abuse.

Michelle speaks about falling (failing) or flying (conquering our issues). How many people actually see the breadth of the micro and macro world issues? Do you actually see and acknowledge the travesties of the poverty, civil wars, terrorist attacks, and the 100% believable waste of taxpayer funds and assets transferred by the political criminals during campaigns and the after election results that drain us dry of all our rights and assets (Keith’s commentary in non cynical, hypocritical manner).

The Bible also says the more time we spend in righteousness, the more we become aligned with others who have similar thoughts and actions. This is known as the crowd appeal such as what happens in grade school and high school. Galatians 2:19 “19 “For through the law I died to the law so that I might live for God. 20 I have been crucified with Christ and I no longer live, but Christ lives in me. The life I now live in the body, I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself for me. 21 I do not set aside the grace of God, for if righteousness could be gained through the law, Christ died for nothing!”

Michelle accepted Christ at age 8. She states she made stupid decisions, many in High School. The reality of her world shows that few understand righteousness and our role here on Earth. She states we need to be conscious of our surroundings and our direct impact on those around us.

1 John 4:17,17 This is how love is made complete among us so that we will have confidence on the day of judgment: In this world we are like Jesus. 18 There is no fear in love. But perfect love drives out fear, because fear has to do with punishment. The one who fears is not made perfect in love. 19 We love because he first loved us.
1 John 2:3  **Love and Hatred for Fellow Believers**  3 We know that we have come to know him if we keep his commands. 4 Whoever says, “I know him,” but does not do what he commands is a liar, and the truth is not in that person. 5 But if anyone obeys his word, love for God[a] is truly made complete in them. This is how we know we are in him: 6 Whoever claims to live in him must live as Jesus did.”  

NKJV “6: He who says he abides in Him ought himself also to walk as Christ does’.

James 1:22 Do not merely listen to the word, and so deceive yourselves. **Do what it says.** 23 Anyone who listens to the word but does not do what it says is like someone who looks at his face in a mirror 24 and, after looking at himself, goes away and immediately forgets what he looks like. 25 But whoever looks intently into the perfect law that gives freedom, and continues in it—not forgetting what they have heard, but doing it—**they will be blessed in what they do.”

KEITH: Again, it is near impossible to be ‘PERFECT’ We all make mistakes by taking risks in order to move forward in life. The spirit of the law of God is critically important. If one’s heart is constantly in service to help others, then all will be well. This also applies to stopping crime and grievous actions as soon as they are occurring.

Romans 12:2  **A Living Sacrifice**  12 Therefore, I urge you, brothers and sisters, in view of God’s mercy, to offer your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and pleasing to God—this is your true and proper worship. 2 Do not conform to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind. Then you will be able to test and approve what God’s will is—his good, pleasing and perfect will.

1 John 4:18  18 There is no fear in love. But perfect love drives out fear, because fear has to do with punishment. The one who fears is not made perfect in love. 19 We love because he first loved us. 20 Whoever claims to love God yet hates a brother or sister is a liar. For whoever does not love their brother and sister, whom they have seen, cannot love God, whom they have not seen. 21 And he has given us this command: Anyone who loves God must also love their brother and sister.

Michelle states that love can be militant in nature. This means it sometimes must be forceful and directive in purpose for ultimate good of others. Keith: This is the 4th component of the military 3 C’s of Command, Control, Communication that must have CARING as the overwhelming glue of humanity.

1 Cor 13:13 is now quoted. this is Keith’s most favorite alpha and omega of the LastTestament that is the fulfillment of Revelations. Michelle talks about a minister pastor training mission called ‘VISION’ that was a performance group when she was a teenager.

Michelle ends with Roman 8:35  35 Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall trouble or hardship or persecution or famine or nakedness or danger or sword? 36 As it is written: “For your sake we face death all day long; we are considered as sheep to be slaughtered.”

37 No, in all these things we are more than conquerors through him who loved us. 38 For I am convinced that neither death nor life, neither angels nor demons,[k] neither the present nor the future, nor any powers, 39 neither height nor depth, nor anything else in all creation, will be able to separate us from the love of God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord.”

It is in the fullness of Christ, that we finally understand our actual place in history. The testimony of self and others is critical to ensuring the wealth of God is recognized and actually used for the full benefits of all others. Michelle states " Nothing can separate us from the Love of God in Christ'.

Pastor Alvin closes in prayer. I voice record 2 minutes.

Announcements:  Creative Workshop, Feb 25, 10 am to 5 pm  Basic Photoshop 150 pesos.  Songwriting workshop also with Fraser Campbell held next Friday, February 26 from 2 to 5PM. Then at 7PM, we will have a worship night with Fraser Campbell's band and the New Life The Fort worship team. Both activities are free,

### end of Thursday’s world broadcast.

#### below is from Tuesday, BBK20160218*.pdf world broadcast.

CREDO Action  Email your comments or questions: info@credoaction.com
What is CREDO?

CREDO Action, part of CREDO Mobile, is a social change network of 3.9 million activists, sending tens of millions of petition signatures and more than 100,000 phone calls to decision-makers each year. CREDO Action members also participate in meetings, protests and other direct actions for progressive change.

Follow @CREDOmobile on Twitter.
Like CREDO Mobile on Facebook.

Keith Duncan in Philippines +(63)0917-335-4300
Hong Kong Cell +(852) 9146-8620
WeChat:BuiltByKeith, SkypeID: BuiltByKeith2, kDuncan2005@Gmail.com
BuiltByKeith.com #1 World Clearinghouse of UNITYurl.com Universal Reformation Movement for UNIocracy.com
IseeJustice.com and IseeIunderStand.com remain KEY SOLUTIONS to world problems.
CreatorKeith.com LLC copyright 2015 URLIdent.com

## end of todays additional world broadcast.

I have skipped the past 5 days as I was so busy recording history in Hong Kong to finally command USA Government and our entire world to actually TAKE ACTION. That is all that has ever been required by anyone and everyone.

Thursday, Feb 11, 2016.

Greetings to our mutual world in the name of the Father. For years, I also feel and have evidence of extreme persecution as a political prisoner of cybercrime war being conducted by criminals who work inside so many of our own USA government law enforcement and judicial agencies. I have notified almost all criminals to run to the FBI and AG to confess their own crimes.

I also feel I have been forsaken by my Father since few Messianic Messengers have appeared in my prime pathway of righteousness and justice for all of mankind. Even biblical Job, Daniel, Moses, Abraham, Christ, and many others felt completely frustrated and abandoned by our one Virtual and literal Creator.

What is truly profound and bizarre is that even the churches cringe
with horror when I question their theology that they are the one and only true church of God. Each denomination claims exclusive connections to my Father. Christ never said one must be a Jew or convert to Jewish faith to have a relationship with HIM or our Father.

This is christDomain.com and SaviorKeith.com revealed to our mutual world on the final missions of mercy and grace I have published and broadcast to all of humanity.

I broadcast to many mainland Chinese and all my world network friends thru Facebook, emails, phone calls, faxes, and persona visits almost everyday.

I plan to walk to Hong Kong harbor, meet visiting foreigners, hand out promotion cards you see me using each day on all these video broadcasts on theTruthVault.com

On Saturday and Sunday Feb 13-14 2016 at 3 pm and 5 pm respectfully and respectively, I go back to unification unityURL.com monument as that is the center of everything I have done for entire world. Everyone needs a focus on righteousness and justice with full scale equality for all of mankind. This is what I also teach humanity.

Wechat to Philippines military Public relations group: James-frank. I return Monday Feb 15 very late evening, probably 1 am Tuesday morning, still critical #1 request is:

2. Has everyone been calling Gma network and all major TV, radio, newspapers asking for news coverage interviews.?

A Great person would be news broadcaster Jessica Soho as well as the United Nations offices in Manila. The more people who flood these news stations and newspapers with SolutionGovernment.com and SolutionUNI.com, solutionHousing.com, the faster our world will become one world unified with UnityURL.com.

I am in Hong Kong broadcasting to the entire world on TheTruthVault.com and the impending collapses of many world governments because few in the civilian world have no idea their own assets are systematically being drained and stolen by the criminal ruling elite around the world. So many politicians are bought off by
these criminal enterprises in almost every country. These cybercrime
corruption practices are stopped dead cold with Interpol URLident.com
single referential integrity database gifted way back on Jan 7, 2015.

**Feb 10, 2016. Wednesday.** Short 10 year historical calendar of key events.
2005 2005-02-09 Rooster (2005-02-09)
  decision to build new companies + life.
2006 2006-01-29 Dog (2006-01-29)
  really not happy as economy tanks and wife goes emotionally unstable, again.
2007 2007-02-18 Pig (2007-02-18)
  Nov 4, 2007 incriminating Partnership with Rose HomeWaves.com starts.
2008 2008-02-07 Rat (2008-02-07)
  IRS Whistleblower Feb 2009 part of massive lawsuits against Rose.
2009 2009-01-26 Ox (2009-01-26)
  Creation of lcStand.com PhoneCradle.com at extreme time + asset expense.
2010 2010-02-14 Tiger (2010-02-14)
  Published patents, all supply chain work completes.
2011 2011-02-03 Rabbit (2011-02-03)
2012 2012-01-23 Dragon (2012-01-23)
  In Hell Jail Oct 3, 2011. facing 2 years of extreme vindictive persecution by USA gov
  based on Cancelled Cobb County TPO 11.1.1171.99 showing I was robbed.
2013 2013-02-10 Snake (2013-02-10)
  Facing attempted murder by ROSE + all involved in Raleigh N.C.
2015 2015-02-19 Sheep (2015-02-19)
2016 2016-02-08 Monkey (2016-02-08)
  Superbowl broadcast from Unification of World in Hong Kong.

**Feb. 8, 2016** from the Broadcast Studios of BuiltByKeith.com

Click: [https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ktwt9z7jo1ohz9I/AAA-U0FBRRlIDp1cVa2tWVtAla?dl=0](https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ktwt9z7jo1ohz9I/AAA-U0FBRRlIDp1cVa2tWVtAla?dl=0)  This sent to Jimmy Deal my criminal lawyer and my own family members.

While I am waiting for USA government to actually FIND me, Escort me BACK to USA under Military and FBI protection, HERE is the Bashama Directory of 100% conclusive
Court Documents that show I was kidnapped, denied all my rights, and stripped of everything by TheLastTerrorist.com I REALLY would like my kduncan@bellsouth.net email BACK. Oh, I have the outlook *.pst File that shows everything also, as well as my own AT&T phone call detail records used by ROSE to track WHO I had called. including Jimmy Deal who is in deep trouble from the entire world when they all see WHAT Jimmy has NEVER DONE. File the NEXT court legal documents to put Rose on Death Row. Ask Bill Smith of GA State BAR his direct conspiracy involvement. This LINK now next to Bashama in the famous http://www.Kshama.me section Other top criminals are also shown along with their own signed testimony confessions. I watch SuperBowl right now in Hong Kong OLD CHINA HAND bar at 8:40 am local time.

###
Feb 7, Sunday. Anniversary of Pearl Harbor Attack in 1941.

St Andrews Church Kowloon, Hong Kong.
www.StAndrews.org.hk Interium Vicar Dale Hanson, Associate Alex McCoy. Email is:
info@StAndrews.org.hk at 138 Nathan Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong.
facebook.com/standrewHLN office 2367-1478
This is last of sermon series Christ our Life: Colossians. ‘Speaking for the Kingdom’

Todays prime scripture reading is verse 2-4 this from BibleGateway.com
**Colossians 4 New International Version (NIV)**
1 Masters, provide your slaves with what is right and fair, because you know that you also have a Master in heaven.

**Further Instructions** 2 Devote yourselves to prayer, being watchful and thankful. 3 And pray for us, too, that God may open a door for our message, so that we may proclaim the mystery of Christ, for which I am in chains. 4 Pray that I may proclaim it clearly, as I should. 5 Be wise in the way you act toward outsiders; make the most of every opportunity. 6 Let your conversation be always full of grace, seasoned with salt, so that you may know how to answer everyone.

Song openings, prayer, then announcements.

“Home for the 100th Sheep” is the Paliparan Philippine ministries that provides daycare for poverty stricken children using the open resources of a local church from Monday through Friday. The insert in the bulletin describes their ministries. They serve 153 elementary schools right now in 3 areas. Now they have 6 schools for pre-school
through original 4 mothers. Edna and her husband Kalo Ranario are the hosts and
sponsors of this localized, yet worldwide serve to those in the places of greets need.

They would always enjoy visitation, they need administrative person for their
website, funding, and ability to grow into an established full-time ministry that will
spread throughout Philippines.

This is eve of the Lunar year starting the Chinese New Year of the monkey. It is
also the original Pearl Harbor attack by Japanese on Feb 7, 1941, 75 years ago. It is
also the historical date of Feb 7, 2011 regarding a key date in Atlanta GA that results in
http://www.ChristDomain.com

They also have electoral signup here at the church for enrollment into St An-
drews Kowloon church. They now have announcements of ministries and a video on
current family and community events, mostly with their children and youth ministries.

Scripture reading is Colossians 4:
4 Masters, provide your slaves with what is right and fair, because you know that you
also have a Master in heaven.

Further Instructions

2 Devote yourselves to prayer, being watchful and thankful. 3 And pray for us, too, that
God may open a door for our message, so that we may proclaim the mystery of Christ,
for which I am in chains. 4 Pray that I may proclaim it clearly, as I should. 5 Be wise in
the way you act toward outsiders; make the most of every opportunity. 6 Let your con-
versation be always full of grace, seasoned with salt, so that you may know how to an-
swer everyone.

Final Greetings

7 Tychicus will tell you all the news about me. He is a dear brother, a faithful minister
and fellow servant[a] in the Lord. 8 I am sending him to you for the express purpose
that you may know about our[b] circumstances and that he may encourage your
hearts. 9 He is coming with Onesimus, our faithful and dear brother, who is one of you.
They will tell you everything that is happening here.

10 My fellow prisoner Aristarchus sends you his greetings, as does Mark, the cousin of
Barnabas. (You have received instructions about him; if he comes to you, welcome
him.) 11 Jesus, who is called Justus, also sends greetings. These are the only Jews[c]
among my co-workers for the kingdom of God, and they have proved a comfort to me.
12 Epaphras, who is one of you and a servant of Christ Jesus, sends greetings. He is
always wrestling in prayer for you, that you may stand firm in all the will of God, mature
and fully assured. 13 I vouch for him that he is working hard for you and for those at
Laodicea and Hierapolis. 14 Our dear friend Luke, the doctor, and Demas send greetings. 15 Give my greetings to the brothers and sisters at Laodicea, and to Nympha and the church in her house.

16 After this letter has been read to you, see that it is also read in the church of the Laodiceans and that you in turn read the letter from Laodicea.

17 Tell Archippus: “See to it that you complete the ministry you have received in the Lord.”

18 I, Paul, write this greeting in my own hand. Remember my chains. Grace be with you.

Dale now starts his sermon. He speaks on the Lent Devotion booklet that starts Wednesday. This is 40 days before Easter. The Gospel of Matthew is their focus. As a sign of UNITY and SOLIDARITY.

Dales sons play cricket that can go for 5 days. Invented by Sheperds it ties into the flock of sheep known as humanity. Being part of the team fulfills part of our basic human needs of belonging. Being selected last has always been an issue for school children and also for religious denominations. Jesus never said one must be Jewish, or convert to Jewish. (keith’s embedded commentary). Dales speaks on teamwork.

Apostle Paul speaks about Christians working together. Prayer, Proclamation and Partnership are the three sub-topics today. False teachers have infiltrated many of those churches. This occurs world-wide even today. Paul states that Jesus is enough because HIS teachings transform one’s life from the inside out. This involves a change in their behavior and resulting actions. Paul is answering the basic question about how to share the Gospel of God. Speaking about God, Church, religion, and even politics is usually a ‘show-stopper’ for most people. The scripture speaks mostly about Jesus’s disciples and followers being ‘in Chains’ and restricted from actually serving the needs of humanity.

Prayer is the most urgent need. (KEITH) but it is useless unless put into practice. (Dale). God is expected to work through his people. The example of being on a watch tower of liking for danger as well as to the future by seeing current events. Are any of us actually prepared for the return of Christ? How will we know? Are we receptive to the spirit of God walking among us. Verse 3, Paul asks for an ‘open door’ for opportunity to share the message of Christ/God/Holy Spirit trinity.

Paul is asking for help to work through his extreme circumstances. Keith: Notice that Paul is ministering to his fellow prisoners, to the guards, and writing letters as fast as he can to get the prime messages of Grace, Faith, Love, and caring for others back
out into the struggling communities. Dale; States about using prayer as part of regular routine. Dale; Verses 5-6 Paul speaks about focusing on relationships with people including our conduct and speech. One serves the other. This is 1 Cor 13:13.

Be prepared to answer the normal questions with a simply reply. For every conversation is a relationship builder (or destroyer). Are we testifying with our entire being to everyone we meet about God’s original and current purpose for each of us.

A personal conviction is a compulsive need to work for the benefits of all others. One of Dale’s favorite persons is Hidia who stated ‘All biological life is an accident.’ ‘?? Goffenhauf?? is about random events. Christ states that life is not random, it is purposeful. http://www.IseeIunderstand.com has more details.

Matthew 28:18-20 The Great Commission

18 Then Jesus came to them and said, “All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. 19 Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, 20 and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. And surely I am with you always, to the very end of the age.”

A little extra from SaviorKeith.com = BuiltByKeith.com biblical journalist.

Matthew 28 Jesus Has Risen

28 After the Sabbath, at dawn on the first day of the week, Mary Magdalene and the other Mary went to look at the tomb. 2 There was a violent earthquake, for an angel of the Lord came down from heaven and, going to the tomb, rolled back the stone and sat on it. 3 His appearance was like lightning, and his clothes were white as snow. 4 The guards were so afraid of him that they shook and became like dead men. 5 The angel said to the women, “Do not be afraid, for I know that you are looking for Jesus, who was crucified. 6 He is not here; he has risen, just as he said. Come and see the place where he lay. 7 Then go quickly and tell his disciples: ‘He has risen from the dead and is going ahead of you into Galilee. There you will see him.’ Now I have told you.”

8 So the women hurried away from the tomb, afraid yet filled with joy, and ran to tell his disciples. 9 Suddenly Jesus met them. “Greetings,” he said. They came to him, clasped his feet and worshiped him. 10 Then Jesus said to them, “Do not be afraid. Go and tell my brothers to go to Galilee; there they will see me.”

Dale continues. We are to live lives worth questioning and offer answers worth hearing. Dale’s friend is an atheist who is a cyclist. Steve starts speaking about unimpressive Christians. Joe responds to just ‘think-worry’ about your own actions and behaviors (Keith: This is 123 punch of 1st book in Bible Matthew Chapter 23) about the hypocrites, cynics, criminal brood of vipers, and of course bigots… The next Sunday Steve becomes a Christian.

Section Partnership verses 7-18 **Final Greetings. see above.**
What is the relevance. Each of these persons in scripture are in fellowship with each other by coming into unity and even unification with each other. Keith: Additional reference is: [https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Colossians+2&version=NIV](https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Colossians+2&version=NIV)

**Freedom From Human Rules**

16 Therefore do not let anyone judge you by what you eat or drink, or with regard to a religious festival, a New Moon celebration or a Sabbath day. 17 These are a shadow of the things that were to come; the reality, however, is found in Christ. 18 Do not let anyone who delights in false humility and the worship of angels disqualify you. Such a person also goes into great detail about what they have seen; they are puffed up with idle notions by their unspiritual mind. 19 They have lost connection with the head, from whom the whole body, supported and held together by its ligaments and sinews, grows as God causes it to grow.

Dale continues Colossians 4. In partnership, they work together. A psychologist from Washington University research the rise of Christianity. The book name is ‘Starks.’ Seeking chastity, Integrity, transparent in thought and action, hospitality, welcoming the poor into their homes, seeking the common good for their entire community.

Conduct and Speech by living and experiencing a righteous life centered on themselves FIRST. “We are to live lives worth questioning and offer answers worth hearing.” Example 1: One meets a person younger in their faith questing and questioning their own faith. Conversation is the answer in community of faith and grace to talk out our issues, problems, conflicts, and concerns. Keith: Use [SolutionFinal.com](http://www.UNIocracy.com) to solve any world through personal problem.

Dale speaks about witnessing to a non-Christian. Freethinking speaking about life is how to actually share the gospel during and AFTER listening to the needs of the person you are conversing. People WILL notice. Conduct and Speech matter. Dale asks that our community must have fellowship and open communication.

This is [http://www.UNIocracy.com](http://www.UNIocracy.com) wrapped up in these Books of Life.
Dale closes with prayer asking for God’s help and fellow community of life to use our brokenness to point others to Christ/God/Holy Spirit. The service closes out at 12:45 pm. with Associate minister Alex McCoy (or Sok Han Youg).

I also spoke directly with Philippine missionaries visiting here. They run the Flock of 100 Sheep children and poverty stricken women ministries near Binan below Manila where I have visited many times. I offered to help them create videos, build a new website in record time, and get them world publicity.

HTNbf.org needs a mere $220 to fund the renewal of their wonderful website for one year. Can someone please contact Emmanuel in Liberia, West Africa. I am now on their Board of Directors.

All these world focused ministries are complete for the rest of my-our world to use and deploy in pure military command, control, and communication methods using the 4th component of CARING which is LOVE for Others.

### end. Superbowl party at 6:30 am in Hong Kong tomorrow.

#### from Feb 6, 2016

**Top of the day is what I just published again on** YouTube.com

https://youtu.be/dgZ_mqeRPaQ  ### For Press Release and re-broadcast to world.

#332 All Terrorists, Politics, Criminals eliminated with UNlocracy.com using SolutionGovernment.com BuiltByKeith

Today I emailed and broadcast directly to South China Morning Press. SCMP.com I went to their front desk asking for an appointment, AGAIN, and spoke with Eddie who I talked with 6 months on the same world mission. Call their news desk at 852 2565-2222 and ask them WHY they are so ... delayed... in non-political extreme terms...

This one world broadcast shows the actual TRUE #1 Crimes of all time of Political Criminals. Once theLastTerrorist.com is isolated and shunned, our entire world enjoys total prosperity.

I even cross promoted BNIconnect.com as I attended their breakfast meeting today at Charter House near 1 leighton Road Golden Dragon.

Who actually TAKES ACTION now of the Fearless People to protect the rights and benefits of all others. That is truly all that has ever been required and even commanded by those who care for each other.
I am the 57 year old master broadcast journalist, inventor of many published patented solutions, author of state of the art teaching methodologies, and humanitarian in published copyrights that change the course of humanity, one relationship at a time.

REQUEST: Please contact Keith Duncan to set up the best time for a 30 minute to 1 hour interview and Press Conferences. I host call in every day at 10 am EST. I fly back to Philippines on Monday, Feb 15. My goal is to establish my prime world wide offices here in Hong Kong as I look for million dollar properties this period.

The prime focus for United Nations International is http://www.SolutionUNI.com as well as http://www.SolutionHousing.com

Even the Smart Circuit Breaker of http://www.TurnOffLights.com saves 10 to 50% of worlds electrical consumption and reverses Global warming and energy civil wars.

What I have gifted humanity in the form of these world broadcast solutions deals with the worse problems across the globe by providing the step by step methods to remove the true bottlenecks, corruption, money laundering, drain of natural assets, and impoverish conditions world wide.

I am currently on the Board of Directors of HTNbf.org (Help the Needy By Faith) organization in Liberia West Africa. His name is Emmanuel Jongo.

I also just contacted United Nations again in Hong Kong, Manila Philippines, and New York City. These tie into world class solutions for even http://www.unhcr.org.hk/unhcr/en/home.html

Also, I have indeed been sending solutions directly to Interpol through URLiDent.com as well as directly contacting almost all USA Government agencies and other foreign governments since everyone benefits from the prime solution of http://www.SolutionGovernment.com that systematically removes all immediate political corruption once and for all.

Join UNITYurl.com foundational World Chapter and form your own Community Activist Group. All it ever has taken is first, then NEXT fearless and honest person to represent the rights of all others.

Ask BidOnKeith.com anything.

#####

Video #333 uploaded.
Public comments are: I remain beyond shocked and stunned that no honest person of integrity has yet to be found to represent the RIGHTS of my PEOPLE or do anything to honor my own Constitutional Rights. All these felony crimes and false witness used to enslave my people, yet few people know, care, as fewer actually take ACTION. For all these solutions are the black and white, step by step solutions that set the new standards for Integrity, Justice, and Equality by eliminating the Profit, Motive, and Opportunity for almost all crimes to be committed in the first place. UNiocracy.com is the only virtual government and society based methods of ensuring humanity survives its own predatory greed. When WILL GOD send the next wave of Messianic Messengers. Surprise. We are already here. I just met Linguistics Professor Mark who spent 25 years in CHINA until he was kicked out for sharing Christianity to his students at college level. I will be welcomed by China and the entire world when they finally see WHO I AM and what I have gifted all of Humanity. This would be the Plans of Salvation Roadmaps shown on Excel spreadsheet format at bottom of http://www.BuiltByKeith.com with full scale focus on http://www.SolutionGovernment.com that is the ONLY standard to change the course of human history. SaviorKeith.com ties to Kshama.me showing the top criminals and their locations for the world to GO GET THEM and deliver them personally to the FBI, AG and even Military. Exactly what will FBI James Comey and AG Loretta Lynch have to say when they find out I personally went to Washington D.C. in my 1930 Model A (only saved heirloom possession) during National Prayer Day season in year 2014. The videos and daily blog posts are on IseeJustice.com and IseeIunderStand.com

These World Changing SOLUTIONS are BuiltByKeith.com CreatorKeith.com uses Domain of Internet to teach GOD's Truth of how to Prevent Corruption and crimes in first place. Now on his way to Asia, JerUSAlem=NewZion2.com, the Vatican, and Europe to complete his God centered ministries with consulting entity of www.BidOnKeith.com and to put PhoneCradle.com and IcStand.com back on all international markets.

Broadcast to everyone to use SolutionFinal.com and create their own new World Order ERA3 using NewZion2.com as their primary model. Details on IseeJustice.com and viewable on www.IseeJustice.com along with many other websites. Search Internet for BuiltByKeith to help KEITH change the world one RelationSHIP at a time, just like Keith's GOD-FATHER CHRIST JESUS. For the CRIMINALS are REAL and live by manipulating our own DATA and behavior to steal our assets. The SolutionFinal.com has always been to LOVE and CARE for EACH OTHER to remove Profit, Motive, and Opportunity to take advantage of anyone. It has always been this simple.

Contact Keith Duncan 678 759-9066, DEMAND USGOV take down WhereIsRobertRose.com and each criminal lawyer, Judge, Prosecutor, District Attorneys and even Federal Employees who all KNEW Keith was Kidnapped 4 times and NOT-ONE
SINGLE person has every represented KEITH's legal rights to JUST recover any of his STOLEN $1.2 Million USD assets, including HIS OWN pre-PAID lawyers shown on FOllowKeith.com

SOLUTIONGOVERNMENT.com is THE PRIME comprehensive SOLUTIONFinal.com that identifies and removes corrupt people from leadership at all levels of society. Who contacts KEITH now and GRANTS him SOVEREIGN Ambassador Immunity so KEITH can complete HIS FATHER, FAMILY, COMMUNITY Centered Ministries NOW.

This just published to world on top of CLICK: TheTruthVault.com and https://youtu.be/iLN5T4xCApg


Presentations 20 min each.
Celso Alejo. -Gemologist Jewelry custom designer. Was BS EE UC Berkeley. Company D’AleJo. uses CAD and CAM (computer Aided Manufacturing).


example: I lost 45 lbs in 100 days Sept 25, 2012 to Jan 5, 2013. horrible experience. total conservation of energy time period.

Membership is 7,000 HKD. BNIconnect.com.

### For Press Release and re-broadcast to world. #331 The Final Court of Appeals is UNiocracy.com SolutionGovernment.com

I am the 57 year old master broadcast journalist, inventor of many published patented solutions, author of state of the art teaching methodologies, and humanitarian in published copyrights that change the course of humanity, one relationship at a time.

REQUEST: Please contact Keith Duncan to set up the best time for a 30 minute to 1 hour interview and Press Conferences. I host call in every day at 10 am EST. I fly back to Philippines on Monday, Feb 15. My goal is to establish my prime world wide offices here in Hong Kong as I look for million dollar properties this period.

The prime focus for United Nations International is http://www.SolutionUNI.com as well as http://www.SolutionHousing.com

Even the Smart Circuit Breaker of http://www.TurnOffLights.com saves 10 to 50% of worlds electrical consumption and reverses Global warming and energy civil wars.

What I have gifted humanity in the form of these world broadcast solutions deals with the worse problems across the globe by providing the step by step methods to remove the true bottlenecks, corruption, money laundering, drain of natural assets, and impoverish conditions world wide.

I am currently on the Board of Directors of HTNbf.org (Help the Needy By Faith) organization in Liberia West Africa. His name is Emmanuel Jongo.

I also just contacted United Nations again in Hong Kong, Manila Philippines, and New York City. These tie into world class solutions for even http://www.unhcr.org.hk/unhcr/en/home.html
Also, I have indeed been sending solutions directly to Interpol through URLiDent.com as well as directly contacting almost all USA Government agencies and other foreign governments since everyone benefits from the prime solution of http://www.SolutionGovernment.com that systematically removes all immediate political corruption once and for all.

Join UNITYurl.com foundational World Chapter and form your own Community Activist Group. All it ever has taken is first, then NEXT fearless and honest person to represent the rights of all others. Ask BidOnKeith.com anything.

####

**Template from Sky Darmos for next Press Release.**

It should be like this: Here is the last phase of my approach for a government free of corruption (for reference, check out my homepage: CreatorKeith.com ). I am looking for benefactors and Partners to work together with me to solve the major problems of today's governments. My way to get rid of corruption is basically 1. ... 2... 3...

I am 57 years old and work full time on telling people the truth about corruption in America and other parts of the world, especially from the perspective of my own experience with corrupt officials, cyber criminals and so on. I understand myself as an internet journalist and inventor. I have published patent solutions in the following areas: 1. ... 2. ... 3. ... I also research on teaching methodologies. Feel free to interview me if you are interested. I will fly back to Philippines on Monday, Feb 15. My goal is to establish an office for the promotion of direct democracy here in Hong Kong.

If you want to know more, please visit also the following websites: [http://www.SolutionUNI-com](http://www.SolutionUNI-com) as well as [http://www.SolutionHousing.com](http://www.SolutionHousing.com)

Check also the Smart Circuit Breaker described in [http://www.TurnOffLights.com](http://www.TurnOffLights.com), which saves 10 to 50% of worlds electrical consumption and reverses Global warming and energy civil wars.

My approach for a new form of government deals with the worse problems across the globe by providing the step by step methods to remove the true bottlenecks, corruption, money laundering, drain of natural assets, and impoverish conditions worldwide. I basically suggest .... xxx.

#### Feb 3, 2016 history.

Today I contacted United Nations Refugee again. I contacted my own lawyer Jimmy Deal again, demanding/commanding him to go to FBI-AG or face prison time once his crimes are shown to first honest person, and many other broadcasts.
Jian Liang is the host presenter from Singapore. -co-founder Trabbage concierge platform.  
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jianlianglow  bio: Jian Liang, about 30 YrOld, lives his life through application of design thinking and an entrepreneurial mind set. At the age of 5, he was already hawking his second hand toys illegally at a public park, which grew into more projects in a pursuit to eventually start his own business. As he got exposed to entrepreneurship through the NUS Overseas Colleges programme, he has relentlessly sought to be engaged in the field.

About 40 person in attendance. He is hiring to launch their travel site. I voice record his conversation about funding, main issues of any startup, grants, first time founders. Most startups in Singapore last less than one year.

HK vs Singapore startups. TinkLabs.com, boxful.com, compareAsia Group, welab.co Democratizing finance, lllaMove.com recmart.com, wego.com (travel site consolidator), lazada.com Online Selling, propertyGuru.com (home search) zalora.com online clothes shopping.

Typical talent is hard to find in Singapore. They have 5.7 million persons.

Incentives are stock ownership, control of direction of company, buy-in and relationship building between owners, contractors, vendors, and clients. The discussion is about ease of working in Singapore because of government support.

eCommerce remains one of the strongest new emerging technologies and service oriented companies world-wide. It is a repeat of the year 200 Dot Com bubble burst in a different way. Game development like Kings remains strong marketplaces. MedTech and Syn Tech. Education seems to be on back burner for most countries. Reference the moodle.com event I attended in Manila Philippines 3 weeks go.

The talk continues examining other startups and the risks and payoffs of some example companies. Most people have difficulty concentrating on their strength talents. Jian ended up learning Java as a programmer. Many math majors excel in coding because of the structured discipline required to make perfect solutions. This is what I did from year 1976 until about 2008 when I turned everything over to creating new business strategies and community reformations for our entire world.

Jian feels Singapore has more government support, HK has more local talent and financing. Again, the proliferation of web based services are reaching a critical mass now that is a repeat of similar year 2000 dot Com reformation age. The economic
cycles are now reaching a world-wide critical mass that will either cause massive collapse of governments, OR the citizens take over their own lives with SolutionGovernment.com and related UNIocracy.com new world systems.

The Q&A is now talk4 on voice recording. The topic is about multiple rounds of funding. Even Beijing has more funding available than Singapore where computer science is relatively new educational industry compared to other Silicon Valley, MIT, and other focused infrastructures communities.

Base coders are artistic creative persons with huge intellectual value that can be easily capitalized and monetized if proper sequential steps are taken and placed into action. They are successful when they solve major problems by automating a service or product distribution layered approach that benefits everyone involved.

This is http://www.SolutionFinal.com completed years ago.

Contacts: TheGaragesociety.com hosts@TheGarageSociety.com info@whub.io facebook.com GarageAsia & GarageAcademy W Hub Twitter: Garage Society, WHub_IO

Linked Email sent to a person who can help cross promote all I have done.

YES, I have finally completed the first worlds clearinghouse of solutions that change the course of human history. This is no exaggeration or grandstanding. Start with getting SolutionGovernment.com broadcast to all your network, including direct calls to journalists as I have already been contacting, broadcasting, direct visits, emails, phone calls to literally thousands of people who personally knew me years ago and a larger group that has no clue what is really happening at world economy levels. My direct email is Kduncan2005@gmail.com BuiltByKeith.com is the clearinghouse. I remain in Hong Kong still broadcasting almost daily on http://www.TheTruthVault.com while finally waiting for someone in USA government to acknowledge the crimes committed against myself years ago, complete the investigations, and actually host the press conferences with FBI-AG-IRS-USA Military to finally deploy all these solutions that change our financial and legal systems. I am so, so tired and actually bored waiting for first, then next honest person to actually do their jobs. Keith HK Cell is 852 9146-8620. If nothing else, have everyone join http://www.UNITYurl.com and actually call in on my conference call line at 10 am EST each day. The numbers are on top of these websites. Keith

####

Here is partial email I sent to Methodist College High School as well as United Nations Refugee group in Hong Kong today.
Greetings to Methodist College  Ellen Tam -Admin Manager. Office: 852 2384-3543  Web: MCKLN.edu.HK  50 Gascoigne Road, Kowloon Hong Kong.

Below is brief other work I am doing for Hong Kong and our mutual world. Apparently, firewalls are a true impediment to these Acts of Wisdom.

John Wesley was a Minister of Church of England who traveled to USA back in 1730 period to start the Methodist Reformation Movement in the spirit of what Martin Luther did in Germany back in 1493 time period.

I will soon publish a short video I made yesterday outside your main sign. It will be easy to find on the top of http://www.TheTruthVault.com as YouTube.com video '#330 Built-Bykeith.'

CLICK:  https://youtu.be/OkTKDVFX5Rs taken in Savannah Georgia Fall 2014. It is a brief example of using the power of Video Communication to show Freedom of Expression, Freethinking, Mastermind learning, and the pursuit of Equality and Justice regardless of one's religious believe systems.

I am indeed universal in human nature, a true rarity.

REQUEST: When may I meet with your Dean and educational leaders about the use of technology in the classroom to ensure all students are given level playing field access to pursue their most valuable talents and skills.

These websites are just part of the gifted Acts of Wisdom found on clearinghouse
http://www.BuiltByKeith.com

Ellen can share with you some of the top level visual teaching methods I share and gift to our world.


http://www.WorldSchoolFund.com  Describes how direct funding to schools bypasses corrupt officials and agencies who skim most taxdollars.

http://www.TeamMoneyMachine.com  -Video based eBook (free) that shows how anyone can start their own small business providing very valuable services to people they trust and know. The real key is work for Trade (Bartering) for young people so they learn how to conduct honest and integrity based businesses. Eventually they will be our leadership and executives once the old 'GRAY HAIRED" corrupt politicians are shunned by soci-
ety while governments are reduced down to about 5 to 10% total tax rate. Right now most countries approach 60 to 70% total tax waste......

REQUEST: When is best time for Keith Duncan to meet with your leadership? The best environment is a conference room with Video recording of what I have shared with our entire world.

####
Greetings to United Nations Refugee Office and Eva at South Africa Consulate. CC and BCC to others who are on my Board of Directors and a few key Journalists.

We met briefly on Saturday at HKCC Education expo on Saturday, Jan 30, 2016

I am the 57 year old master broadcast journalist, inventor of many published patented solutions, author of state of the art teaching methodologies, and humanitarian in published manners that change the course of humanity, one relationship at a time.

REQUEST: Please contact myself to set up the best time for a 30 minute to 1 hour interview. I fly back to Philippines on Monday, Feb 15. My goal is to establish my prime world wide offices here in Hong Kong.

The prime focus for United Nations International is http://www.SolutionUNI.com as well as http://www.SolutionHousing.com

Even the Smart Circuit Breaker of http://www.TurnOffLights.com saves 10 to 50% of worlds electrical consumption and reverses Global warming and energy civil wars.

What I have gifted humanity in the form of these world broadcast solutions deals with the worse problems across the globe by providing the step by step methods to remove the true bottlenecks, corruption, money laundering, drain of natural assets, and impoverish conditions world wide.

I am currently on the Board of Directors of HTNbf.org (Help the Needy By Faith) organization in Liberia West Africa. His name is Emmanuel Jongo.

I also just contacted United Nations again in Hong Kong, Manila Philippines, and New York City. These tie into world class solutions for even http://www.unhcr.org.hk/unhcr/en/home.html

Also, I have indeed been sending solutions directly to Interpol through URLiDen.t.com
as well as directly contacting most USA Government agencies and other foreign
governments since everyone benefits from the prime solution of
http://www.SolutionGovernment.com that systematically removes all immediate political
corruption once and for all.

### from Feb 2, 2015 world posting broadcast.

**Facebook. Chat Conversation Start**

You're friends on Facebook. Berny Dohrmann.
Works at Author, Inventor and CEO Space International
Lives in Trinity, Florida

12:00am
To: Berny. Why has no one actually done their job..? Anyone at all. I contact even
United Nations and special investigative divisions to see why I was kidnapped Oct 3
2011 from CEOspace. I was 4 hours from visiting IRS, FBI, and even USA military
then. They refuse to complete any investigation for the reasons I have stated for years.
All to prevent military, press, public direct education on the true state of humanity.

From Berny,
I've told you. I'm A victim worse than you of us justice. By farrrr ! Yet I decline to
spend one second of my life on your cause. I told you it will exhaust you. It will have
no result of any kind. It will alienate your circle who will behind your back
Label you as insane. I told you to plan your future n build it. You don't and won't. I
love you. I've firewall You from my life as I made it clear you must respect my position
taken years back now to release me of any of this mission work. Out of respect for my
borders. But you don't. So as you disrespect me in my borders I just poof am
Gone ! Keith I will Engage zero seconds on this item. If you proceed this breaking my
own RULE is my last attempt to set up my boundaries as I'm not wasting my precious
life TIME as you are wasting your own. I respect your choice but you moving down a
road I can Not walk with you son nor will I. Please do not write me again on this topic.
You have been well told why. What I predicted is now your reality loop. It's not going
to be mine in any way it's all yours with kindness n reflect for your choices. Respect
mine they are consistent and unwavering ...b

12:30pm Keith’s response to world.
Few if any have read SolutionGovernment.com or the clearinghouse of world changing
solutions that are a direct result of the extreme experiences of so many felony crimes
committed BECAUSE I was asked by USA Rep Buddy Darden to go to Military in fall
2011. It is the basis for why so many people want me dead, including even my own
brother. Is what you teach (preach) actually what you practice.... Did you actually lose your entire lifetime fortune and all assets because you directly contacted the USA government at all levels about the crimes being committed by specific people. I do understand why you were imprisoned.

You did actually have people who did everything they could to free you from the Injustice based on ‘Malicious Prosecution’ as they all benefited from putting you out of commission. Vindictive Persecution is what is occurring right now. Until humanity addresses the evil in our world, the world does not have a prayer to stand on, without ACTION. That is what I have already done. I have not found the first honest person to represent any of my right (or yours). This is the broadcasts with the ultimate focus of UNIFYING our entire world.

THAT is UNIocracy.com

Chat Conversation End

From Feb 1, 2016 GroundHog Day in USA. More on Internet under YouTube.com famous ‘BuiltByKeith’ broadcast series on theTruthVault.com focused on humanity.

ACTUAL TEXT is:
https://youtu.be/LeYISYnBbZI #328 SolutionGovernment.com is 4 simple By-Pass Laws that PREVENT all Political Criminals and Terrorists forever.
Contact All PRESS, all Governments, all churches, and everyone you know today. This is your Call to Action of Fearless people to command your government leaders represent YOUR rights.


In all languages it states in absolute simple language, http://www.SolutionGovernment.com + all other solutions are easy to transform all our world governments when public shuns and cripples the Criminal Ruling Elite who have enslaved them.
All law makers are commanded to pass these simple laws. Otherwise, they face immediate punishment by the Press, Public, Churches, + organizations for Willful Obstruction of Justice abusing Taxpayer-Voter funds and violation of CLICK: 923. 18 U.S.C. § 371—Conspiracy to Defraud the United States. and treason.

With the four new By-Pass Laws below, all citizens use Electronic Voting with free Wi-Fi + eDevices to:
1. Vote for all their leadership with confirmation on demand anytime using International URLiDent.com.
2. Vote on the pay for each person (by majority again). Options: 1. Lower. 2. Same. 3. Raise.
3. Vote on major issues when citizens are motivated to get confirmed results from their 'paid consultant'.
4. Vote on removing top succession leaders of any ethics violation as willed by the majority of the voters.

Key: Each vote is electronically recorded in URLiDent.com Interpol Database as private or public so that each user (you) or public can see their vote counted. This DB is replicated protected against fraud.

No more VOTER FRAUD, Ballet Box stuffing, Political Action Committees, Political Graft, and no more criminals using MEDIA to outspend the competition. Political criminals are shunned by all of society as all other criminals cringe with absolute horror that their days have been numbered by BidOnKeith.com under full Sovereign Ambassador Emissary Protection of all Nations, Governments, and churches.

These solutions are the ONLY new World Government Constitution SolutionMani-festo.com to ensure the survival of the human race. The removal of all criminals and contract violations kill the AntiChrist + Terrorist Criminals. The majority of man-made laws and mandates are nullified, voided, and replaced with these simple laws.

QUOTE: “Repeating a Lie long enough, and it becomes the truth. “ This entire time, the LIE was that I sent Robert Dee Rose a 3 line Linked In email on Aug 30, 2011 in violation of Cobb County TPO 11.1.7683.99 that was clearly a kidnapping in progress. I invited FBI, AG, US Marshal Tom Shell, and my own lawyer Berry Vic Reynolds to attend the Aug 22, 2011 hearing that I even voice recorded and obtained the certified master transcript of the most incriminating evidence of all. For I cross examined ROSE after his own lawyer questioned ROSE about the crimes ROSE had already committed. I asked for continuance, I asked for dismissal, I asked for ROSE to be locked up that one day.

Here I am, testifying to the entire world, every single criminal fact of everyone I detected who is directly tied to ROSE and all the other criminals.

Why has not a single honest person been found to represent any of my rights and the rights of my people. THAT is the key question I have been answering for most of my life. I have already provided the most comprehensive solutions in world history to teach all citizens, voters, shareholders, and public how to control and manage their own world by eliminating all criminals from society.

I have already testified to our entire world, including Congress, United Nations, Inter- pol, all law enforcement agencies, all churches, the News Media, and public this entire
time. Have you done the same?? NO, since almost everyone refuses to actually protect the rights of others for the reasons I have clearly been stating over and over.

Even all the churches I have visited and research have one common Theology in practice. They each state ‘We are the ONE and ONLY TRUE church of GOD’. Welcome to our family of faith. Once you are a confirmed member, you are an insider. Everyone else is an outsider and sinner.

Did Jesus Christ ever tell anyone that they must be a Jew or convert to Jewish spirituality. The answer is NO. He associated himself with those who were in their greatest places of need.

This is what I have done my entire life. Have you……?

## end.

This original Jan 30, 2016 broadcast from Keith Duncan
Read to the end, since everyone has been completely notified through every single ways and means, including Congress, Interpol, Press, churches, + you, my 7.388 Billion people who I have always claimed as my own mankind.

https://youtu.be/LeYISHnBbZI #328 SolutionGovernment.com is 4 simple By-Pass Laws that PREVENT all Political Criminals and Terrorists forever. In all languages it states:

### For Immediate World Press Release and re-Broadcast to the world.

This original Jan 27, 2016 broadcast from Keith Duncan in Hong Kong
Read to the end, since everyone has been completely notified through every single ways and means, including Congress, Interpol, Press, churches, + you, my 7.39 Billion people who I have always claimed as my own mankind. Keith is Sanctified by All his people and the world.

I just found this unsent message. It is expanded and explained below. For each church group around the world all claim: “they are the one and only true church of God.” All others are wrong and sinners. Who is actually right? Either they are all right, or all of them are wrong. Christ ministered to everyone and never once said they must convert to be a Jew. Not once.

Who takes action now. That is all that has ever been required and commanded.

I sent direct email to dee.Sterling@USDOJ.gov about her felony crime spree also. I copied my other lawyers and quite a few press journalists. I have been doing this the entire time of asking each criminal to ‘RUN’ to the FBI-AG-Press and confess their crimes against Keith Duncan and all others. For their days are indeed numbered by their own signatures I show the world as well as teach all citizens how to defend their rights with the new Government of http://www.UNIOcracy.com with SolutionManifesto.com

Today is Wednesday, Jan 27, 2016 as I wait to return to Hong Kong soon. The one phrase ‘It Is What It Is’ is a pure reflection of most of humanity for the cynics, hypocrites, blinded fools, criminal brood of vipers of Matthew Chapter 23 (known collectively as the 1-2-3 punch of death) related as Jesus Christ identified the Political Criminals who were actively causing the self-genocide of his people.
The phrase actually means that ‘ONE IS POWERLESS’. It is the worse excuse for not taking action or feeling like one can actually make a difference in the course of one own’s life, much less alter the course of all of human history. This is the micro and macro viewpoints that I have been expressing to our world for many years now.

QUOTE: “Repeating a Lie long enough, and it becomes the truth.” This entire time, the LIE was that I sent Robert Dee Rose a 3 line Linked In email on Aug 30, 2011 in violation of Cobb County TPO 11.1.7683.99 that was clearly a kidnapping in progress. I invited FBI, AG, US Marshal Tom Shell, and my own lawyer Berry Vic Reynolds to attend the Aug 22, 2011 hearing that I even voice recorded and obtained the certified master transcript of the most incriminating evidence of all. For I cross examined ROSE after his own lawyer questioned ROSE about the crimes ROSE had already committed. I asked for continuance, I asked for dismissal, I asked for ROSE to be locked up that one day.

The video NEVER shown in court is shown on YouTube.com and was handed over to everyone, including court officials, my own lawyers. It was used to claim I ‘threatened’ Rose with 4 questions I asked his two endangered children on Nov 14, 2010. Notice the date and year. That one video was used to obtain the TPO and then USED to claim I VIOLATED this criminally granted TPO.

The worse felony crime sequence was the Cobb County TPO 11.1.1171.99 that was dismissed July 15, 2011 by Berry Vic Reynolds, DA Patrick Hill, and Cobb County officials including a Judge.

This one TPO clearly states ‘LEGAL to OWN any Firearm’, only valid in State of Georgia, and was illegally granted as a kidnapping on Feb 22, 2011 since the Judge refused to arrest Ms. Bashama on Feb 8, 2011 and again on Feb 22 as I was shackled in chains that day with my briefcase full of evidence sitting on the courtroom desk. I was told to SHUT THE HELL UP, I could not testify, I was GOING to Jail for what? Clearly I had gone back to Marietta P.D. repeatedly in the past 2 weeks since I was robbed by Ms. Bashama on Feb 4, 2011 per P.D.larceny report 1.11.2506.99 that I had filed that day that was subsequently CLOSED the same day. How could this one report be forged 4 times, re-opened and used to create TPO 11.1.1171.99. Easy. ROSE paid off everyone to threaten my life since Rose already had copies of his own evidence I had delivered through my lawyers and in person to every Judge involved, the IRS, FBI, AG, US Marshal, and the public this entire time.

Here I am, testifying to the entire world, every single criminal fact of everyone I detected who is directly tied to ROSE and all the other criminals.

Why has not a single honest person been found to represent any of my rights and the rights of my people. THAT is the key question I have been answering for most of my life. I have already provided the most comprehensive solutions in world history to teach all citizens, voters, shareholders, and public how to control and manage their own world by eliminating all criminals from society.

I have already testified to our entire world, including Congress, United Nations, Interpol, all law enforcement agencies, all churches, the News Media, and public this entire time. Have you done the same?? NO, since almost everyone refuses to actually protect the rights of others for the reasons I have clearly been stating over and over.

Even all the churches I have visited and research have one common Theology in practice. They each state ‘We are the ONE and ONLY TRUE church of GOD’. Welcome to our family of faith. Once you are a a confirmed member, you are an insider. Everyone else is an outcast and sinner.

Did Jesus Christ ever tell anyone that they must be a Jew or convert to Jewish spirituality. The answer is NO. He associated himself with those who were in their greatest places of need. This is what I have done my entire life. Have you.......?

### For Immediate World Press Release and re-Broadcast to the world.

This original Jan 27, 2016 broadcast from Keith Duncan in Philippines.
I just found this unsent message. It is expanded and explained below. For each church group around the world all claim: “they are the one and only true church of God.” All others are wrong and sinners. Who is actually right? Either they are all right, or all of them are wrong. Christ ministered to everyone and never once said they must convert to be a Jew. Not once.

Who takes action now. That is all that has ever been required and commanded.

I sent direct email to dee.Sterling@USDOJ.gov about her felony crime spree also. I copied my other lawyers and quite a few press journalists. I have been doing this the entire time of asking each criminal to ‘RUN’ to the FBI-AG-Press and confess their crimes against Keith Duncan and all others. For their days are indeed numbered by their own signatures I show the world as well as teach all citizens how to defend their rights with the new Government of http://www.UNIOcracy.com with SolutionManifesto.com

The one phrase ‘It Is What It Is’ is a pure reflection of most of humanity for the cynics, hypocrites, blinded fools, criminal brood of vipers of Matthew Chapter 23 (known collectively as the 1-2-3 punch of death) related as Jesus Christ identified the Political Criminals who were actively causing the self-genocide of his people.

The phrase actually means that ‘ONE IS POWERLESS’. It is the worse excuse for not taking action or feeling like one can actually make a difference in the course of one own’s life, much less alter the course of all of human history. This is the micro and macro viewpoints that I have been expressing to our world for many years now.

QUOTE: “Repeating a Lie long enough, and it becomes the truth.” This entire time, the LIE was that I sent Robert Dee Rose a 3 line Linked In email on Aug 30, 2011 in violation of Cobb County TPO 11.1.7683.99 that was clearly a kidnapping in progress. I invited FBI, AG, US Marshal Tom Shell, and my own lawyer Berry Vic Reynolds to attend the Aug 22, 2011 hearing that I even voice recorded and obtained the certified master transcript of the most incriminating evidence of all. For I cross examined ROSE after his own lawyer questioned ROSE about the crimes ROSE had already committed. I asked for continuance, I asked for dismissal, I asked for ROSE to be locked up that one day.

Why has not a single honest person been found to represent any of my rights and the rights of my people. THAT is the key question I have been answering for most of my life. I have already provided the most comprehensive solutions in world history to teach all citizens, voters, shareholders, and public how to control and manage their own world by eliminating all criminals from society.

I have already testified to our entire world, including Congress, United Nations, Interpol, all law enforcement agencies, all churches, the News Media, and public this entire time. Have you done the same?? NO, since almost everyone refuses to actually protect the rights of others for the reasons I have clearly been stating over and over.

Even all the churches I have visited and research have one common Theology in practice. They each state ‘We are the ONE and ONLY TRUE church of GOD’. Welcome to our family of faith. Once you are a a confirmed member, you are an insider. Everyone else is an outcast and sinner.

Did Jesus Christ ever tell anyone that they must be a Jew or convert to Jewish spirituality. The answer is NO. He associated himself with those who were in their greatest places of need.

This is what I have done my entire life. Have you……?
This is the type of Meetup group that changes world history. This was the design of the prime universal Meetup Chapter of:

http://www.UNITYurl.com

### Jan 22, 2015 world rebroadcast. To all people. SaviorKeith.com Keith Duncan

http://Www.kshama.me is on line.

You are the first to see this last updated world saving diagram. Keith Duncan. I AM WHO I AM.
Is this person YOU ?? !!!!! It's Aug 25, 2014 and I am SO, SO stunned, sick, and tired of all the corruption that the PUBLIC refuses to acknowledge and TAKE ACTION to systematically REDUCE to ZERO. So I decree. Keith Duncan